Ark John Archer Primary Academy Curriculum

Ark John Archer Primary Academy: Curriculum design
The Ark John Archer curriculum is constructed, developed and refined with one aim in mind - to challenge, remove and overcome potential barriers that may
lead to social injustice for our pupils and our wider community, thereby aiding social mobility for all and ensuring equity of access and opportunity. Here at
Ark John Archer Primary Academy, we aspire for all of our pupils to reach their full potential both academically and socially and, with this in mind, aim to
develop highly aspirational, emotionally literate and knowledgeable individuals who have a genuine passion for learning and a positive sense of identity.
From Early Years to Year 6, our curriculum is ambitious for all pupils, while fully aligned to the National Curriculum, providing a broad and balanced diet
that we believe will build the foundations on which life-long learners and confident leaders of the future can grow.
Deep rooted within our vision is the need for pupils to be exposed to practical, creative, engaging and challenging opportunities that develop their natural
curiosity to learn, broadens their understanding and ‘brings learning to life’. We believe that by working together as one we can provide our pupils with the
strong start to their journey in education that they need, and more importantly, deserve.
The Ark John Archer Curriculum is rooted in five key principles:

Knowledge rich and
learning through enquiry

A holistic
approach

Inspiring joy for
learning

Developing
character

Parents as
partners

Knowledge rich and learning through enquiry

Knowledge is an essential social construct upon which our learners can be provided access to a wealth of opportunities, make well-informed decisions and
begin to shape their own personalities - after all, ‘knowledge is power’. We aim to ensure that our pupils have the necessary knowledge to engage in their
worlds in a meaningful way, while navigating a diverse range of contexts and challenges with confidence. They should thrive in meeting their personal
ambitions and learn to appreciate the value that continually building upon their current knowledge base can add to their success.
The Ark John Archer Curriculum poses driver questions, encouraging our pupils to develop a natural curiosity and to form their own, wellconsidered, lines of enquiry. We aim to develop pupils who are perseverant and relentless in their quest for knowledge and understanding,
and who are confident to speak openly about their experiences and share their learning with others. We opt for a deep learning approach
and advocate a depth of knowledge over breadth - pupils explore content in detail and then apply this knowledge to practice, developing and
demonstrating a wide range of skills.

A holistic approach

In designing the Ark John Archer Curriculum, it has been crucial to place our pupils at the heart of the process. Through doing so, we are able to present a
continually evolving curriculum that aims to maximise pupils’ exposure to a progression of skills and knowledge across units, terms, year groups and their
entire learning experience within the academy. With the belief that learning can act as a catalyst for further learning, our aim is for pupils to continually build
upon their individual starting points while making the necessary connections in content that will piece their learning together.
The curriculum covers all areas of the statutory National Curriculum and offers equal importance to all subjects. Pupils are offered a broad
range of learning experiences, each offering their own invaluable progression of knowledge and skills. We now place greater focus on
interspersing core elements in all curriculum subjects, allowing pupils to flourish across a range of areas and to be exposed to multiple
disciplines so they can ascertain where their passions and interests lie.

Inspiring joy for learning
At Ark John Archer we are mindful that for our pupils to excel, our curriculum offer must be one that both engages and inspires them daily.
We want our pupils to become immersed in the curriculum with a sense of fascination, awe and wonder and for our teachers to deliver the
curriculum in a similar vein. Pupils should feel compelled to share their discoveries with others, speak enthusiastically about the new
knowledge they have gained and conduct their own independent research and activities to further enhance their learning. Throughout the
design and evolution process, pupils and teachers are given ownership of the curriculum, enabling learning to be personalised, taught with
passion and determination, and to spark and feed curiosities from all parties.

Developing character

We at Ark John Archer believe passionately that the education we provide our pupils should not be constrained to academics alone. We want to produce
pupils who are not only academically secure but who are compassionate, empathetic and able to navigate their social relationships with others confidently.
We aim therefore to expose our pupils to a broader range of social contexts and experiences in order to develop a sense of their own identity and pride in both
themselves and their school. We seek opportunities for pupils to participate as a team member in sporting events, perform as part of a choir/band in concerts,
visit places of specific interest and experience different career paths – amongst many others.
Furthermore, our curriculum ensures exploration of key virtues and values using our core texts as a vehicle for this learning. Our pupils
employ habits of discussion to explore key themes, characters and ideas and explore how we can apply these ideas to our everyday lives.
They are then able to translate this idea to situations they might face inside and outside school and practice this crucial virtue. In this way,
our pupils don’t just leave us with academic credentials but a strong social identity and virtues that will stand them in good stead for the
rest of their lives.

Parents as partners
Parents and the wider community are very much integral to the success of our curriculum, and we therefore seek opportunities to bring
them along with us on the journey. They are kept well-informed about the learning that takes place in the classroom, engage practically in
their child’s education through curriculum events and workshops, and are supported to continue the learning journey beyond the school
gates. Through this, pupils should feel enabled to assert themselves as independent learners and bring this joy for learning back into the
classroom to drive the curriculum forward.

Our curriculum is further reflected by our academy’s values:
Aspiration
Respect
Achievement
Community
Resilience
Kindness

We encourage all pupils, staff and parents to have high expectations of learning. Pupils are encouraged to challenge themselves and be
open to learning new things that support their progress and development at school and beyond.
We support our pupils to develop their ability in expressing themselves in an appropriate manner in order to experience positive
interactions and relationships with others.
We teach our pupils to feel proud of themselves and others and celebrate their successes in everything they do.
We want our pupils to develop a strong sense of identity and pride in themselves, enabling them to feel confident of their place in their
school, home and wider community, including secure knowledge of how they contribute to it.
We teach our pupils the importance of persevering when difficulty occurs, providing them with the tools needed to ‘keep trying’ to
achieve their goals.
We encourage our pupils to be thoughtful and considerate of themselves and others, enabling them to learn how their actions have a
positive impact on helping those who need it.

Ark John Archer Primary Academy: Curriculum Implementation
The strength of the Ark John Archer Curriculum relies heavily on the investment and belief of all stakeholders in the five key principles that underlie the
curriculum intent. Where teachers, pupils and parents alike feel full ownership of the curriculum offer, implementation of the curriculum becomes a
collaborative effort; opportunities for learning are enhanced and pupils become fully engaged and immersed in a culture of learning and development. They
view every moment, of every day, as an opportunity for the taking and the next step in their journey to greatness.
Communicating Our Intent
It is for this reason that, strategically planned CPD and ‘Curriculum Working Parties’ are delivered to ensure all staff are aligned with the curriculum intent,
making adaptations through consultation with teachers and supporting teachers in delivering the curriculum with clarity and passion. Parents/carers and
pupils are provided the opportunity to reflect on their current experiences at prominent points throughout the year, providing feedback that will aid us to
further refine and strengthen our offer. Additionally, parents/carers are invited to engage with individual subject content to support their child’s learning
through middle leader-lead workshops and curriculum events.
A Consistent Approach
It is our belief that by establishing a consistent approach in the delivery of the Ark John Archer Curriculum, we will be able to ensure that there is no evident
provision gap between classes, year groups and cohorts. Middle leaders therefore play a crucial role in the implementation of the curriculum. They devise
progression maps for their area of responsibility, and use these to monitor planning and provision across the academy, ensuring all pupils have access to a
progressive and challenging curriculum offer. They work to define what great practice looks like in their area of the curriculum, and refine explicit models for
delivery in their own teaching practice, confidently drawing upon these to model and team-teach best practice for colleagues.
Through learning walks, planning and scrutiny of pupil outcomes, leaders quality assure the delivery of the curriculum and identify gaps in teaching practice,
feeding into a progressive programme of CPD to target particular development needs. A supportive coaching programme is in place to target individual
development goals, providing teachers with opportunities to develop their own practice with the curriculum offer in mind.

Ark John Archer Primary Academy: Curriculum Impact
The impact of the Ark John Archer Curriculum is continually monitored and reviewed and, where necessary, adaptations are made to ensure it continues to
provide a high standard of education while remaining reflective of our pupils’ interests and needs. If we are to achieve our intent for each and every pupil, we
should ask ourselves the following questions:
Do our pupils express their knowledge around a subject with confidence, and is this replicated in their outcomes?
Can our pupils apply their knowledge in a range of different contexts and within changing perimeters?
Do our pupils feel confident to draw upon their learning outside of the classroom?
Do our pupils form their own lines of enquiry when scaffolds are removed or reduced?
Are pupils able recall taught knowledge and replicate taught skills with the same confidence further down the line?

Are our pupils able to draw upon prior knowledge to make links and inferences in their current learning?
Does each and every lesson / unit of work build suitably upon the one before?
Does each and every lesson provide opportunities for pupils to engage with new learning?
Do all of our pupils have the opportunity to flourish in at least one area of the curriculum?
Can pupils express their passions, goals, strengths and areas of development with confidence?
Do our pupils look forward to coming to school every day, and what motivates them to do so?
Does every lesson enthuse pupils in the same way?
Do our pupils actively engage in lessons and what motivates them in doing so?
Are our parents confident in engaging with the curriculum and encouraging their pupils to achieve great outcomes?
Do parents and pupils speak enthusiastically about the curriculum offer and the impact on their education?
Are our pupils able to express their aspirations, and do they make the necessary links with their current education?
Do our pupils make the necessary links in order to thrive socially and face challenges in the future?
Do our pupils communicate confidently and eloquently within society, both written and verbally?
Do our pupils demonstrate an understanding of how they can contribute positively to the wider community?
Do our pupils demonstrate a sense of identity, belonging and responsibility?
Impact Measures
The impact of the curriculum can be measured further through analysis of the following measures:
Quantitative
results

At end of key stages / planned assessment points throughout the year. Strong academic attainment and progress will be a natural byproduct of the broad and rich curriculum that we provide, where a consistent approach is adopted and gaps in provision are closed.

Qualitative
results

A planned cycle of surveys and reflective opportunities for pupils, parents and teachers will highlight successes in the curriculum and
identify areas of development and refinement. Any challenges that arise will be addressed in order to strengthen the curriculum offer and
implementation.

Enrichment: Character building
In implementing our curriculum offer, teachers, parents, pupils and governors have all considered the wider experiences that we wish to impart on all Ark
John Archer graduates during their time with us. Just a few of the answers can be found below:

Meet notable figures

Be entrepreneurial

Debate global issues

Give to a worthy cause

Attend a concert

Perform before an
audience

Have a positive impact on
the environment

Give back to the local
community

Explore London and it’s
attractions

Compete in sports as an
individual and team

Learn to play an
instrument

Learn to cook a healthy
meal

Attend a theatrical
performance

Disagree and provide
constructive feedback

Swim a length with
confidence

Explore and protect
natural habitats

Experience and explore
different career paths

Design and test a new app

Visit different places of
worship

Express pride in their
own achievements

Enrichment: Learning Excursions and Enrichment
We continually strive to enrich our curriculum offer and the cultural capital of our pupils through a rich, broad and balanced programme of educational visits and
experiences. As the academic year progresses, we continue to seek and grasp new opportunities, keeping our fingers on the pulse of all that the local area and the wider
community of London has to offer. We aim to expose our pupils to different cultures, arts, sports and landmarks - both encouraging and developing the individual passions
and interests of our pupils. The table below demonstrates our current programme - this will be further developed and enhanced as we move through the year ahead.

Art / DT

English (R/W)
Autumn 1

Local Park –
Wandsworth Common:
Navigation & Mapping
[Me, Myself & I]

Rec

Battersea Fire Station
[Me, Myself & I]
Battersea Ambulance
Station
[Me, Myself & I)]

Geography
Autumn 2

Year 1

Local Area – What do
people do?
[Local Area]
[Recount]
York Gardens Library

Spring 1

Music
Spring 2

RE

Science

Summer 1

Summer 2

Hampton Court Palace
[Once Upon a Time]

London Aquarium OR
Horniman Museum
[Under the Sea]

Deen City Farm
[Growth, Plants &
Animals]

Battersea Arts Centre:
Pantomime / show
[Performance]
York Gardens Library
[Reading]

York Gardens Library
[Reading]

Local Area – Mapping
the local area
[Local Area]

Main curriculum area
History

Science Museum:
Destination Space
[Space]

ZooLab: Caring for
Living Things Workshop
[Growth, Plants &
Animals]

Weekly Litter Picks
[Local Area]
[Environment]

Wandsworth Waste &
Recycling Centre
[Growth, Plants &
Animals]

York Gardens Library
[Reading]

York Gardens Library
[Reading]

York Gardens Library
[Reading]

York Gardens Library
[Reading]
World Book Day
Shopping Trip
[Reading]

V&A Museum of
Childhood OR Pollock’s
Toy Museum: in-school
Workshop
[Toys in Time]
Local Church OR
Westminster Abbey
[Christianity]

Local Area – Transport
[Transport and Travel]
[Local Area]
London Transport
Museum
[Transport and Travel]
[Vehicles: Wheels &
Axis]

London Zoo
[Amazing Animals]
[Sculpture: Clay
Animals]
ZooLab: We’re Going
on an Animal Hunt
Workshop

[Amazing Animals]

Local Park - Bishops
Park: Navigation &
Mapping
[The United Kingdom]
[Seaside: Now & Then]
[Spring & Summer]
The Royal Mews,
Buckingham Palace
[The United Kingdom]

Brighton
[Seaside: Now & Then]
York Gardens Library
[Reading]

[Reading]

York Gardens Library
[Reading]

York Gardens Library
[Reading]

Battersea Arts Centre:
Pantomime / show
[Performance]

Hampton Court Palace
[Kings & Queens]
[Designing a crown]

Year 2

Battersea Park Zoo:
Colour & Camouflage
workshop
[Animals: Needs for
Survival]
York Gardens Library
[Reading]

Local Park – Clapham
Common: Navigation &
Mapping
[UK: Settlements and
Land Use]

Year 3

Tower Bridge &
Thames Clipper
[Bridges]
York Gardens Library
[Reading]

Museum of London
Pudding Lane and area
[Great Fire of London]
[Collage & Painting:
Great Fire]

World Book Day
Shopping Trip
[Reading]

Local Park - Battersea
Park: Navigation &
Mapping
[Planet Earth]

Tower of London: Fire!
Fire! Workshop
[Great Fire of London]
[Kings & Queens]

Little Angel Theatre
[Designing a Puppet]
[Fiction: 3-Part Story]

Battersea Arts Centre
Pantomime/show
[Performance]

York Gardens Library
[Reading]

York Gardens Library
[Reading]
Natural History
Museum
[Rocks & Fossils]
[Skeletons & Muscles]
Horniman Museum:
Prehistoric Britain
workshop
[Stone Age]
Fulham Palace: Stone
Age workshop
[Stone Age]
York Gardens Library
[Reading]

York Gardens Library
[Reading]

[The Queen’s Handbag]
The Royal Cavalry
[The United Kingdom]
[The Queen’s Handbag]
York Gardens Library
[Reading]

London Wetlands
Centre
[Habitats]
[Planet Earth]
ZooLab: Habitats
Workshop
[Habitats]
Local Synagogue
[Judaism]
York Gardens Library
[Reading]

Wandsworth Waste &
Recycling Centre
[Protecting Our
Environment]
York Gardens Library
[Reading]

South London
Botanical Institute /
Chelsea Physic Garden
[Plants: Bulbs &
Growth]
York Gardens Library
[Reading]

World Book Day
Shopping Trip
[Reading]

Pizza Express
[Making Pizza]
Buddhapadipa Temple
[Buddhism]
York Gardens Library
[Reading]

York Gardens Library
[Reading]
World Book Day
Shopping Trip
[Reading]

Kew Gardens
[Plants: Needs for
Survival]
[Greenhouse Design]
York Gardens Library
[Reading]

British Museum
[Ancient Greeks]
York Gardens Library
[Reading]

Science Museum – ‘It
Takes Guts’ Workshop
[Teeth and Digestion]

Year 4

Shri Swaminarayan
Mandir, Neasden OR
Shree Ghanapathy
Temple, Wimbledon
[Hinduism]

Roman Amphitheatre
[Roman Britain]
Lullingstone Villa
[Roman Britain]
York Gardens Library
[Reading]

York Gardens Library
[Reading]

Van Gogh Alive: The
Experience
[Landscapes]

Year 5

Royal Observatory –
Planetarium and
Workshop
[Earth and Space]
York Gardens Library
[Reading]

Local Park –
Wimbledon Common:
Navigation & Mapping
[Amazon] [Printing:
Nature Patterns]
William Morris Gallery
– ‘Inspired by Nature’
[Printing: Nature
Patterns]
York Gardens Library
[Reading]
Natural History
Museum: Earthquakes
and Volcanoes
workshop
[Asia]

Fulham Palace: Vikings &
Anglo Saxons workshop
[Vikings & Anglo Saxons]
York Gardens Library
[Reading]

Tate Modern – Yayoi
Kusama: Infinity
Mirror Rooms
[Sculpture and
Painting Yayoi
Kusama]
York Gardens Library
[Reading]

Thames Explorer Trust:
Rivers and
Environmental Issues
[Amazon / Local Area]
ZooLab: Rainforest
Discovery Workshop
[Classification and
Environments]
[Amazon]
York Gardens Library
[Reading]

British Museum: Lives
of the Ancient Maya
[Mayans]
York Gardens Library
[Reading]

Canary Wharf &
Thames Clipper
[Skyscrapers]
[The USA]
York Gardens Library
[Reading]

World Book Day
Shopping Trip
[Reading]

Local Park – Richmond
Park: Navigation &
Mapping
[Asia]
York Gardens Library
[Reading]
World Book Day
Shopping Trip
[Reading]

Natural History
Museum’s ‘Urban
Nature Workshop in
Hyde Park
[Lifecycles]
London Central
Mosque
[Islam]
[Printing: Geometric
Patterns]
York Gardens Library
[Reading]

Museum of London
Docklands
[Victorians and
Industrial Revolution]
Fulham Palace:
Victorians workshop
[Victorians and
Industrial Revolution]
York Gardens Library
[Reading]

British Museum –
‘Excavation in Egypt’
Workshop
[Ancient Egyptians]

Year 6

Houses of Parliament
[Global Challenges]
[Making Our Mark]

Local Park – Hampstead
Heath: Navigation &
Mapping
[Global Challenges]

Central London
[Landscapes – Stephen
Wiltshire]

Wandsworth Waste &
Recycling Centre
[Global Challenges]

Astronights at Science
Museum
[Earth and Space]

York Gardens Library
[Reading]

York Gardens Library
[Reading]

Imperial War Museum
[Conflict and
Resolution]
[Collage & Painting:
War & Peace]
York Gardens Library
[Reading]

ZooLab: Classification
Workshop
[Evolution and
Inheritance]
York Gardens Library
[Reading]
World Book Day
Shopping Trip
[Reading]

Battersea Power
Station: Electricity &
Circuits
[Electricity]

School Journey

Globe Theatre
[Macbeth]

York Gardens Library
[Reading]

York Gardens Library
[Reading]

Curriculum Weighting: Key Stage 1
A significant amount of time is dedicated to ensuring pupils master key literacy and numeracy skills in Key Stage 1, building the firm foundations upon which pupils will have
better opportunity to acquire and master new knowledge and skills across the breadth of the wider curriculum. In our quest to ensure that all pupils graduate from Key Stage
1 as fluent and confident readers, proficient mathematicians with a firm understanding of place value and inspired writers with a firm grasp of syntax, we dedicate over 16
hours (60%) of their learning developing and consolidating a depth of understanding in these subject areas.
It does however remain our intention to expose our pupils to a rich, well-balanced curriculum. It is vital that pupils also build foundations for their primary study in all
curriculum areas, as the curriculum design relies on pupils making connections to prior learning and building a succession of knowledge. It is also crucial to us that, at this
early stage in their learning journey, our pupils explore the opportunities available to them outside of core subjects and begin to identify their strengths and interests in the
Arts, Humanities, Sciences and Computing. We therefore dedicate 6 hours (20%) per week to these subject areas, with an additional 2 hours dedicated to Sports and Fitness.
Our PSHCE Curriculum is pivotal in achieving our aims to foster pupil wellbeing and develop resilient, confident young citizens. Daily opportunities for class group
reflection, assemblies and specific PSHCE lessons are timetabled, amounting to 2.5 hours per week.
The accompanying chart demonstrates the hours per week dedicated to each subject, taking into account a degree of flexibility and freedom to allow for enrichment
opportunities and reasonable adaptations to curriculum work to best suit the needs of pupils and the school community.

Curriculum Weighting: Key Stage 2
As we continue to raise standards in literacy and numeracy and support pupils to become masters in these areas, a significant amount of time is dedicated to these core areas.
It is imperative that we continue to consolidate and build on the key knowledge and skills our pupils require in order to best access and flourish in the breadth of our
curriculum on offer. We dedicate over 60% of their learning developing and consolidating a depth of understanding in these subject areas.
It does however remain our intention to expose our pupils to a rich, well-balanced curriculum. It is vital that pupils build foundations for their primary study in all
curriculum areas, as the curriculum design relies on pupils making connections to prior learning and building a succession of knowledge. It is also crucial to us that our
pupils explore the opportunities available to them outside of core subjects and begin to identify their strengths and interests in the Arts, Humanities, Sciences and
Computing. We therefore dedicate over 7 hours (over 25%) per week to these subject areas, with an additional 2 hours dedicated to Sports and Fitness (where year groups
attend swimming lessons, this time is inclusive of travel and changing). It is our intention therefore that, as standards begin to rise in core subjects, more time can be
dedicated to the Sciences, Humanities and Arts, investing in the intellectual development of our pupils across a broader, more balanced curriculum. With frequent review of
pupil outcomes, progress and attainment, we are able to evaluate and refine our timetables, continually looking for ways to ensure equitable distribution of time to a broad
range of subjects.
Our PSHCE Curriculum is pivotal in achieving our aims to foster pupil wellbeing and develop resilient, confident young citizens. Daily opportunities for class group
reflection, assemblies and specific PSHCE lessons are timetabled, amounting to 2.4 hours per week.
The accompanying chart demonstrates the hours per week dedicated to each subject, taking into account a degree of flexibility and freedom to allow for enrichment
opportunities and reasonable adaptations to curriculum work to best suit the needs of pupils and the school community.

SEND and Inclusion
At Ark John Archer, we believe that all children have the right to an exceptional education and the opportunity to develop strength and character across all curriculum areas,
with the tools and personal motivation to succeed and become strong, independent adults. With this in mind, our curriculum is designed to ensure that all pupils have access
to a knowledge rich, broad and balanced curriculum that avoids lowering expectations and instead seeks to make reasonable adjustments and offer the additional support
needed to achieve.
While the curriculum and pupil outcomes are deliberately pitched high, it is the role of all our teaching staff to support pupils in learning the concepts, knowledge and subject
competencies required within each subject domain. A child with severe or complex needs may well take longer to acquire and build knowledge than other children, however
that does not mean we should assume that it is irrelevant for them or limit our efforts to help them achieve it. How pupils complete learning tasks and the depth of their
response may differ from pupil to pupil – where some pupils may require support both in comprehending and responding to learning, others may require challenge to further
deepen knowledge and application. Our students feel successful in their learning because it is challenging for all and, at the same time, appropriately pitched.
Our school setting prides itself for having a strong sense of community where all adults strive to know and understand each and every child both academically and as a
person. We work collaboratively and hold regular learning dialogues in order to best achieve this goal, ensuring our teachers are skilled, capable, and ready to support those
who need it. When difficulties or concerns arise, we ensure that early intervention is put in place to close gaps in learning, provide appropriate emotional support and ensure
full access to the curriculum for their year group.

SEND and Inclusion: Our Approach
To best achieve the aims outlined above, our approach to the curriculum can be defined through three tiers of graduated response as outlined below. Our teachers are fully
involved in the design and implementation of this for their class, and communicate outcomes in relation to this during termly Pupil Progress Meetings and through regular
dialogue with the Inclusion Lead.

Tier 1:
Quality first teaching

Tier 2:
Targeted support

Tier 3:
Specialist support

Quality first teaching
As part of the Intellectual Preparation for each unit of study, teachers reflect on the content to be taught and the needs of their own class. A variety of strategies are planned
for and implemented through daily practice, ensuring all pupils can be supported to not only access the content, but remember it and be able to apply their knowledge with
confidence. As the needs of every pupil will vary, the following forms of individualised provision are in place across the school:
• Vocabulary prompts, sentence frames and language structures
• Key visuals aids
• Concrete manipulatives
• Adjustments to text size
• Flash cards, phonics speed sounds cards
• Visual timetables, behaviour/learning charts

•
•
•
•
•
•

ICT aids to support access to the curriculum (e.g. Seesaw)
PECs (Picture Exchange Program)
Focussed group work within the classroom
Initial 1:1 support and check ins
Assessment for learning throughout lessons to ensure appropriate challenge
Marking and real-time feedback to ensure progress for all pupils within a lesson

In addition, as part of a whole school focus, teachers draw upon strategies to embed habits of discussion within the classroom, providing all pupils with the opportunity to
talk and express ideas/opinions. Teachers are mindful of ensuring the cognitive load is pushed back on to pupils where appropriate, scaffolding towards setting all pupils up
for success.

Targeted support
Where quality first teaching is not enough to meet a child’s needs, targeted support is put into place. To best ensure full access to the breadth and depth of the curriculum, we
seek to ensure that time spent out of the classroom is minimal and well-targeted. This comes in the following forms:
• Catch up interventions (usually of 6-8 weeks)
• Pre-teaching / re-teaching of vocabulary and knowledge
• Phonics 1:1 interventions
• Personalised home learning – with parent/teacher dialogue
• Talk Boost
• Social skills / stories
• Motor skills
• Learning mentor support
Specialist support
There are times when pupils present specific needs that the provision outlined through the above two tiers cannot provide for. In this case, specialist support through external
services and agencies is sought and delivered within the school setting. Adults are fully trained and reviewed by specialist teachers/therapists to ensure a consistently high
quality of intervention. These include:
• Autism Advisory Service
• Educational psychologist support
• Hearing Support Service
• Social communication
• Speech and Language
• Specialist literacy support
• Specialist behaviour support (e.g. zones of regulation)
• Specialist Occupational Therapy
• Vision Support Service
• Outcomes and progress for children with EHCPs are closely monitored and assessed through the use of red books – teaching staff gather and record evidence to
demonstrate progress against their individualised targets, while pupils are encouraged to reflect on their learning and take ownership of their own progress.
Parents as partners
At Ark John Archer we value highly the partnership between parents and school. We aim therefore to work closely with our parents/carers to ensure our pupils are supported
to achieve best possible outcomes. We provide support to parents/carers of pupils with special educational needs through regular contact, information sharing and termly
progress reports. Additionally, we provide:
• Fortnightly SEND focused parent coffee mornings for parents of children with additional needs.
• Subject specific workshops.
• IPP (Individual Pupil Provision) meetings, which are aligned with the individual target reviews.
• Open door policy for parents.
• Support from external specialist agencies.
• Specific support provided at key transition points; (a) at the end of Reception parents/carers may talk to the SENCO about transition plans for starting KS1; (b) similarly
at the end of KS2 parents/carers may approach the SENCO for support relating to transition to Secondary.

Art and Design: Rationale
The Ark John Archer Art and Design Curriculum intends to engage, inspire and challenge pupils, equipping them with the knowledge and skills to experiment, invent and
create their own works of art, craft and design. As pupils progress, they should be able to think critically and develop more rigorous understanding of art and design, in order
to evaluate and adapt their creations based on emotion, meaning and technique. It is our intention that pupils identify art, craft and design as a form of expression and
creativity; an opportunity to express and celebrate difference; a reflection of character, opinion and emotion.
Pupils learn how art and design both reflect and shape our history, contributing to the culture, creativity and wealth of our nation. Pupils are inspired through the study of
innovative and boundary pushing artists, with each year group studying significant artists and the accompanying art history in order of chronology. Throughout their
journey, pupils encounter various links to the humanities subjects and deepen their understanding of the historical and cultural development of art forms alongside these. It
is crucial that Art and Design is recognised as a subject of its own and so links are not made to other areas of the curriculum unless these links are of benefit to both subject
areas.
The curriculum has been developed to focus and build on six core disciplines; drawing, painting, printing,
collage, sculpture/3D and textiles (forming a crossover with the D&T units), with a careful and consistent
progression of skills and knowledge that allows the pupil to make the necessary connections to piece their
learning together throughout their learning journey. As children progress through the Art and Design
Curriculum, explicit links and connections are made to support pupils to continually build upon the
knowledge and skills they have accumulated in previous year groups.
The units of Art and Design are organised so that pupils are building on their knowledge and skills of
drawing and painting in each year group and are building on their knowledge and skills of sculpture, collage
and printing once in each two-year cycle. Knowledge and understanding between units is applied and ‘kept
alive’ through the revisiting and application of the formal elements of art and through the continued use of
sketchbooks to record and develop ideas.
Pupils begin by studying the work of an artist in detail and this artist is chosen because their work is a
powerful example of that art form. Following a detailed understanding of the artist’s work, pupils are
provided with the opportunity to imitate part of the work and practise the skills and techniques used by the
artist. Practising these allows pupils to build in confidence before creating their own pieces.
There are links between the Art and Design units and the other learning which has been planned in History,
Geography and Science. To this end, there is a clear link made between subjects which aims to provide a
holistic learning experience for our students.

Art and Design: Our Aims
• Pupils produce creative work, exploring their ideas and recording their experiences.
• Pupils become proficient in drawing, painting, sculpture and other art, craft and design techniques.
• Pupils evaluate and analyse creative works using the language of art, craft and design.
• Pupils know about great artists, craft makers and designers, and understand the historical and cultural development of their art forms.

Art and Design: Our Approach
Knowledge and memory:
• Connections and links: while we acknowledge that most pupils find difficulty in transferring knowledge and skills from one context to another, explicit connections and
references to prior learning are made for pupils throughout a unit to support mastery of the subject across different domains.
• Wider reading and home learning: suggested books and websites are shared with parents and pupils at the start of a unit of study to encourage wider reading,
independent research and a collaborative approach to learning within the family environment.
• Vocabulary is knowledge: as part of a school-wide focus, children are exposed to challenging and innovative vocabulary at the beginning of each lesson to enrich their
learning. Teachers take pupils through a deep dive into a few carefully selected words, providing opportunity to orally rehearse, apply in different contexts and construct
sentences with accurate use of new terms. This enables children to expand their vocabulary knowledge, embed words and then have the confidence to apply them within
their learning.
• Learning excursions: opportunities are mapped out for pupils to apply their knowledge acquired and expand their thinking through fieldtrips and linked excursions.
These may come at the start of a unit to launch new learning, or throughout a unit to facilitate continually discovery and inspiration for writing.
Skills acquisition:
• Artistic skills and methods form the foundations for the planning of each lesson. Throughout the sequence of learning, pupils are provided with the opportunity to build
upon the skills they have already explored in order to continually refine their approach and apply within a range of contexts, domains and media. Skills across the
curriculum are split into six main areas; drawing, painting, printing, collage, sculpture/3D and textiles. These skills are used throughout multiple units in every year and
advance in complexity as the child progresses through the school.
• Sketch books: pupils record and annotate their creations and designs in sketch books in order to track their own progress, make reference to previous techniques and
media, and continually create, evaluate and adapt their work. Pupils move through the school with their sketchbooks, enabling them to make connections and links to the
skills and knowledge acquired in previous year groups, and demonstrating progress year-on-year.
• Create, evaluate and adapt: pupils learn to adopt a process of evaluation and adaptation when creating pieces of art. They form evaluations based on purpose, audience
and the intention of the message they are conveying and representing.

Learning Environments:
The classroom environment is designed to inspire fascination and creativity about the world of art, influential people and the differences expressed through contrasting
works of art. To enable children’s knowledge to develop and evolve, the environment grows in complexity throughout the school. Key materials are displayed around the
classroom to demonstrate artistic techniques and media and share key information throughout the progression of a unit of study:
• Vocabulary: key vocabulary to support application of both knowledge and skills are displayed on learning walls and throughout the classroom environment. Pupils are
encouraged to make reference to this when completing tasks and reasoning verbally within class discussions.
• Significant art pieces: displayed in each classroom, these provide both exemplars and contrasting designs for pupils to reference while building new techniques and
knowledge.
• Time line: alongside the History Curriculum, pupils track artistic developments, movements and significant artists on a timeline within the class.
• Pupil outcomes and achievements: pupils are motivated by the opportunity to have an example of their learning displayed within the classroom. Examples are chosen
where pupils have demonstrated application of new techniques, progress in their manipulation and control of different tools and media, and exceptional achievements in
their learning.
• Home learning: pupils are continually encouraged to engage further with their learning and study while at home and outside of the school environment. Home learning is
celebrated during whole-school assemblies and displayed within classrooms / around the school for all pupils to view and celebrate.
Assessment:
• Knowledge quizzes: At the end of each unit of study, pupils complete a knowledge quiz to assess retention of knowledge and understanding of significant people, artworks
and movements across the unit of study. Pupils enjoy the opportunity to demonstrate what they know and share in the success of their learning journey.
• Sketch books: pupils record and annotate their creations and designs in sketch books in order to track their own progress, make reference to previous techniques and
media, and continually create, evaluate and adapt their work. Pupils move through the school with their sketchbooks, enabling them to make connections and links to the
skills and knowledge acquired in previous year groups, and demonstrating progress year-on-year.
• Final pieces: at the end of each unit of study, pupils create a piece of art which demonstrates their knowledge and understanding of the techniques and approaches taught
during the unit. They self-assess themselves focusing on the successes of the piece and the areas to develop compared to their previous final pieces and to the pieces of art
studied during the unit.

Art and Design: Progression Map

Reception

Year 1
Barbara Walker
Alberto
Giacometti
Wassily
Kandinsky

Year 2
Henri Matisse
Henri Rousseau
Esther Mahlangu

Year 3
Lascaux Caves
Paul Cezanne
Traditional
Greek

Year 4
Lullingstone
Roman Villa
William Morris
Frida Kahlo

Drawing

Painting

Printing

Collage

Sculpture / 3D

Representational drawings:
Pupils express their life
experiences, and still-life
observations, through drawings of
their time in and out of school.

Mark making: Creating marks
and mixing colour on paper using
different tools: brushes, fingers,
cotton buds etc.

Stamp printing: Creating own
blocks/stamps to explore creating
repetitive patterns. Using
vegetables, string on blocks and
everyday materials.

Experimental collage:
Experimenting with different
materials to explore texture and
pattern to represent something
from their topic.

Junk modelling: Create
structures with recycled material,
Lego, Play-doh to represent
something from their topic.

Self-portraits: Pupils
communicate something about
themselves in their drawing.
Explore moods in in their own
drawings. Pupils can draw with
pencil and crayon. Pupils can
describe what they see and like in
the work of another artist.

Colour theory: Pupils can
communicate something about
themselves in their painting. Create
moods in their painting. Choose to
use thick and thin brushes as
appropriate. can name the primary
and secondary colours. Mix paint
to create all the secondary colours.
Describe what they can see and like
in the work of another artist.

Animals and Habitats: Pupils
can use a viewfinder to focus on a
specific part of an image before
drawing it. Pupils use three
different grades of pencil to show
areas of light and dark.

Great Fire: Pupils can create a
background using a wash and
mix/match colours and predict
outcomes. Animals and
Habitats: Pupils can mix their
own brown and make tints/tones
by adding white/black.

Still Life: Pupils can write an
explanation of their drawings. They
can identify and draw simple
objects and draw using pastels.
Pupils can use different grades of
pencil to show light and dark tones
and begin to show pattern and
texture in their drawings. Use a
viewfinder to focus on a certain
aspect of an artefact before
drawing it.

Cave Paintings: Pupils can
predict with accuracy the colours
they mix and create all the colours
they need. Pupils know where each
of the primary and secondary
colours sit on a colour wheel.
Pupils can use a range of brushes to
create different effects. Pupils can
add materials to paint to add
texture

Self-Portrait: Pupils are
beginning to show facial
expressions in their drawings,
draw simple objects with pattern
and texture and explain why they
have chosen specific objects to
draw.

Self-portraits: Pupils can create
mood in their paintings with
colour, express themselves and
their emotions in their paintings
and sketches. Pupils can
confidently create the colours they
need.

Basic Sculpture: Pupils make
different kinds of shapes, shape
materials such as clay and add
texture using tools. They can
describe what they can see and like
in the work of another artist and
ask questions about a piece of art.

Colours and shapes: Pupils
print onto paper with sponges,
vegetables, and fruit. Pupils can
create a repeating pattern, use
different colours and create their
own relief block.

Basic collage: Pupils can cut and
tear paper and card for collages by
gathering and sorting materials.
Pupils can explain their choice of
different kinds of materials. Pupils
can create individual and group
collages

Greek Pottery: Pupils can sculpt
clay and make a clay pot, working
with life size materials. They can
add line, shape and texture to their
work.

Patterns in Nature: Pupils can
create a printing block and create a
print using at least two colours.
Pupils can create an accurate print
design and print onto fabric.

Mosaic: Pupils can use repeated
patterns in collage, cut paper
accurately and experiment using
different colours. Pupils can create
a mosaic using ceramic tiles.

Year 5
Van Gogh
Yayoi Kusama

Year 6
Stephen
Wiltshire
Lichtenstein, /
WarhoL/
Basquiat
Hannah Hoch

Landscapes: Pupils can
Geometric Patterns: Pupils can
successfully use marks and lines to
create a print using multiple
produce to produce realistic
colours. Create an accurate print
textures. Pupils use colour and
Exploring 3D form: Pupils can use
design that meets criteria,
shading to create mood and feeling. paint as a form of expression and to
incorporate overprinting using
They can show movement in their
represent something imagined and
different colours. Pupils
drawings and draw with oil pastels.
abstract.
confidently use the reduction
They can explain why and how they
method when printing with lino.
have chosen specific drawing
Explore positive and negative space
techniques.
when printing
Cityscapes: Pupils can develop
quick studies from observation,
returning to each to improve
accuracy/detail. Pupils convey
tonal qualities, showing
understanding of light and dark on
form. Select a range of drawing
tools, using at least four different
grades of pencil and use charcoal.

Pop Art: Pupils can explain what or
who their work, or elements of their
work, is influenced by and which
elements are their own ideas. Pupils
can analyse and compare the work of
multiple artists.

Exploring 3D form: Pupils
experiment with and combine
different materials to make a 3D
form. Sculpt mouldable materials
and create work which is open to
interpretation by the audience.
They can include visual and tactile
elements in their work.
Messages and Meaning: Pupils
can combine visual and tactile
qualities, express mood and
emotion through collage. Pupils
can justify the materials and
images they have chosen. Pupils
can overlap materials. Pupils can
create artwork with meaning that
can be interpreted by the audience.

Art and Design: Drawing Progression
Line,
Pattern

Reception

Year 1

Year 2

Mark making

Create lines

Create lines with defined tone

Year 3

Year 4

Years 5&6

Replicate lines for purpose of texture and pattern

Wavy

Continue to refine and hone their drawing techniques.

Horizontal

Vertical

Hatching

Crosshatching

Scumbling

Continuous

Know the difference between
continuous lines and sketch
lines.

Know which style of line to
use in a drawing (continuous,
sketch lines).

Value

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Know gradients of pencils.

Know gradients of pencils.

Know which pencils create
which tone & value.

Know which pencil value to
choose for the purpose
needed.

Identify the correct tool to draw
with for purpose:
o Tone
o Value

Create tone using pencil to give
2D shapes depth: shaded light
and dark.

Know how to create detail
drawings of textures and patterns.

Year 1

Shape, Texture

Know how to use pencil to create
pattern and texture.

Add dimension to drawing using
tone and value to create form (3D
effect).

Year 2
Know how to use pencil to create
pattern and texture.

Year 6

Use tone and value to create
shade and depth in a drawing.

Add dimension to drawing using
tone and value to create and
enhance form.

Purposeful selection of
medium to show:
o Tone
o Value
o Form
o Shape
o Space
o Texture
o Pattern

Know how to shade 3D
objects.

Year 3
Know how to use pencil to create
pattern and texture:
Fine feather, heavy feather, smooth
scales, rough scales, spiny scales, fish
scales.

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Use pattern and texture in finer detail
over larger areas and for purpose.

Choose to use pattern
and texture within a
piece of work to
enhance detail:
Brick, tiles, scales,
wood.

Create mood and emotion
in drawings through
choices of tone, form,
value.

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Draw around 2D shapes to then be
able to draw them free hand:
Circle, triangle, square, rectangle.

Replicate shapes free hand:
Circle, triangle, square, rectangle.

Use tone and value to create
3D form:
Cuboid, cube, cylinder.

Use tone and value to create a
variety of 3D forms.

Use tone, texture, pattern, value
to create mood and feeling.

Know how to draw a range of
3D shapes: Cuboid, cube,
cylinder, pyramid, sphere.

Lay out a range of still life
objects.
Draw 2-point perspective.

Create mood and emotion in
drawings through choice of
tone, form, value.
Lay out a range of still life
objects.

Shape, Form

Draw with a range of
perspectives.
Know how to make accurate
shapes of objects from still life
with awareness of space.
Replicate a drawing which shows
1-point perspective.

Lay out still life drawing with
accuracy.

Replicate shapes they see in still life.

Draw 1-point perspective.
See and draw shapes
accurately to give form, from
observation.
Lay out still life drawing with
accuracy.
Know how to draw with 1point perspective.

Art and Design: Colour Theory Progression
Reception

Year 3
• Predict with accuracy a colour mix.
• Know the position of each primary, secondary and tertiary colour on a colour wheel.

Red, blue and yellow are the primary colours.

Create tints by adding white.
Create shade by adding black.

Year 1
Purple, orange and green are secondary
colours:
Red and blue = purple
Red and yellow = orange
Blue and yellow = green
Mix primary colours to create desired
secondary colours.

Year 2
Tertiary colours are created by mixing primary
and secondary colours.
Mix to create desired tertiary colours.
Yellow and orange = amber
Orange and red = vermillion
Red and purple = magenta
Purple and blue = violet
Blue and green = teal
Green and yellow = chartreuse

Year 4
• Create tones by adding greys.
• Accurately create all the hues required (primary, secondary, tertiary, tinted, shaded
and toned).
• Know that the following colours are often associated with particular moods and
emotions.
Blues
Cold, sadness, melancholy
Yellows
Warmth, happiness, joy
Year 5

• Use shade to create mood and feelings.

Year 6

• Purposeful independent selection of hues, shade, and tint to create art.

Art & Design: Unit Overview
Autumn 1
Reception

Year 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

[Drawing, painting, printing, collage, and sculpture feature in each half term as part of continuous provision]

Self-Portraits
Barbara Walker
[Drawing]

Clay Animals
Alberto Giacometti
[Sculpture]
Great Fire
Henri Matisse
[Collage &
Painting]
Cave Paintings
Lascaux Caves
[Painting &
Drawing]

Year 2

Year 3

Colour Theory
Wassily Kandinsky
[Painting]
Animals & Habitats
Henri Rousseau
[Painting &
Drawing]

Pattern Making
Esther Mahlangu
[Printing]

Still Life
Paul Cezanne
[Drawing]

Greek Pottery
[Sculpture &
Painting]

Year 4

Roman Mosaic
Chedworth Villa
[Collage]

Nature Patterns
William Morris
[Printing]

Self-Portraits
Frida Kahlo
[Painting &
Drawing]

Year 5

Landscapes
Van Gogh
[Drawing]

Modern
Yayoi Kusama
[Sculpture &
Painting]

Islamic Geometric
Patterns
[Printing]

Year 6

Landscapes
Stephen Wiltshire
[Drawing]

War & Peace
Hannah Hoch
[Collage &
Painting]

Pop Art (SelfPortraits)
Lichtenstein,
Warhol, Basquiat
[Painting]

Computing: Rationale
The Ark John Archer Computing Curriculum acknowledges that computational devices and software are a part of everyday life and that civilised society is becoming
increasingly reliant on technology to guide practice and developments. The curriculum is designed therefore to equip pupils with the computational thinking, knowledge and
understanding required to be successful in the future workplace; participate effectively in an ever-changing digital world; address challenges and opportunities offered by the
technologically rich world in which we live; become active innovators and critical thinkers in the digital age.
The curriculum has been developed to focus and build on three core areas; programming, coding and e-safety with a careful and consistent progression of skills and
knowledge that allows the pupil to make the necessary connections to piece their learning together throughout their learning journey. As children progress through the
Computing Curriculum, explicit links and connections are made to support pupils to continually build upon the knowledge and skills they have accumulated in previous year
groups.
The sequence of learning builds pupils’ understanding of how computers and a range of computational systems work,
and how they are designed and programmed. Pupils learn to design and build their own programs and develop their
ideas using a range of technology; creating, evaluating and refining content designed for a variety of purposes and
audiences. As pupils grow in competency and begin to think computationally, they are better able to conceptualise,
understand and use computer-based technology. They feel empowered to draw upon familiar and unfamiliar software
and technology to solve problems and design systems with increasing confidence, while recognising the power and
limits of both human and machine intelligence. The ideas of computing are applied to understanding real-world
systems and creating purposeful products; invention, creativity and resourcefulness are all encouraged.
In Key Stage One, pupils begin to explore the impact and common uses of information technology beyond school and
within the wider society. They develop a foundational understanding of what algorithms are, how they are
implemented as programs on digital devices, and that programs execute by following precise and unambiguous
instructions. They use this knowledge to create and debug simple programs, using technology purposefully to create,
organise, store, manipulate and retrieve digital content. Pupils further draw upon their knowledge and logical
reasoning to predict the behaviour of simple programs.
As they enter Key Stage Two, pupils continue to expand their experience and knowledge of computational systems, networks and software. They design, write and debug
programs that target a particular audience and accomplish specific goals, with increasing complexity. They learn to control and simulate physical systems, using sequence,
selection, and repetition in programs, and working with a range of variables and various forms of input and output. Pupils use logical reasoning to explain how simple
algorithms work and to detect and correct errors in algorithms and program, solving problems by decomposing them into smaller parts and components. Pupils grow in
confidence in their understanding and use of the Internet and the opportunities this offers for communication and collaboration. They learn to use search technologies, are
taught to appreciate how results are selected and ranked, and develop the knowledge required to effectively evaluate digital content for purpose, audience and safety.
While pupils develop a secure understanding and ability to engage with a range of technological programs, software and devices, all learning is underpinned by the principles
of online safety, with all lessons making direct reference to safe practices when necessary. Pupils are taught to use technology safely, respectfully and responsibly. They learn
to keep personal information private and grow increasingly more confident to recognise the differences between acceptable and unacceptable online behaviour and how to
approach this. Pupils learn where to go for help and support when they have concerns about content, identifying a range of ways to report concerns about both content and
contact through a range of technological devices.

Computing: Our Aims
• Pupils understand and apply the fundamental principles and concepts of computer science, including abstraction, logic, algorithms and data representation.
• Pupils are confident to analyse problems in computational terms, and have repeated practical experience of writing computer programs in order to solve such problems.
• Pupils are able to evaluate and apply information technology, including new or unfamiliar technologies, analytically to solve problems.
• Pupils become responsible, competent, confident, safe and creative users of information and communication technology.

Computing: Progression Map

Year 1: Online Safety

Year 1: Programming and Coding

First 3-weeks: Recap

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring

Summer 1

Summer 2

Across all units: Recognise common uses of information technology beyond school. Use technology safely and respectfully, keeping personal information private; identify where to go for help and support
when they have concerns about content or contact on the internet or other online technologies.
We are collectors:
Getting to know your
We are treasure hunters:
We are painters:
Find images using web.
device:
Use programmable toys.
We are celebrating:
• Find and use pictures on web.
Illustrate an eBook.
• Can I name different devices
• Understand that a
• Know what to do if they
Create a card digitally.
used worldwide?
• Use the web safely to find ideas We are storytellers:
programmable toy can be
encounter pictures that cause
for an illustration.
• Develop basic keyboard skills,
• Can I identify the devices
Produce a talking book.
controlled by inputting a
concern.
through typing and formatting
commonly used in school?
• Select and use appropriate
sequence of instructions.
• Use sound recording
• Group images on the basis of a
text.
painting tools to create and
• Can I differentiate a laptop
equipment to record sounds. • Develop and record sequences
binary (yes/no) question.
change images on the
• Develop basic mouse skills.
from a tablet?
of instructions as an
• Develop skills in saving and
• Organise images into more
computer.
• Use the web to find and select
• Can I turn on the tablet?
algorithm.
storing sounds on the
than two groups according to
• Understand how this use of
images.
• Can I turn off the tablet?
computer.
• Program the toy to follow
clear rules or criteria
ICT differs from using paint
• Develop skills in storing and
• Can I explain how to be safe
their algorithm.
•
Understand
how
a
talking
• Ask and answer binary
and paper.
retrieving files.
while using the devices?
book differs from a paper• Debug their programs.
(yes/no) questions about their
• Create an illustration for a
• Develop skills in combining
• Can I understand that
based book.
• Predict how their programs
images.
particular purpose.
text and images.
different devices function
• Share recordings with an
will work.
• Understand what algorithms
• Know how to save, retrieve and
•
Discuss
their
work
and
think
differently?
audience.
• Understand what algorithms
are; how they are
change their work.
about whether it could be
• Can I understand that
• Use technology purposefully
are; how they are
implemented as programs on
• Reflect on their work and act
improved.
devices are made up of
to create, organise, store,
implemented as programs on
digital devices; and that
on feedback received.
•
Use
technology
purposefully
to
internal software and
manipulate and retrieve
digital devices; and that
programs execute by following
• Use technology purposefully to
create, organise, store,
internal components?
digital content.
programs execute by
precise instructions.
create, organise, store,
manipulate and retrieve digital
• Can I understand that a
following precise instructions.
• Use technology purposefully
manipulate
and
retrieve
digital
content.
tablet is touch screen, consist
• Create and debug simple
to create, organise, store,
content.
of homepage and application
programs.
manipulate and retrieve
page?
digital content.
• Can I understand that a
homepage is personalised for
users for apps they want to
We are good digital
We are responsible
use – easy access?
citizens:
internet and device users:
We are information
• Can I understand that some
We are responsible
Find out what it means to
protectors:
of the applications may be in
We are kind and thoughtful Remember to take time out gamers:
be a good digital citizen.
from technology.
Understand what is meant
folders?
Understand the impact of
• Understand what is meant by
Learn how to stay safe
by personal information.
• Learn the basic principles of
• Can I understand that a main
our behaviour on others.
‘digital citizen’.
when playing online
what the internet is.
• Understand what is meant by
application page has all the
• Understand that unkind
• Understand how to be
games.
apps (multiple pages)?
‘personal information’.
• Understand how people use
behaviour online can affect
responsible, respectful and
• Understand the importance of • Recognise that anyone online
the internet.
• Can I use the search tool to
other people, even though we
safe online.
playing games in shared
who we don’t know in real life
easily find applications?
•
Understand
that
using
can’t see them.
• Understand that being a good
spaces where grown-ups are
is a stranger.
computer devices too often
• Can I find an app using the
• Understand that the online
digital citizen means having a
available for support.
can be bad for us and we
• Understand how we can
main app page?
safety rules can be applied to
kind heart, a warning tummy
should take time out form
• Understand the importance of
protect our personal
• Can I use the home button to
any concerns they may have
and a thinking brain; all
technology to do other things.
information, including
taking breaks away from
come off the app?
about their online activities.
things that keep us safe online
reporting worries to trusted
• Discuss what to do if they see
technology.
• Can I use the back button to
• Recall what to do if something
adults.
or
hear
something
online
that
go back on a previous?
happens online that makes
upsets them.
• Can I use the swipe feature to
them feel uncomfortable.
access old app opened?

Year 2: Online Safety

Year 2: Programming and Coding

First 3-weeks: Recap

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring

Summer 1

Summer 2

Across all units: Recognise common uses of information technology beyond school. Use technology safely and respectfully, keeping personal information private; identify where to go for help and support
when they have concerns about content or contact on the internet or other online technologies.
Getting to know your
We are astronauts:
We are games testers:
device:
We are detectives:
Programme on screen.
Explore how computer
• Can I understand that
Collect clues.
• Have a clear understanding of
games work.
We are photographers:
devices function differently?
We are researchers:
algorithms as sequences of
• Understand that email can be
• Describe carefully what
• Can I understand that a
Take
better
photographs
instructions.
used to communicate.
Research a topic.
happens in computer games.
tablet is touch screen, consist
•
Consider
the
technical
and
• Convert simple algorithms to
• Develop skills in opening,
• Develop research skills
• Use logical reasoning to make
of homepage and apps page?
artistic merits of photographs
programs.
composing and sending
through searching for
predictions of what a program
• Can I understand that a
• Use a digital camera or
emails.
information on the internet.
• Predict what a simple program
will do. Test these predictions.
homepage is personalised for
camera app.
will do.
• Gain skills in opening and
• Improve note-taking skills
• Think critically about
users for apps they use?
• Take digital photographs.
listening to audio files on the
through the use of mind
• Spot and fix (debug) errors in
computer games and their use.
• Can I understand that some
computer.
mapping.
their programs.
• Review and reject or rate the
• Be aware of how to use games
apps may be in folders?
images they take.
• Use appropriate language in
• Develop presentation skills
• Understand what algorithms
safely and in balance with
• Can I understand that a main
emails.
through creating and
are; how they are implemented
• Edit and enhance their
other activities.
app page has all the apps
delivering a short multimedia
as programs on digital devices;
photographs.
• Develop skills in editing and
• Understand what algorithms
(multiple pages)?
presentation.
and that programs execute by
formatting text in emails.
• Select their best images to
are; how they are implemented
• Can I use the search tool to
following precise and
• Use technology purposefully
include in a shared portfolio.
• Be aware of online safety
as programs on digital devices;
easily find apps?
unambiguous instructions.
to
create,
organise,
store,
issues when using email.
• Use technology purposefully
and that programs execute by
• Can I find an app using the
manipulate and retrieve
• Create and debug simple
to create, organise, store,
• Use technology purposefully
following precise instructions.
main app page?
digital content.
programs.
manipulate and retrieve
to create, organise, store,
• Use logical reasoning to predict
• Can I use the home button to • Use logical reasoning to predict
digital content.
manipulate and retrieve
the behaviour of simple
come off the app?
the behaviour of simple
digital content.
programs.
• Can I use the back button to
programs.
go back on a previous?
• Can I the swipe feature to
access an old app opened?
• Can I understand that
different apps have a
different purpose?
We are game raters:
We are online behaviour
We are not online bullies:
experts:
• Can I log into a laptop?
We are code masters:
We are safe searchers:
Understand and apply the
• Can I carry out a simple
Create a strong message
PEGI rating system for
Solve online safety
Learn how to use search
google search to find images? Generate strong passwords
against online bullying.
games.
problems.
and keeping them safe.
engines safely.
• Can I understand the
• Begin to understand the
• Recognise the PEGI age rating
• Understand that the way
• Understand that passwords are
• Understand the very basic
importance of searching
concept of online bullying
system for digital games.
technology is used is as
an important part of keeping
principles of how search
content online with a
and the role of the bystander.
important as good online
• Understand that the system is
information safe.
engines work.
responsible adult?
behaviour.
• Develop an understanding of
useful for helping people
• Understand the differences
• Understand the key steps for
• Can I save images from the
the consequences of online
decide which games are
• Understand that the way we
between strong and weak
searching the web safely.
internet (and on Teams)?
bullying.
appropriate.
use technology impacts the
passwords.
• Understand how to report
• Can I understand the
people around us.
• Recall their online safety
• Understand what to do if
• Understand that sharing a
concerns when searching the
purpose of Teams?
rules for reporting concerns
someone nearby is playing a
• Further develop responses to
password
makes
it
weak.
web.
• Can I understand that work
and inappropriate behaviour.
game which is inappropriate
incidents of poor behaviour
is saved into different folders
for them.
online.
in Teams?
• Can I navigate Teams
folders?
• Can I upload images to a
Teams folder?

Year 3: Online Safety

Year 3: Programming and Coding

First 3-weeks: Recap

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring

Summer 1

Summer 2

Across all units: Recognise common uses of information technology beyond school. Use technology safely, respectfully and responsibly; know a range of ways to report concerns and unacceptable
behaviour.
We are communicators:
We are vloggers:
We are presenters:
Communicate safely on the
internet using software
Make and share a short
Video performance.
screencast presentation.
• Develop an understanding of
• Gain skills in shooting live
how email works.
• Plan, design and deliver an
video, such as framing shots,
interesting and engaging
• Be aware of broader issues
holding the camera steady, and
Excel:
presentation.
surrounding email, including
reviewing.
• Design, write and debug
‘netiquette’ and online safety.
• Search for and evaluate
• Edit video, including adding
Scratch:
programs that accomplish
online images.
• Work collaboratively with a
narration and editing clips by
Getting to know your
specific goals, including
• Design, write and debug
remote partner.
setting in/out points.
• Create their own original
device:
simulating physical systems.
programs that accomplish
images.
• Experience video conferences
• Understand the qualities of
• Can I use on and off button
specific
goals.
• Use selection in program,
effective video, such as the
• Create a video slidecast of a
• Understand computer
to turn on my devices?
• Use sequence and repetition
working with variables and
importance of narrative,
narrated presentation.
networks, including the
• Can I login successfully?
in
programs.
various
forms
of
input
and
consistency, perspective and
internet; how they can provide
• Use search technologies
• Can I open teams?
•
Work
with
different
forms
of
output.
scene length.
multiple services, such as the
effectively, appreciate how
• Can I navigate through teams
input
and
output.
•
Use
a
variety
of
software
on
a
world wide web; opportunities
• Select, use and combine a
results are selected and
and open a document/link?
• Use of software to create a
range of digital devices to
they offer for
variety of software on a range
ranked, and be discerning in
• Can I save a picture from the
range of programs that
design and create a range of
communication/collaboration
of devices to design and create
evaluating digital content.
internet?
accomplish given goals.
programs, systems and content • Select, use and combine a
a range of programs, systems
• Select, use and combine a
• Can I open the saved images?
to accomplish given goal,
and content that accomplish
variety of software on a range
variety of software on a range
• Can I upload the saved image
including analysing data.
given goals, including
of devices to design and
of devices to design and create
to the appropriate Teams
collecting, analysing,
create a range of content that
a range of programs, systems
folder?
evaluating and presenting data
accomplish given goals,
and content that accomplish
• Can I upload the picture to a
and information.
including collecting,
given goals, including
Teams folder?
• Work with various forms of
analysing, evaluating and
collecting, analysing,
• Can I create a PowerPoint
input and output.
presenting information.
evaluating and presenting
slide?
data and information.
• Can I copy and paste content
on the slide?
• Can I save the page?
• Can I upload the work to
We are avatar creators:
We are internet detectives:
Teams?
We are digital friends:
Who do we really know
We are aware of our
• Can I create a screenshot?
Assess the trustworthiness
We are netiquette experts:
Develop an awareness of
online?
digital footprint:
of websites.
• Can I create a screen
online
bullying.
Practise good netiquette.
• Understand that internet
recording?
• Use clues to make choices
Understand the digital
• Begin to understand that
identities are actively
• Understand that good online
• Can I upload the screen
about which web pages they
trails we leave behind.
information shared online
constructed by the user.
behaviour is important for
recording to teams?
consider most useful and
• Understand that every time
cannot
always
be
controlled.
making
the
internet
an
•
Recognise
that
internet
• Can I upload the screenshot?
trustworthy.
we use the internet we leave a
enjoyable place for everyone.
• Develop a deeper.
identities can be misleading or
digital trail that can be found,
• Understand that not all links
understanding of the
not representative of the
• Understand that email is a
copied, shared and broadcast.
are safe or trustworthy.
consequences of online
creator.
widely used form of digital
• Understand that the things
• Understand different ways to
bullying.
communication that lasts
• Recall that personal
we upload onto the internet
report concerns and
forever and can be shared.
• Understand the role of a
information should not be
last forever.
inappropriate behaviour.
bystander in online bullying.
shared by anyone online who
we don’t know in real life.

Year 4: Online Safety

Year 4: Programming and Coding

First 3-weeks: Recap

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring

Summer 1

Summer 2

Across all units: Recognise common uses of information technology beyond school. Use technology safely, respectfully and responsibly; know a range of ways to report concerns and unacceptable
behaviour.
We are musicians:
We are software
We are toy designers:
Scratch
Produce digital music.
developers:
• Design, write and debug
Prototype interactive toys.
We are HTML editors:
Develop simple educational • Use programs to edit music.
programs to accomplish goals • Design and make an on-screen
•
Create
and
develop
a
musical
games:
Edit and write HTML.
• Use sequence and repetition
prototype of a computercomposition, refining their
• Develop an educational
in programs.
controlled toy.
• Understand some technical
ideas through reflection.
computer game using selection
aspects of how the internet
• Work with variables; various
• Understand different forms of
• Develop an awareness of how
and repetition.
makes the web possible.
forms of input/output.
input and output (such as
their
composition
can
• Understand and use variables.
sensors, switches, motors,
• Use HTML tags for
• Use logical reasoning to
enhance work in other media.
lights and speakers).
elementary mark up.
• Start to debug computer
explain how simple
• Use sequence, selection, and
programs.
algorithms work.
• Design, write and debug the
• Use hyperlinks to connect
Getting to know your
repetition in programs; work
control and monitoring
ideas and sources.
• Recognise the importance of
• Use software to design and
device:
with variables and various
program for their toy.
user interface design, including
create programs.
• Code up a simple web page
• Can I save a picture from the
forms of input and output.
consideration of input and
• Design, write and debug
with useful content.
internet?
Lightbot:
• Understand computer
output.
programs that accomplish
• Understand computer
• Can I open the saved images?
networks including the
• Design, write and debug
specific goals, including
networks including the
• Can I upload the saved image • Design, write and debug
internet; opportunities they
programs to accomplish goals
controlling or simulating
programs that accomplish
internet; how they can provide
to the appropriate Teams
offer for communication and • Solve problems by
physical systems.
specific
goals.
multiple services, such as the
folder?
collaboration.
decomposing them into
• Use sequence, selection, and
world wide web; opportunities
•
Use
sequence,
selection,
and
• Can I upload the picture to a
smaller parts.
•
Select,
use
and
combine
a
repetition in programs; work
they offer for communication
repetition in programs; work
Teams folder?
•
Use
sequence,
selection
and
variety
of
software
on
a
range
with various forms of input
and collaboration.
with variables and various
• Can I create a PowerPoint
repetition
in
programs.
of
devices
to
design
and
and output.
forms of input and output.
• Use and combine a variety of
slide?
create a range of programs,
•
Use
logical
reasoning
to
• Use logical reasoning to
software to accomplish given
• Use logical reasoning to
• Can I copy and paste content
systems and content that
explain how some simple
explain how some simple
goals, including presenting
explain how some simple
on the slide?
accomplish goals, including
algorithms
work,
and
to
algorithms
work
and
to
detect
information.
algorithms work and to detect
collecting, analysing,
• Can I save the page?
detect and correct errors in
and correct errors in
and correct errors in
evaluating
and
presenting
algorithms
and
programs.
• Can I upload the work to
algorithms and programs.
algorithms and programs.
data and information.
Teams?
• Can I create a screenshot?
• Can I create a screen
We are online risk
recording?
We are careful when
managers:
• Can I upload the screen
We are respectful of digital
We are standing up to
talking to virtual friends:
We are aware that online
recording to teams?
Understand risk and
rights and responsibility:
peer pressure:
Virtual friendship vs real
content lasts forever:
• Can I upload the screenshot?
prevention of information
Deal positively with peer
friendship; who we can
• Understand that both digital
loss.
• Understand that because of
pressure.
trust?
rights and responsibilities are
Increase typing speed:
the internet, information can
important to ensure the
• Understand that peer
• Understand that virtual friends • Understand the risks involved
• DanceMat
be spread more quickly and
in clicking on and opening
internet is a great place for
pressure can be a positive and
are still strangers that they do
• Typing Pal
reach more people now than
links on suspicious websites
everyone.
negative influence.
not know.
at any time in the past.
and in emails.
• Understand that there are
• Understand that access to the • Apply their knowledge of
• Understand that although
• Understand that hacking can
internet is not the same for
online safety to decide what
consequences for knowingly
information posted on the
be illegal and has
ignoring rights.
everyone.
information they, as virtual
internet might not always be
consequences for the hacker.
friends, can safely share online.
• Further develop a positive and
• Recall ways to report
true or accurate, it lasts
• Develop awareness of viruses
concerns and inappropriate
responsible attitude towards
• Recap rules for reporting
forever.
and what to do if they think
technology and internet use.
behaviour.
suspicious or uncomfortable
their account has been
online situations.
compromised.

First 3-weeks: Recap

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring

Summer 1

Summer 2

Year 5: Online Safety

Year 5: Programming and Coding

Across all units: Recognise common uses of information technology beyond school. Use technology safely and respectfully, keeping personal information private; identify where to go for help and support
when they have concerns about content or contact on the internet or other online technologies.
We are game developers:
We are architects:

Getting to know your
device:
• Can I save a picture from the
internet?
• Can I open the saved images?
• Can I upload the saved image
to the appropriate Teams
folder?
• Can I upload the picture to a
Teams folder?
• Can I create a PowerPoint
slide?
• Can I copy and paste content
on the slide?
• Can I save the page?
• Can I upload the work to
Teams?
• Can I create a screenshot?
• Can I create a screen
recording?
• Can I upload the screen
recording to teams?
• Can I upload the screenshot?
Increase typing speed:
• DanceMat
• Typing Pal

Develop interactive games.
• Create original artwork and
sound for a game.
• Design and create a computer
program for a computer game,
which uses sequence, selection,
repetition and variables.
• Detect and correct errors.
• Use iterative development
techniques to improve games.
• Design, write and debug
programs; controlling or
simulating physical systems;
solve problems by
decomposing to smaller parts.
• Use sequence, selection, and
repetition in programs; work
with variables and various
forms of input and output.
• Use logical reasoning to
explain how some simple
algorithms work and to detect
and correct errors in
algorithms and programs.

Create a virtual space.
• Understand the work of
architects, designers and
engineers working in 3D.
• Develop familiarity with a
simple CAD (computer aided
design) tool.
• Develop spatial awareness by
exploring and experimenting
with 3D virtual environments
• Develop aesthetic awareness.
• Use search technologies
effectively, appreciate how
results are selected and
ranked, and be discerning in
evaluating digital content.
• Select, use and combine a
variety of software to design
and create a range of
programs, systems and
content, including collecting,
analysing, evaluating and
presenting data and
information.

We are web developers:
We are cryptographers:
Cracking codes.
• Be familiar with semaphore
and Morse code.
• Understand the need for
private information to be
encrypted.
• Encrypt and decrypt
messages in simple ciphers.
• Appreciate the need to use
complex passwords and to
keep them secure.
• Have some understanding of
how encryption works.
• Use logical reasoning to
explain how some simple
algorithms work and to detect
and correct errors in
algorithms and programs.

We are responsible for our
online actions:
We are game changers:
Understand how games
developers make money.
• Understand different business
models for online games.
• Understand that accounts for
devices are linked to real-life
bank accounts.
• Understand that some features
in online games and apps cost
real money.
• Understand that research,
parental controls and device
settings are tools we can use to
help us game confidently.

We are content
evaluators:
Understand advertising
and endorsements online.
• Understand that some people
get paid to endorse products
online.
• Develop a discerning attitude
to online content so that they
can confidently reach their
own conclusions. Appreciate
the value of trusted adults in
helping them reach an
informed conclusion

Understand the impact of
online behaviour.
• Recognise that online
behaviour can have real life
negative effects on others.
• Understand that we must
take responsibility for our
own actions online,
regardless of what other
people are doing.
• Critically assess all
information surrounding an
online safety scenario to
decide whether it constitutes
online bullying.
• Use knowledge of online
safety to reach a consensus
on the appropriate response
to an online incident.

We are bloggers:
Sharing experiences and
opinions.
• Become familiar with blogs as
a medium and genre of writing.
• Create a sequence of blog posts
on a theme.
• Incorporate additional media.
• Comment on others posts.
• Develop a critical, reflective
view of a range of media,
including text.
• Understand computer
networks including the
internet; how they can provide
multiple services, such as the
world wide web; opportunities
they offer for communication
and collaboration.

We are protecting our
online reputation:
Develop strategies to
protect our future selves.
• Understand that posting
inappropriate information
online can cause regret later.
• Understand how to manage
their online reputation.
• Understand that, although
information posted on the
internet might not always be
true or accurate, it can last
forever.
• Understand that it is possible
to search the internet for
information about particular
individuals.

Create a website about
cyber safety.
• Develop research skills to
decide what information is
appropriate.
• Understand elements of how
search engines select and rank
results.
• Question the plausibility and
quality of information.
• Develop and refine their ideas
and text collaboratively.
• Develop their understanding
of online safety and
responsible use of technology.
• Use search technologies
effectively, appreciate how
results are selected and
ranked, and be discerning in
evaluating digital content.

We are respectful of
copyright:
Understand and apply
copyright laws.
• Understand that copyright
laws exist to protect original
content creators.
• Understand that content they
choose to use or upload on the
internet may be subject to
copyright laws.
• Further develop their
understanding of rights and
responsibilities as digital
citizens.

First 3-weeks: Recap

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring

Summer 1

Summer 2

Year 6: Online Safety

Year 6: Programming and Coding

Across all units: Recognise common uses of information technology beyond school. Use technology safely and respectfully, keeping personal information private; identify where to go for help and support
when they have concerns about content or contact on the internet or other online technologies.
We are adventure gamers:

We are advertisers:

Getting to know your
device:
• Can I create a Powerpoint?
• Can I change the
background?
• Can I add shapes?
• Can I change text?
• Can I edit picture
• Can I save the document?
• Can I upload work in a
folder?
• Can I open documents
uploaded by the teacher?
• Can I edit those documents?
• Can I copy and paste?
• Can I screen
record/screenshot?
• Can I locate the screen
recording/screenshot?
• Can I upload the work as an
assignment?
Increase typing speed:
• DanceMat
• Typing Pal

Create a short TV advert
• Think critically about the use
of video to promote causes.
• Storyboard an effective advert
for a cause.
• Shoot original footage and
source content, acknowledging
intellectual property rights.
• Edit the assembled content to
make an effective advert.
• Use search technologies
effectively, appreciate how
results are selected and
ranked, and be discerning in
evaluating digital content.

We are respectful of others:
Respect the personal
information and privacy of
others.
• Understand that they need to
respect other people’s
preferences when uploading
images or video to the internet.
• Understand that everyone has
the right to privacy and can
refuse permission for images
or videos of themselves being
uploaded to the internet.
• Develop their understanding
that content posted on the
internet can last forever.

Make a text-based
adventure game.
• Learn the syntax of a textbased programming language
• Use commands to display text
on screen, accept typed user
input, store and retrieve data
using variables and lists.
• Plan multiple ‘rooms’ and
user interaction.
• Design, write and debug
programs that accomplish
specific goals, including
controlling or simulating
physical systems; solve
problems by decomposing
them into smaller parts.
• Use sequence, selection and
repetition in programs; work
with variables and various
forms of input and output.
• Use logical reasoning to
explain how some simple
algorithms work and to detect
and correct errors in
algorithms and programs.

We are travel writers:

Python:
• Design, write and debug
programs that accomplish
specific goals, including
simulating physical systems.
• Use sequence, selection and
repetition in programs.
• Work with variables and
various forms of input and
output.
• Use logical reasoning to
explain how some simple
algorithms work, and to
detect and correct errors.
• Use a variety of software to
design and create programs
that accomplish given goals.

We are safe gaming
experts:
Create and deliver advice
on safe online gaming.
We are online safety
problem solvers.
• Understand the risks
involved with online gaming,
Use skills to resolve
including exposure to
unfamiliar situations.
inappropriate content,
• Develop confidence in their
grooming, bullying, trolling
ability to act appropriately
and the use of bribery tactics.
when confronted with
• Understand that research and
unfamiliar situations
parental controls and device
involving technology and the
settings are tools we can use
internet.
to help us game safely and
• Revisit the key concepts of
confidently.
digital citizenship.
• Apply their knowledge of safe
gaming practices to plan and
deliver an assembly to other
children and/or parents.

Use media and mapping to
document a trip.
• Research a location online
using a range of resources.
• Understand the safe use of
mobile technology, eg. GPS.
• Capture images, audio and
video while on location.
• Showcase shared media
through a mapping layer.
• Understand computer
networks, including the
internet; how they can provide
multiple services, such as the
world wide web; opportunities
they offer for communication
and collaboration.
• Use search technologies
effectively, appreciate how
results are selected and
ranked, and be discerning in
evaluating digital content.
We are safe social
networkers:
Understand that internet
safety skills must always be
switched on.
• Understand that most online
sites and apps require an
account holder to be a
minimum of 13 years old.
• Understand that they should
check and adhere to the age
restrictions of a site or app.
• Understand why age
restrictions apply to online
communication tools.
• Develop resilience to online
behaviour and influences in an
unfamiliar setting.
• Learn how to use appropriate
social networking sites safely.

We are publishers:
Create a book or magazine
• Write and review content.
• Source digital media while
demonstrating safe, respectful
and responsible use.
• Design and produce a highquality print document.
• Understand computer
networks including the
internet; opportunities they
offer for communication and
collaboration.
• Use search technologies
effectively, appreciate how
results are selected and
ranked, and be discerning in
evaluating digital content.
respectfully and responsibly.

We will not share
inappropriate images:
Inappropriate use of
technology and the internet
• Understand the negative
consequences of sharing nude
selfies.
• Develop confidence in saying
no when they are posed with a
request for inappropriate
and/or indecent images of
themselves.
• Understand that once an
image is online, it stays online
forever.
• Understand what is meant by
nude selfies and learn that,
sending, sharing and storing
inappropriate images of
Under-18s is a crime.

Design and Technology: Rationale
The Ark John Archer Design and Technology Curriculum intends to inspire and nurture pupils’ creativity and innovation, giving them the opportunity to develop skills,
knowledge and understanding of the design process, and to apply this through the creation of functional products. Pupils explore the practicalities of design, making direct
reference to structures, mechanisms, electrical controls and a variety of materials and foods; they are encouraged to consider important issues and implications to inform the
choices they make when designing for purpose. As pupils progress, they should be able to think critically and develop more rigorous understanding of design and
construction in order to evaluate and adapt their creations, basing their reflections in part on the design, structures and architectures observed in the world around them. As
their knowledge deepens, so too does their confidence to experiment, invent and create their own works of design.
Pupils learn how innovations in design and technology have shaped our history, contributing
to the culture, creativity and wealth of our nation. They discover how past inventions have
often offered a solution to relevant problems within a range of contexts and society; it is
through evaluation of past and present design and technology that they develop a critical
understanding of the impact this has had on daily life and the wider world. Pupils, in turn,
draw upon their own creativity and imagination to design and make products that also
attempt to solve real problems, considering their own and others’ needs, wants and values.
Just like the notable figures before them, they are encouraged to take risks, and in doing so
learn to become resourceful, innovative, enterprising and capable citizens.
Throughout their journey, from Reception to Year 6, pupils acquire a broad range of subject
knowledge and draw on disciplines such as Mathematics, Science, Engineering, Computing
and Art to both enhance the design and making process, and demonstrate and reason about
the decisions they have made. It is crucial that Design and Technology is recognised as a
subject of its own and so links are not made to other areas of the curriculum unless these
links are of benefit to both subject areas.
The curriculum has been developed to focus and build on the process of design, making and
evaluating, providing pupils with the opportunity to apply these skills in the contexts of construction, textiles (forming a crossover with the Art and Design units) and cooking
and nutrition (again forming a crossover, this time with the Sports and Health Curriculum offer). With a careful and consistent progression of skills and knowledge, pupils
learn to make the necessary connections to piece their learning together throughout their learning journey. As children progress through the Design and Technology
Curriculum, explicit links and connections are made to support pupils to continually build upon the knowledge and skills they have accumulated in previous year groups.
We teach Design and Technology in Reception as an integral part of the topic work covered during the year and as set out in the Early Years Foundation Stage Framework
which underpin the curriculum planning for children aged three to five. We encourage the development of skills, knowledge and understanding that help pupils make sense
of their world as an integral part of the academy’s work. This learning forms the foundations for later work in Design and Technology. These early experiences include asking
questions about how things work, investigating and using a variety of construction kits, materials, tools, and products, developing making skills and handling appropriate
tools and construction material safely and with increasing control. We provide a range of experiences that encourage exploration, observation, problem solving, critical
thinking and discussion. These activities, indoors and outdoors, attract the pupil’s interest and curiosity.

Design and Technology: Our Aims
• Pupils develop the creative, technical and practical expertise needed to perform everyday tasks confidently and to participate successfully in an increasingly technological
world.
• Pupils build and apply a repertoire of knowledge, understanding and skills in order to design and make high-quality prototypes and products for a wide range of users.
• Pupils critique, evaluate and test their ideas and products and the work of others.
• Pupils understand and apply the principles of nutrition and learn processes for cooking and preparing food safely.
• Pupils know about great designers and architects, and understand the historical and cultural development of their art forms.

Design and Technology: Our Approach
Knowledge and memory:
• Connections and links: while we acknowledge that most pupils find difficulty in transferring knowledge and skills from one context to another, explicit connections and
references to prior learning are made for pupils throughout a unit to support mastery of the subject across different domains.
• Wider reading and home learning: suggested books and websites are shared with parents and pupils at the start of a unit of study to encourage wider reading,
independent research and a collaborative approach to learning within the family environment.
• Vocabulary is knowledge: as part of a school-wide focus, children are exposed to challenging and innovative vocabulary at the beginning of each lesson to enrich their
learning. Teachers take pupils through a deep dive into a few carefully selected words, providing opportunity to orally rehearse, apply in different contexts and construct
sentences with accurate use of new terms. This enables children to expand their vocabulary knowledge, embed words and then have the confidence to apply them within
their learning.
• Learning excursions: opportunities are mapped out for pupils to apply their knowledge acquired and expand their thinking through fieldtrips and linked excursions.
These may come at the start of a unit to launch new learning, or throughout a unit to facilitate continually discovery and inspiration for writing.
Skills acquisition:
• Design, making and evaluating skills and methods form the foundations for the planning of each lesson. Throughout the sequence of learning, pupils are provided with
the opportunity to build upon the skills they have already explored in order to continually refine their approach and apply for a range of contexts, domains and purposes.
• Sketch books: pupils record and annotate their creations and designs in sketch books in order to track their own progress, make reference to previous techniques and
designs, and continually create, evaluate and adapt their work. Pupils move through the school with their sketchbooks, enabling them to make connections and links to
the skills and knowledge acquired in previous year groups, and demonstrating progress year-on-year.

Learning Environments:
The classroom environment is designed to inspire and nurture pupils’ creativity and innovation, reflecting the context for their design and modelling methods of creation.
To enable children’s knowledge to develop and evolve, the environment grows in complexity throughout the school. Key materials are displayed around the classroom to
demonstrate design techniques and share key information throughout the progression of a unit of study:
• Vocabulary: key vocabulary to support application of both knowledge and skills are displayed on learning walls and throughout the classroom environment. Pupils are
encouraged to make reference to this when completing tasks and reasoning verbally within class discussions.
• Time line: alongside the History Curriculum, pupils track innovative designs and developments from both the past and present on a timeline within the class.
• Pupil outcomes and achievements: pupils are motivated by the opportunity to have an example of their learning displayed within the classroom. Examples are chosen
where pupils have demonstrated application of new techniques, progress in their manipulation and control of different tools and media, and exceptional achievements in
their learning. Where possible, 3D creations are displayed, providing both exemplars and contrasting designs for pupils to reference while building new techniques and
knowledge.
• Home learning: pupils are continually encouraged to engage further with their learning and study while at home and outside of the school environment. Home learning is
celebrated during whole-school assemblies and displayed within classrooms / around the school for all pupils to view and celebrate.
Assessment:
• Knowledge quizzes: At the end of each unit of study, pupils complete a knowledge quiz to assess retention of knowledge and understanding of significant people,
processes and innovations across the unit of study. Pupils enjoy the opportunity to demonstrate what they know and share in the success of their learning journey.
• Sketch books: pupils record and annotate their creations and designs in sketch books in order to track their own progress, make reference to previous techniques and
designs, and continually create, evaluate and adapt their work. Pupils move through the school with their sketchbooks, enabling them to make connections and links to
the skills and knowledge acquired in previous year groups, and demonstrating progress year-on-year.

Design and Technology: Progression Map
Designing

Making

Evaluating

Plan
Do
Work within a range of
Select from a range of
contexts, stating what
equipment, materials, and
products they are
tools. With support,
designing. Describe the
follow procedures for
purpose of their design
safety and hygiene, cut
and how the product will
and shape materials.
work. Generate ideas
Assemble, join and
based on their own
combine materials and
experiences.
components.

Review
Evaluate plans and making
changes and adjustments
where relevant to their
product. Peer-assess to
make improvements to
product.

Year 1

Work within a range of
Select from a range of
contexts, stating what
equipment, materials,
products they are
tools and components
designing and who their
according to their
target audience is.
functions and
Describe the purpose of
characteristics. Follow
their design and how the procedures for safety and
product will work.
hygiene to measure, mark
Generate ideas based on
out, cut and shape
their own experiences and materials. Assemble, join
knowledge of existing
and combine materials
products.
and components.

Explore a range of products
to find who they are for,
how they work, and how
and where they are used.
Discover the materials
products are made from and
evaluate what they like and
dislike about products.
Explain their own design
ideas and what they are
making. Make simple
judgements about their
products and ideas against
design criteria.

Year 2

Work within a range of
contexts, stating what
products they are
designing and who their
target audience is.
Describe the purpose of
their design and how
the product will work.
Generate ideas based on
their own experiences
and knowledge of
existing products.

Select from a range of
equipment, materials,
tools and components
according to their
functions and
characteristics. Follow
procedures for safety and
hygiene to measure, mark
out, cut and shape
materials. Assemble, join
and combine materials
and components. Use a
range of finishing
techniques.

Explore a range of products
to find who they are for,
how they work, and how
and where they are used.
Discover the materials
products are made from and
evaluate what they like and
dislike about products.
Explain their own design
ideas and what they are
making. Make judgements
about their products and
ideas against design criteria,
suggesting how their
products could be
improved.

Reception

Construction

Textiles

Bread/Biscuits: Incorporate
learning from Science and Maths to
help design and make
bread/biscuits. Learn how to prepare
hygienically and safely, with use of a
heat source where appropriate, using
techniques such as chopping, mixing
and baking. Explore how a healthy
diet is made up from a variety and
balance of different food and drink
which, in different portions, provide
energy for an active lifestyle.

Junk modelling: Project
based constructions completed
independently. Using recycled
materials to create a product
such as a telescope, cars,
rockets, buildings to reflect their
topic.

Moving-Parts Picture:
Pupils explore and use
mechanisms (levers and sliders)
in their own products. Select
from a range of tools and
materials to perform practical
tasks.
Model vehicle: Explore the
movement of mechanisms such
wheels and axles. Discover the
simple working characteristics of
materials and components.
Apply their findings to construct
and design a functional model
vehicle
Crowns: Pupils can make
sensible choices as to which
materials to use for their
structures and develop their
ideas from an initial stimulus.
Pupils can consider how to make
their models appealing to others.
They can measure and join
materials together in different
ways
Plant Potholders: Pupils
develop ideas from a stimulus
and consider how to make their
models appealing to others.

Cooking and Nutrition

Fruit Kebabs: Understand where
food comes from, and that fruit
makes up part of a healthy diet. Be
able to use tools safely (when
chopping fruit

Puppets: Pupils measure
and cut textiles and join
pieces together to make a
puppet. They can explain
why they chose a certain
textile and add
embellishment to their
puppet.

Pupils can make their structures
stronger

Year 3

Work confidently within
a range of contexts to
gather information
about the particular
needs and wants of
individuals and groups,
describe the purpose of
a product and select
design features that will
appeal to the user.
Develop own design
criteria to inform ideas,
model ideas and share
and clarify these
through discussion and
annotated sketches.

Select suitable tools,
materials, equipment and
components, explaining
their choices in relation to
the skills and techniques
they will be using, and
their desired functional
properties and aesthetic
qualities. Follow safety
and hygiene procedures to
measure, mark out, cut
and shape materials with
accuracy. Assemble, and
combine materials and
components. Use a range
of finishing techniques.

Use their design criteria to
evaluate and improve their
products in consideration of
the views of others,
including intended users,
identifying strengths and
areas for development.
Investigate how well
products have been
designed and made, how
well they work and achieve
their purpose and whether
they can be recycled or
reused.
Investigate other products –
who designed them, where/
when were they made?

Year 4

Work confidently within
a range of contexts to
gather information
about the particular
needs and wants of
individuals and groups,
describe the purpose of
a product and select
design features that will
appeal to the user.
Develop own design
criteria to inform ideas,
model ideas and share
and clarify these
through discussion and

Select suitable tools,
materials, equipment and
components, explaining
their choices in relation to
the skills and techniques
they will be using, and
their desired functional
properties and aesthetic
qualities. Follow safety
and hygiene procedures to
measure, mark out, cut
and shape materials with
accuracy. Assemble, and
combine materials and
components. Use a range

Use their design criteria to
evaluate and improve their
products in consideration of
the views of others,
including intended users,
identifying strengths and
areas for development.
Investigate how well
products have been
designed and made, how
well they work and achieve
their purpose and whether
they can be recycled or
reused.
Investigate other products –

Bridges: Incorporate learning
from Science and Maths to help
design and make a bridge,
exploring how mechanical
systems, such as levels and
linkages, create movement.
Discover how materials have
both functional properties and
aesthetic qualities and that these
can be combined and mixed to
create more useful
characteristics, including making
strong, stiff shell structures.
Greenhouses: Understand
how key events and individuals
in design and technology have
helped shape the world. Know
which materials are most
suitable for creating shell
structures. Pupils can explain
the pros and cons of choosing
certain materials for a structure.
Pupils can join materials
effectively and understand the
impact of adding shapes to
structures. Pupils can apply their
understanding of how to
strengthen and reinforce more
complex structures. Use
finishing techniques to ensure
their structure is aesthetically
pleasing.
Skyscrapers: Incorporate
learning from Science and Maths
to design and make a skyscraper.
Discover how materials have
functional properties and
aesthetic qualities and that these
can be combined to create more
useful characteristics. Learn how
simple electrical circuits and
components are used to create
functional products, and how
mechanical and electrical
systems have input, process and
output. Program computers to
control products.

Pizza: Understand and apply the
principles of a healthy and varied
diet. Prepare and cook a savoury
dish and know where and how some
ingredients are grown. Pupils begin
to understand the idea of seasonality
and what we mean by airmiles.
Pupils can choose appropriate
ingredients and make their food look
attractive. Prepare food products
hygienically and safely.

Pencil cases: Weave paper
and materials to represent
an image of a landscape,
pattern or texture. Learn to
discriminate between fabric
materials to make suitable
selections. Print on to fabric
using monoprint block or
tile, or stencils. Attach
different elements through
arrange of stitching and
adhesive techniques.

annotated sketches.

Year 5

Year 6

Work confidently within
a range of contexts,
carrying out research,
surveys, interviews,
questionnaires and webbased resources to
identify needs, wants,
preferences and values
of particular individuals
and groups. Describe
the purpose of products
and indicate design
features that will appeal
to users. Develop design
criteria to inform ideas,
model ideas, share and
clarify these through
discussion and
annotated sketches.
Year 6:
Make design decisions,
taking account of
constraints such as
time, resource and cost.

of finishing techniques.

who designed them, where/
when were they made?

Select from a wider range of
suitable tools, materials,
Evaluate design ideas and
equipment and components,
products against their
explaining their choices in
original design
relation to the skills and
specification, and in
techniques they will be
consideration of the views
using, and their desired
of others, including
functional properties and
intended users, identifying
aesthetic qualities.
the strengths and areas for
Formulate step-by-step plans development. Investigate
as a guide to making. Follow
and critically evaluate the
safety and hygiene
quality of the design,
procedures to measure, mark manufacture and fitness for
out, cut and shape materials purpose of their products as
with accuracy. Assemble, and
they design and make.
combine materials and
Discover how much
components. Use a range of products cost to make, how
finishing techniques.
sustainable the materials in
products are, and the
Year 6:
impact products have
Demonstrate resourcefulness
beyond their intended
when tackling practical
purpose.
problems.

Moving pictures: Understand
the difference between a lever
and a linkage and know how
mechanical systems create
movement. Pupils can accurately
make cuts and holes and join
materials together in a way
which still allows movement.
Pupils can also identify the pivot
point.
Bread: Incorporate learning from
Science and Maths to design and
make bread, exploring how
ingredients can be fresh, pre-cooked
and processed. Learn how to prepare
and cook a variety of predominantly
savoury dishes hygienically, with use
of a heat source where appropriate.
Explore how a recipe can be adapted
by substituting or adding or one or
more ingredient, changing the
appearance, taste, texture and
aroma. Explore how healthy diets
rely on vitamins and minerals that
are essential for our bodies, how
what we eat can impact more than
what we physically see and how to
make responsible food and lifestyle
choices. Discover that food is grown,
reared and caught in the UK, Europe
and the wider world, with the
seasons affecting the availability of
food.

Armour: Pupils make accurate
measurements when designing
and making a structure which
provides protection
(helmet/shield). Structure can
be worn by the user. Pupils apply
their understanding of how to
strengthen and reinforce more
complex structures. Pupils can
ensure their product is strong,
sturdy and fit for intended
purposes
Toys: Pupils understand what a
mechanical object is and how
they are part of our daily lives.
Pupils can explain how different
shaped cams change the
movement of the follower. Pupils
can explain how gears transmit
movement and design and make
a product using gears/cams.
Bird boxes: Incorporate
learning from Science and Maths
to design and make a functioning
bird box. Discover how materials
have both functional properties
and aesthetic qualities and that
these can be combined and
mixed to create more useful
characteristics. Learn how
mechanical systems, such as
cams or pulleys or gears create
movement.

Utility Belts: Pupils can
think what the user would
need when choosing textiles
to use and make the product,
attractive, strong and
functional. Pupils can
measure and cut textiles
accurately by first making a
prototype. Pupils can join
multiple pieces of textiles
using a range of joining
techniques. Pupils consider
how their product can be
sold.

Design & Technology: Unit Overview
Autumn 1
Reception

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

[Construction, design, food, mechanisms and textures feature in each half term as part of continuous provision]
Vehicles with
Moving Wheels
[Construction &
Mechanisms]

Pictures with
Moving Parts
[Mechanisms]

Year 1

Year 2

Making a Crown
[Design]

Year 3

Bridge Building
[Construction]

Puppets
[Textiles & Design]

Fruit Kebabs
[Food]

Making a Plant Pot
[Design]

Pizza Making
[Food]

Greenhouses
[Design &
Construction]

Year 4

Levers and
Linkages
[Mechanisms]

Pencil Cases
[Textiles & Design]

Skyscrapers
[Construction &
Mechanisms]

Year 5

Viking Armour
[Textiles & Design]

Baking Bread
[Food]

Gears and Cams
[Mechanisms]

Year 6

Bird Boxes
[Design &
Construction]

Belts
[Textiles: following
a brief]

Fairground Rides
[Design &
Electricity]

English Reading Curriculum: Rationale
The Ark John Archer Reading Curriculum intends to inspire children’s imagination, love of literacy and create the readers, actors, poets and of course authors of the future.
Whilst learning about key writing and reading genres across the curriculum and supporting a greater depth of understanding of these through a variety of well-considered
texts, children also learn about the key grammatical features that make up the English language and how they as readers can use these features to develop their reading
fluency and expression. As the author Kevon Ansbro says, “There are but twenty-six letters in the English alphabet, yet I must have read a quadrillion words.” At Ark John
Archer, we want our readers, authors, journalists, scientists, mathematicians and historians to be inspired to be the best writers and readers of the future.
The curriculum has been developed to focus and build on several core areas starting with the Read Write Inc. synthetic phonics programme in Early Years to develop basic
letter recognition, through to in depth class and independent reading lessons in Year 6. We start by teaching phonics, using the Read Write Inc. programme, to the children
in Reception and KS1, they learn how to recognise and read the sounds in words, as well as talking and writing about the texts they have read. learn the English alphabetic
code: the 150+ graphemes that represent 44 speech sounds. The structure and pace of the lessons allow participation of every child, develops their decoding skills, as well as
their comprehension and love of reading. Children are exposed to a wide variety of texts throughout their reading journey and have the opportunity to complete a variety of
activities which not only develop their ability to read words and sentences when they start to read, but also to understand and analyse what they have read. Alongside the
phonics programme, children who start in Reception and KS1 are exposed to a wide variety of stories and texts in class, linked to different topics. Through teacher-led input
and explorative play, the children are taught to sequence, discuss, write and role play stories, as well as other texts linked with their topics throughout the year.
Once children progress off of the phonics programme, key reading skills are taught throughout our reading
programme such as fluency and expression, prediction, inference, sequence and summarising texts that have
been read. As such, we have planned a careful and consistent progression of skills and knowledge that allows the
pupil to make the necessary connections to piece their learning together throughout their learning journey. As
children progress through the Reading Curriculum, explicit links and connections are made to support pupils to
continually build upon the knowledge and skills they have accumulated in previous year groups.
Children use many genres of text to develop their skills here at Ark John Archer and are taught the different
features of fiction and non-fiction, poetry and a variety of text types to encourage the reader within them to
become as qualified a writer. As children develop a secure understanding and ability to independently apply
their reading skills, they are further encouraged to read across the Key Stage 2 curriculum applying what they
have learned to further enrich their knowledge and understanding. Children enjoy engaging in Story Time and
reading conversations throughout the school week, actively engaging in discussions centred around authors,
genres, preferences and opinions. They have access to the library where they are able to read in comfort, in a
relaxed environment to enable that love of reading to develop.
As a school, we enrich our children’s love of reading in many different ways. At the start of every new year, every child is challenged to read the 50 recommended reads for
their year group, with those who take on the challenge having the opportunity to make their own recommendations throughout the year, adding to the list and building a
bank of new and current texts. Each week, a book of the week is introduced in assembly on a rolling cycle for each key stage. Pupils add their name to the wait list for books of
interest and are encouraged to share their reviews and opinions with others as they pass this on once completed. The library is open to pupils at lunchtimes and class library
sessions are timetabled throughout the week. Librarians are appointed and monitor the loaning of books to ensure that all pupils have access to high quality texts and are
reading regularly. Each year we have a book fair that allows children to explore even more books, they are the first to read these books, which thrills our children. We also
celebrate world book day over the period of a week so that children get an opportunity to read to others or be read to no matter what age in order to simply enjoy reading.
As we seek to develop our reading offer at Ark John Archer, and continue to embed reading as a core element of school culture and life, we also seek opportunities to work
with the community outside of the school building to enhance our offer, build a bank of quality resources and further engage our parents in their child’s reading.

English Reading Curriculum: Our Aims
• Pupils develop a love of reading many different types of text.
• Pupils become confident readers, developing the fluency and skills required to decode and comprehend a range of age appropriate, and more challenging, texts.
• Pupils’ imaginations are excited for fiction and poetry reading and can discuss this and their own choices and preferences across different genres.
• Pupils gain the opportunity to read across the whole curriculum at many different points during the day.
• Pupils can read age related words, know spelling facts and families and can apply this independently throughout their reading.
• Pupils have a broad base of texts to relate to and discuss their knowledge and can magpie ideas from different authors.
• Pupils have a good understanding of different text types, genres and different features thereof and can use this knowledge to support their writing.
• Pupils are excited to challenge themselves with many different text types, they show resilience when discovering challenging texts.
• Pupils have access to modern texts as well as classical texts, plays, poems, factsheets and to the whole world of reading.

English Reading Curriculum: Our Approach
Knowledge:
• Core text: Pupils learn to read in the context of a core text every half term, linking to their wider curriculum learning. They begin by exploring contextual information that
will aid their comprehension and application of knowledge (including information about the author, similar texts, context for the setting and key events). As they learn
across the curriculum, pupils develop further knowledge that can support their comprehension – teachers aim to make explicit links for pupils and to support them to
make these links themselves with confidence.
• Key themes: Teachers select key themes from across the core text to explore to a greater depth of understanding with pupils. They build vocabulary, literal understanding,
contextual knowledge and inferential understanding across the week to support pupils’ in tackling key themes and forming informed opinions.
• Vocabulary is knowledge: as part of a school-wide focus, children are exposed to challenging and innovative vocabulary at the beginning of each lesson to enrich their
learning. Teachers take pupils through a deep dive into a few carefully selected words, providing opportunity to orally rehearse, apply in different contexts and construct
sentences with accurate use of new terms. This enables children to expand their vocabulary knowledge, embed words and then have the confidence to apply them within
their learning.
• Wider reading: Each week, pupils read and gain comprehension from a wider reading text that has been carefully selected for its links to the core text and contribution to
developing the key theme. This provides the opportunity to expose pupils to a wider range of text types, structures and formats, as well as giving opportunities to compare
and make links.
• Reading conversations: through Story time sessions throughout the week, pupils develop their knowledge of a range of different authors and genres and grow in
confidence when discussing their preferences and opinions regarding texts. They share class texts and learn about the reading habits of their peers, making comparisons
with their own reading and recommendations for future reads.

• Home learning: suggested books and websites are shared with parents and pupils at the start of a unit of study to encourage wider reading, independent research and a
collaborative approach to learning within the family environment. Each class holds a set of recommended reading books for lending, consisting of a variety of genres and
authors – pupils are motivated to read the full set throughout the academic year. In Reception, KS1 and for pupils who are learning within the RWI Phonics programme,
pupils are also assigned differentiated reading activities online and targeted lessons, to support their learning, where gaps have been identified, as well as challenge them
to extend their knowledge.
• Reading journals: All pupils reading journals, recording their reading journey throughout the year. The journals are shared at home and in the classroom to enable
discussion, recommendations and enjoyment of reading. Teachers and supporting adults check journals for home reading regularly and seek to support where pupils are
not reading at home.
Skills acquisition:
Children are taught the skills of reading from decoding letters and sounds in the early years and throughout Year 1 on the Read Write Inc. Phonics programme. Once they
are able to read around 100 words per minute, children move on to whole class reading where there further develop their comprehension skills, particularly in the
sequencing, summarising, prediction and inference skills as well as how to decipher unknown words from the text that they are reading.
Learning Environments:
The classroom environment is designed to inspire curiosity and fascination about the world and its people. To enable children’s knowledge to develop and evolve, the
environment grows in complexity throughout the school. Key materials are displayed around the classroom to communicate key information and materials throughout the
progression of a unit of study:
• Classroom book collection: each class has a well-stocked reading shelf with age appropriate books from a variety of different backgrounds, genres and authors which
children are encouraged to spend time in to further develop the love of learning which we feel is absolutely key to enable children to become fantastic readers.
• Vocabulary: key vocabulary to support application of both knowledge and skills are displayed on learning walls and throughout the classroom environment. Pupils are
encouraged to refer to this when completing written tasks and reasoning verbally within class discussions.
• Pupil outcomes and achievements: pupils are challenged by the texts that they learn in class and their achievements are celebrated within the classroom environment
with opportunities given to exemplify their development.
• Home learning: books are sent home weekly for all children with the expectation that these are read either alone or with a member of the family and this is encouraged by
the use of Home Reading journals where family members and children can annotate what they have learned and their thoughts on the book. Class teachers and coteachers read with children and help them to select an age appropriate book, either from a reading spine or from books within the school library of the class library.
Assessment:
• Daily assessment: Each time the pupils write, pupils are given feedback on what has gone well and what they could improve upon whilst they respond to what they have
read. This ‘live’ discourse enables children to implement effective changes/amendments at the time of writing so as to improve some element/s of their comprehension.
Pupils also read each other’s work and peer assess by identify key areas of strength and areas of development. This allows pupils to become self-reflective and respect peer
reflection.
• Age-level Assessment: Each term, children sit an age appropriate standardised assessment from Head Start, that enables the teacher and the pupils to celebrate the
development that is made, identifying strengths and areas for development. Results of these are shared with children.

• NGRT Reading Age Assessment: Pupils complete a baseline reading assessment at the start of each academic year to identify their reading age. Further assessments at the
midpoint and end of the year demonstrate the progress pupils have made. Through the online assessment, gaps are identified in pupils’ reading fluency and
comprehension – both of which inform planning and intervention.
• PM Benchmarking: Pupils for whom teachers require further diagnostic assessment, complete PM reading assessments at regular intervals throughout the year to track
progress and identify next steps. PM Benchmarking is a diagnostic tool providing teachers with an in-depth understanding of how individual pupils read and the gaps they
have in their knowledge and skills that may prevent them from making further progress. Outcomes inform planning and intervention for individual pupils.
• Read Write Inc. Assessment: Each half term, all children who access the Read Write Inc. Programme are assessed on sounds, word reading & fluency. This tracks progress
in their reading groups, allows teachers to identify next steps and differentiate their phonics lessons to meet the needs of all children. These assessments also inform
interventions, in which children receive daily 1:1 tutoring for any gaps that have been addressed in their assessments, as well as daily lessons. Assessments are completed
more frequently where further diagnostic information is needed to support progress, as well as to ensure that pupils are advanced in their learning where suitable.
Read Write Inc. Expected Progress:
Reception:

Year 1:

Year 2:

English Reading Curriculum: Planning Overviews

MTP: Key Themes

MEDIUM-TERM PLANNING:
WEEK 1: KEY THEME
For each week:

WEEK 3: KEY THEME
Examples may be:

1. Select a chapter/section of the text with a key theme to explore to
a greater depth.
2. Plan for progression:
• How does each key theme build comprehension across the text?
• What explicit links should be made for pupils / should pupils be
making?
3. Length / size of text to increase in-line with age expected reading.
DAY 1
Introduction to text:

Week 1

WEEK 2: KEY THEME

- Wider / historical
context.
- Introduction to author,
other significant texts,
purpose/motivation for
writing the text.
- Title / blurb.
- Prediction.
READING:

- Blurb.
- Reviews – what do
these tell us?
- Story introduction.
- Teaser extract.
TEACHER READ: Explicitly
modelling fluency, expression,
intonation, use of punctuation
– Think Out Loud.

DAY 2
Vocabulary:
PART 1: Fluency

- Fluency grid/speed
words.
- Explicitly teach: root
words, segmenting
sounds (link to phonics),
syllables, word families,
prefixes/suffixes, word
type/class.
- Punctuation highlight.
READING: Fluency read 1,
including modelled read.
PART 2: Comprehension and
application of vocabulary.
READING: Fluency read 2.

•
•
•
•
•
•

WEEK 4: KEY THEME

WEEK 5: KEY THEME

Character description.
Character emotion.
Setting (atmosphere).
Conflict / Resolution.
Mystery / suspense.
Link to wider curriculum.

DAY 3
Literal comprehension:
PART 1: Fluency

DAY 4
Wider reading for inference:
Introduction to text:

DAY 5
Inference:
PART 1: Fluency

- Fluency grid/speed
words.

- Genre.
- Purpose / audience.
- Structure / layout.
- Vocabulary check.
- Punctuation highlight.

- Fluency grid/speed
words.

READING: Fluency read 3.
PART 2: Modelled literal
comprehension – Think aloud
and annotate section of text.
Draw upon different question
styles to acquire literal meaning
- develop key
concepts/responses through:

- Independent practice.
- Structured paired talk.
- Whole class HOD.

READING 1: Paired read.
MODEL: Annotation / think
aloud, making links.
READING 2: Independent with
annotation – making links to
class text (literal / inferential).
Links created between class
text and wider reading text,
eg. What do we learn from
this text that supports our
comprehension of main text?

READING 1: Whole class /
reading aloud.
PART 2: Modelled
inferential comprehension
– Think aloud and annotate
section of text.
Draw upon different styles
of questioning to acquire
literal meaning - develop
key concepts/responses
through:

- Independent
practice.
- Structured paired
talk.
- Whole class HOD.

Week 2

DAY 1
Vocabulary:
PART 1: Fluency

- Fluency grid/speed
words.
- Explicitly teach: root
words, segmenting
sounds (link to phonics),
syllables, word families,
prefixes/suffixes, word
type/class.
- Punctuation highlight.
READING: Fluency read 1,
including modelled read.
PART 2: Comprehension and
application of vocabulary.

Weeks 3-6

- READING: Fluency read 2.

DAY 2
Literal comprehension:
PART 1: Fluency

DAY 3
Wider reading for inference:
Introduction to text:

DAY 4
Inference:
PART 1: Fluency

- Fluency grid/speed
words.

- Genre.
- Purpose / audience.
- Structure / layout.
- Vocabulary check.
- Punctuation highlight.

- Fluency grid/speed
words.

READING: Fluency read 3.
PART 2: Modelled literal
comprehension – Think aloud
and annotate section of text.
Draw upon different question
styles to acquire literal
meaning - develop key
concepts/responses through:

- Independent practice.
- Structured paired talk.
- Whole class HOD.

READING 1: Paired read.
MODEL: Annotation / think
aloud, making links.
READING 2: Independent with
annotation – making links to
class text (literal / inferential).
Links created between class text
and wider reading text, eg.
What do we learn from this text
that supports our
comprehension of main text?

Follow Week 1 structure where further context needs to be established (eg. a change of time, setting, key event).
Follow Week 2: structure where it is not essential to teach further contextual information.

READING 1: Whole class /
reading aloud.
PART 2: Modelled inferential
comprehension – Think aloud
and annotate section of text.
Draw upon different styles of
questioning to acquire literal
meaning - develop key
concepts/responses through:

- Independent practice.
- Structured paired talk.
Whole class HOD.

DAY 5
Assessment
Including elements of the
following:

- Literal questions
- Inferential
questions
- Prediction
- Summary
Expose pupils to different
styles of questioning.
Expose pupils to different
methods and lengths of
answers.
Opportunity within the
lesson to self/peer mark,
improve responses
through HOD and uplevel.

English Reading Curriculum: Reading Spine

Reception
Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring

Me, Myself & I

World Around Us

Space

Growth, Plants and
Animals

Starting School

Handa’s Surprise

Man On the Moon

The Tiny Seed

Janet & Allan Ahlberg

Eileen Browne

Simon Bartram

Eric Carle

Beegu

The Enormous Turnip

Alexis Deacon

Jack and the Beanstalk

The Way Back Home

Tadpole’s Promise

Oliver Jeffers

Jeanne Willis

Sophy Henn

Old Mikamba Had a
Farm
Rachel Isadora

I Am Perfectly
Designed
Karamo Brown

We’re Going on a Lion
Hunt
David Axtell

Super Duper You

Summer 1

Summer 2

Once Upon a Time…

The Seaside

The Gingerbread Man

The Little Red Hen

The Three Billy Goats
Gruff

The Snail and the Whale
Julia Donaldson

Commotion in the
Ocean
Giles Andreae

The Lorax
Dr .Seuss

Hair Love
Matthew A. Cherry

All Are Welcome
Alexandra Penfold

Alone!
Barry Falls

Year 1
Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

My Local Area

Toys In Time

The Three Little Wolves
and the Big Bad Pig

Traction Man Is Here

Mr Gumpy’s Motor Car

The Last Stop on
Market Street

The Queen’s Handbag

The Lighthouse Keeper’s
Lunch

Eugene Trivizas

Mini Grey

John Burningham

Matt De La Peña

Steve Antony

Ronda Armitage

Summer 1
They Made a
Difference

Summer 2

Transport and Travel

Summer 1
The United
Kingdom

Summer 2
The Seaside

Year 2
Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Kings and Queens

The Great Fire of London

Spring 1

Spring 2
Planet Earth

Life in Kenya

The Illustrated Tales of
King Arthur

George’s
Marvellous
Medicine

The Great
Fire of
London

The Iron Man

Greta’s Story

Malala: My Story of
Standing Up for Girls’
Rights

The Akimbo Adventures

Sarah Courtald

Roald Dahl

Emma Adams

Ted Hughes

Valentina Camerini

Malala Yousafzai

Alexander McCall Smith

Year 3
Autumn 1
UK Settlement and
land Use

Autumn 2
The Stone, Bronze and Iron
Ages

Spring 1

Spring 2

The BFG

Cloud Busting

The Queen’s Nose

Brothers Grimm
Fairy Tales

The Wild Robot

Odysseus

Roald Dahl

Malorie Blackman

Dick King Smith

Fearless Fairy Tales

Peter Brown

Hugh Lupton

Summer 1

Summer 2

The Maya

The USA

Europe

Summer 1
Biomes and Climate
Zones

Summer 2
Ancient Greece

Year 4
Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Roman Invaders

Roman Britain

Spring 1

Spring 2

Charlotte’s Web

Varjak Paw

The Explorer

The Last Wild

The Boy at the Back of
the Class

Race to the Frozen
North

E.B. White

S.F. Said

Katherine Rundell

Piers Torday

Onjali Raúf

Catherine Johnson

The Amazon

Year 5
Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Anglo-Saxons and Scots

Vikings

Beowulf

Riddle of the Runes

Michael Morpurgo

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1
Baghdad and the
Middle East

Summer 2
The Industrial
Revolution

Kensuke’s Kingdom

The Girl Who Stole an
Elephant

The Closest Thing to
Flying

Cogheart

Janina Ramirez

Michael Morpurgo

Nizrana Farook

Gill Lewis

Peter Bunzl

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

Ancient Egypt

Global Challenges

Mapping the Earth

Making Our Mark

Wonder

Holes

The Boy in the Striped
Pyjamas

The Other Side of
Truth

Macbeth / A Midsummer
Night’s Dream

Windrush Child

R.J. Palacio

Louis Sachar

John Boyne

Beverley Naidoo

William Shakespeare

Benjamin Zephaniah

Asia

Year 6
Conflict and Resolution

English Writing Curriculum: Rationale
The Ark John Archer Writing Curriculum intends to inspire children’s imagination, love of literacy and create the writers of the future. Whilst learning about key writing
genres across the curriculum and supporting a greater depth of understanding of these through a variety of well-considered texts, children also learn about the key
grammatical features that make up the English language and how they, as writers, can use these features to develop their writing skills and be able to effectively write for any
audience. As the author Kevon Ansbro says, “There are but twenty-six letters in the English alphabet, yet I must have read a quadrillion words.” At Ark John Archer, we want
our authors, journalists, scientists, mathematicians and historians to be inspired to be the best writers of the future.
The curriculum has been developed to focus and build on several core areas: different genres of text;
different writing purpose and audience; handwriting; spelling and grammar; with a careful and
consistent progression of skills and knowledge that allows the pupil to make the necessary connections
to piece their learning together throughout their learning journey. As children progress through the
Writing Curriculum, explicit links and connections are made to support pupils to continually build upon
the knowledge and skills they have accumulated in previous year groups.
The sequence of learning draws from pupils’ initial mark making and the meaning they give to the
marks they make. During the Reception period, children learn synthetic phonics, which enables them to
assign greater meaning to the marks they make, being able to write a grapheme at first and eventually
moving on to simple sentences in relation to stories that they have learned. In Key Stage 1, these skills
are further developed with the introduction of specific grammar lessons to enable to children to begin
their journey of technical proficiency in writing. A variety of genres and purposes are covered in Key
Stage 1 and writing across the curriculum is expected to enable all the children to become a strong
independent writer in all subjects.
As they enter Key Stage 2, pupils continue to expand their knowledge of writing and the English
language by developing more technically challenging grammar such as relative clauses, co-ordinating
and subordinating conjunctions, using a variety of fronted adverbials, modal verbs, passive voice and cohesive devices within and across sentences or paragraphs. This
enables pupils to be able to choose how to write for a variety of audiences whilst ensuring that their composition remains relevant to the genre type. Children use many
genres of text to develop their skills here at Ark John Archer and are taught the different features of fiction and non-fiction, poetry and a variety of text types to encourage the
reader within them to become as qualified a writer. As children develop a secure understanding and ability to independently apply their writing skills, they are further
encouraged to write across the Key Stage 2 curriculum applying what they have learned to become an even better writer.
Across the Academy, handwriting is taught from Early Years through to Key Stage 2 so that children are able to sit correctly at a table, and hold a pencil correctly to form
letters of the correct size and direction. This is later developed to teach children a legible cursive script in Lower Key Stage 2 with the aim being to enable children to maintain
legibility, fluency and speed at handwriting by the end of Year 6. Spelling is also taught as this is also a key element to being a great writer; children are able to spell the
relevant year group spellings, check these using dictionaries and thesauri by the time the leave Year 6 after a strong start in spelling in Early Years and Key Stage 1. Initially
children are taught to segment spoken words into graphemes before moving on to learning more spelling rules and different word families.

English Writing Curriculum: Our Aims
• Pupils have a high standard of writing across a broad range of subject areas.
• Pupils imaginations are excited for fiction and poetry writing and can discuss this and their own choices.
• Pupils understand how the English Language is formed through discrete grammar lessons that are applied across learning through the entire curriculum.
• Pupils can spell age related words, know spelling facts and families and can apply this independently throughout their writing.
• Pupils have a broad base of texts to relate to, and discuss their knowledge and can magpie ideas where needed.
• Pupils have a good understanding of different text types, genres and different writing purposes and can use this knowledge to support their writing.
• Pupils have a legible handwriting style that they can use with ease, at speed and consistently.

English Writing Curriculum: Our Approach
Knowledge:
• Links to the wider curriculum: at the beginning of a unit of study, pupils are given knowledge organisers, allowing them to immerse themselves in the unit of study.
Knowledge organisers present main concepts, key questions, definitions of specific vocabulary, significant people and places and images and diagrams to support
understanding, and are regularly referred to within a unit and a main component of an introduction lesson. Children are encouraged to read and discuss information,
share parts that sparked interest and ask questions; provoking curiosity. Organisers help children to make links with their learning and share the ‘bigger picture’ of a
topic, enabling children to digest essential knowledge.
• From Early Years through to Year 6, we use elements of the Talk for Writing programme. Story maps are used in the lower school to enable children to learn texts, features
and practice using their presentation voice. From Year 3 onwards, the texts are boxed up to identify key features, excellent vocabulary and colourful semantics supports
this method also.
• Connections and links: while we acknowledge that most pupils find difficulty in transferring knowledge and skills from one context to another, explicit connections and
references to prior learning are made for pupils throughout a unit to support mastery of the subject across different domains.
• Wider reading and home learning: suggested books and websites are shared with parents and pupils at the start of a unit of study to encourage wider reading,
independent research and a collaborative approach to learning within the family environment.
• Vocabulary is knowledge: as part of a school-wide focus, children are exposed to challenging and innovative vocabulary at the beginning of each lesson to enrich their
learning. Teachers take pupils through a deep dive into a few carefully selected words, providing opportunity to orally rehearse, apply in different contexts and construct
sentences with accurate use of new terms. This enables children to expand their vocabulary knowledge, embed words and then have the confidence to apply them within
their learning.
• Spellings: Spelling is taught from Reception where children learn the first 100 high frequency words both in the classroom and at home in a weekly spelling list. Year 1
children learn the second 100 High Frequency words both in class and at home. In Years 2 to 6, children are given a selection of words often including those that will be
subject specific across different subjects such and science and humanities and these are tested on a weekly basis.

Skills acquisition:
• Throughout the sequence of learning, pupils are provided with the opportunity to build upon the grammatical skills they have already mastered in order to continually
expand their knowledge of the English Language. Genre specific skill application is practiced throughout the learning from Reception to Year 6.
• Handwriting: handwriting is a key part of writing within our school and this is taught daily at the beginning of writing lessons to ensure that progress is made. By the end
of Year 2, children are able to write in joined up handwriting, on the line and with their own flair. Handwriting is further developed across the year groups so that children
can find a style that allows them to write comfortably and with speed and ease. Pupils aspire to earn a handwriting pen and pen license – those who achieve this are
celebrated in assemblies.
Learning Environments:
The classroom environment is designed to inspire curiosity and fascination about the world and its people. To enable children’s knowledge to develop and evolve, the
environment grows in complexity throughout the school. Key materials are displayed around the classroom to communicate key information and materials throughout the
progression of a unit of study:
• Driver questions: classroom displays place the driver question as a focal point for a unit of study. Key materials and exemplary models are displayed on learning walls,
demonstrating the learning journey and supporting pupils to see how each lesson is a building block towards creating an amazing piece of writing. It is our intention to
closely link the literacy programme with the driver question to further support the learning, the vocabulary and the experience of the writer.
• Vocabulary: key vocabulary to support application of both knowledge and skills are displayed on learning walls and throughout the classroom environment. Pupils are
encouraged to make reference to this when completing written tasks and reasoning verbally within class discussions.
• Great Writer’s Toolkits: classes identify what would make a great writer in various genres, pieces or texts, this enables pupils to realise what they are aspiring to and what
great looks like so that they can imagine their own success.
• Modelled writing: writing, including presentation and structure, is exemplified within the classroom through teacher models.
• Pupil outcomes and achievements: pupils are motivated by the opportunity to have an example of their learning displayed within the classroom. Examples are chosen
where pupils have demonstrated application of knowledge, progress in understanding and exceptional achievements in their learning.
• Home learning: pupils are continually encouraged to engage further with their learning and study while at home and outside of the school environment. Home learning is
celebrated during whole-school assemblies and displayed within classrooms / around the school for all pupils to view and celebrate.
Assessment:
• Daily assessment: Each time the pupils write, pupils are given feedback on what has gone well and what they could improve upon whilst they write. This ‘live’ discourse
enables children to implement effective changes/amendments at the time of writing so as to improve some element/s of the piece. Pupils also read each other’s work and
peer assess by identify key areas of strength and areas of development. This allows pupils to become self-reflective and also respect peer reflection of writing.

• Hot Write and KPIs: At the end of a unit (2-3 weeks), children will plan for, write and edit a piece of writing called a hot write. Children will have learned all the skills
necessary to become a successful writer in this piece and this is their opportunity to exemplify all the skills that they have learned. Teachers will then ensure that the skills
have been embedded before moving on to another writing genre or piece. Hot writes are completed in writing profiles, which are assessed against the KPIs each half-term.

• Moderation: Key moderation moments are planned into the Assessment and Professional Development cycles. Moderated pieces come from a broad range of subjects,
drawing from hot writes and pupil responses to driver questions in Science, History and Geography.

English Writing Curriculum: Skills Progression Map
Composition

Grammar

Punctuation

Handwriting

Uses past, present and future forms accurately
when talking about events that have happened or
are to happen in the future.

Beginning to leave
appropriate spaces
between words.
Punctuates sentences
using a capital letter and
full stop.
Uses a capital letter for
own name

Shows a preference
for a dominant
hand. Begins to form
recognisable letters.
Uses a pencil and
holds it effectively to
form recognisable
letters, most of
which are correctly
formed.

Uses their phonic knowledge to
write words in ways which match
their spoken sounds. They also
write some irregular common
words.

Sits correctly at a
table, holding a
pencil comfortably.
Forms lower case
letters in the correct
direction, starting
and finishing in the
right place.
Forms capital letters
accurately.
Forms the digits 0-9
correctly.

Spells words containing each of
the 40+ phonemes already taught.
Spells common exception words
(RWI red words).
Spells the days of the week.
Adds regular plural noun suffixes s or -es e.g. dog, dogs; wish,
wishes
Understands how the perfis ‘un’
changes the meaning of verbs and
adjectives e.g. unkind, untie.
Uses -ing, -ed, -er and -est where
no change is needed in the spelling
of root words e.g. helping, helped,
helper, eating, quicker, quickest.

Writes capital letters
and digits of the
correct size,
orientation and
relationship to one
another and to lower
case letters; using
strokes needed to
join letters.

Segments spoken words into
phonemes and represents these
using graphemes, spelling many
correctly.
Spells common exception words,
including those with contracted
forms.
Uses the suffixes -er and -est to
form comparisons of adjectives
and adverbs.
Forms nouns using suffixes such
as -ness and -er.
Formats adjectives using suffixes
such as -ful and -less.

Reception

Says out loud what they are going to write about,
composing a sentence orally before writing it.
Writes simple sentences that make sense e.g. The
cat is big. The man is in the house. It is a fun day in
the park.

Year 1

Says out loud what they are going to write about,
composing a sentence orally before writing it.
Writes simple sentences that make sense e.g. I went
to the park. The castle is haunted.
Embellishes simple sentences using adjectives e.g.
The giant had an enormous beard. Red squirrels
enjoy eating delicious nuts.
Uses openers to clearly denote the five parts of a
story e.g. Opening: Once upon a time; Build Up:
One day; Dilemma/Problem:
Suddenly/Unfortunately; Resolution: Fortunately;
Ending: Finally.
Uses precise, clear language to give information e.g.
Next, wait for the green light to flash...
Beginning to use different openers: e.g. While,
When, Where, Fortunately, Unfortunately, Sadly.

Joins words and sentences using simple
conjunctions such as: and, or, but, so, because.
Beginning to use figurative language, such as,
alliteration and simile e.g. dangerous dragon,
slimy snake, and as tall as a house, as red as a
radish.

Leaves appropriate
spaces between words.
Punctuates sentences
using a capital letter and
full stop.
Uses a capital letter for
the names of people,
places, the days of the
week, and the personal
pronoun ‘I’.
Beginning to use
question and
exclamation marks.

Uses sentences in different forms: statements,
questions, exclamations and commands.
Consistently uses the correct choice of present and
past tense in a written piece.
Composes the five parts of a story with more
complex openers e.g. Opening: In a land
faraway/One cold but bright morning; Build Up:
Later that day; Problem/Dilemma: To his
amazement; Resolution: As soon as; Ending:
Luckily, Fortunately.
In non-fiction, groups related facts and ideas into
relevant sections.
Uses the continuous forms of verbs in the present
and past tense e.g. she is drumming, he was
shouting.
Uses ‘ly’ fronted adverbials to engage the reader e.g.
Usually, Eventually, Finally, Carefully, Slowly.

Uses coordinating conjunctions: or/and/but.
Uses subordinating conjunctions:
when/if/that/because.
Creates subordination by using relative clauses e.g
Sam, who was lost, sat down and cried. The
Vikings, who came from Scandinavia, invaded
Scotland. The fire of London, which started in
Pudding Lane, spread quickly.
Uses additional subordinating conjunctions:
what/while/when/where/because/then/so
that/if/to/until
e.g. While the animals were munching breakfast,
two visitors arrived. During the Autumn, when
the weather is cold, the leaves fall off the trees.
Uses expanded noun phrases to describe e.g.
Squirrels have long, bushy tails.
Uses expanded noun phrases to specify e.g.
generalisers: lots of people, plenty of food,
Uses adverbs for description e.g. Snow fell gently
and covered the cottage in the wood.
Uses adverbs for information e.g. Lift the pan
carefully onto the hob.

Demarcates sentences
with capital letters and
full stops; exclamation
marks; questions marks.
Uses commas in lists.
Uses apostrophes to
mark contracted forms
in spelling (omission)
e.g. don’t, can’t, won’t.
Uses apostrophes to
mark singular
possession e.g. The cat’s
name.

Year 2

Spelling

Year 3

Consistently uses the correct choice of present and
past tense in a written piece.
Uses sentences in different forms: statements,
questions, exclamations and commands.
Organises paragraphs around a theme.
In non-fiction, uses organisational devices such as
headings and sub-headings to aid presentation.
Uses power of three for description e.g. The cottage
was almost invisible, hiding under a thick layer of
snow and glistening in the sunlight. Rainbow
dragons are covered with many different coloured
scales, have enormous red eyes and swim on the
surface of the water.
Confidently uses the five-part structure in narrative
to engage their reader.

Year 4

In narratives demonstrates changes in place and/or
jumps in time.
In narrative writing builds in suspense to introduce
the dilemma, engaging the reader.
In narrative shows a clear distinction between
resolution and ending (ending should include
reflection on events or the characters).
Uses paragraphs logically to organise ideas around a
theme.
Links information within paragraphs using a range
of conjunctions.
Uses the present perfect form of verbs instead of the
simple past e.g. He has gone out to play, contrasted
with, He went out to play.
Can utilise standard and non-standard English in
writing to create effects and engage the reader, for
example, when writing dialogue for characters.

Uses the forms ‘a’ or ‘an’ according to whether the
next word begins with a consonant or a vowel e.g a
rock, an open box.
Expresses time, place and cause using:
conjunctions e.g.
when/before/after/while/so/because;
adverbs: e.g. then/next/soon/therefore/carefully;
or prepositions e.g.
before/after/during/in/because of.
Uses and increasing range of sentence structures
e.g. long sentences to add description or
information and short sentences for emphasis and
making key points.
Uses powerful verbs e.g. stare, tremble, slither.
Uses coordinating conjunctions e.g.
and/or/but/so/for/nor/yet.
Uses relative clauses using:
who/whom/which/whose/that e.g. The girl, whom
I remember, had long black hair. The boy, whose
name is George, thinks he is very brave.
Uses standard English forms for verb inflections
instead of local spoken forms (we were NOT we
was)
Extends the range of sentences with more than one
clause by using a wider range of conjunctions,
adverbs and prepositions, to express time and
cause.
Chooses nouns or pronouns appropriately for
clarity and cohesion and to avoid repetition.
Uses frontal adverbials as a where/when/how
starter e.g. A few days ago, we discovered a
hidden box. Under the bed, lived a monster. In a
strange way, he looked at me.
Varies sentence length for effect e.g long sentences
to enhance description or add information; short
sentences to add pace.
Can start sentences with a simile e.g As curved as
a ball, the moon shone brightly in the night sky.
Like a wailing cat, the ambulance screamed
through the quiet streets.
Uses an increasing variety of sentence openers:
-ed clauses e.g. Frightened, Tom ran straight
home to avoid detection.
-ing clauses e.g. Grinning menacingly, he slipped
the stolen goods into his rucksack.
Includes –ing clauses e.g. Jane, laughing at the
teacher, fell off her chair. The tornedo, sweeping
across the city, destroyed all homes in its path.

Uses inverted commas
to punctuate direct
speech accurately.
Uses a colon before a list
e.g. What you need:
Uses ellipses to keep the
reader hanging on.

Is beginning to
develop a legible
cursive script.

Spells most year three words
correctly.
Forms nouns using a range of
prefixes e.g super-, anti-, auto-.
Uses common prefixes e.g. un-,
dis- and mis-.
Spells common homophones
correctly e.g. their/they’re/there.
Knows when to double consonants
when adding suffixes e.g.
forgetting, forgotten, beginning,
beginner, limited, limiting,
limitation.
Uses the first two or three letters
of a word to check its spelling in a
dictionary.
Uses a thesaurus to source
synonyms to engage the reader.

Uses commas after
fronted adverbials.
Uses the full range of
punctuation for direct
speech: new speaker on
a new line; comma
between direct speech
and reporting clause e.g.
“It’s late,” gasped
Cinderella!; as well as
powerful verbs and
adverbs, e.g. “Hello,” she
whispered, shyly.

Increases the
legibility,
consistency and
quality of their
handwriting e.g. by
ensuring that the
downstrokes of
letters are parallel
and equidistant; that
lines of writing are
spaced sufficiently
so that the ascenders
and descenders of
letters do not touch.

Spells most of year four words
correctly.
Uses the first two or three letters
of a word to check its spelling in a
dictionary.
Uses a thesaurus to source
synonyms to engage the reader.
Understands how to place the
apostrophe in words with regular
plurals e.g. girls’, boys’; and in
words with irregular plurals e.g.
children’s.
Understands the grammatical
difference between plural and
possessive –s.

Year 5

Year 6

In narratives describes settings, characters and
creates atmosphere to engage the reader.
Can integrate dialogue into a narrative to convey
character and advance the action.
Uses a variety of suspense techniques to engage the
reader in their narrative writing.
Can use a variety of endings in narrative, including
asking questions of the reader.
Uses a wide range of devices to build cohesion
within and across paragraphs.
Uses further organisational and presentational
devices to structure text and to guide the reader e.g.
headings, bullet points, underlining.
Ensures the consistent and correct use of tense
throughout a piece of writing.
Ensures the correct subject and verb agreement
when using singular and plural.
Uses figurative language for effect, including,
metaphor, personification and onomatopoeia.
Uses genre-specific grammar and vocabulary,
understanding how such choices can change and
enhance meaning for the reader.
Uses a wide range of clause structures, sometimes
varying their position within the sentence.
Uses further organisational and presentational
devices to structure text and to guide the reader e.g.
headings, bullet points, underlining.
Can create atmosphere and integrate dialogue to
convey character and advance the action.
Within narratives, uses the five-part story structure
creatively. E.g. by including suspense, cliff hangers,
flashbacks/forwards, time slips, starting the story at
any point in the five-part structure.
Can use appropriate vocabulary for formal and
informal speech e.g. find out – discover; ask for –
request.
Understands and uses the subjunctive forms, such
as, ‘If I were’ in formal writing and speech.

Uses vocabulary and structures that are appropriate
for formal speech and writing.
Uses passive verbs to affect the presentation of
information in a sentence.
Uses expanded noun phrases to convey complicated
information concisely.
Uses modal verbs or adverbs to indicate degrees of
possibility e.g. perhaps, surely, might, should, will,
must.
Uses relative clauses beginning with who, which,
where, when, whose, that or with an impled (i.e.
omitted) relative pronoun.

Uses commas to clarify
meaning or avoid
ambiguity in writing.
Uses hyphens to avoid
ambiguity.
Uses brackets, dashes or
commas to indicate
parenthesis.
Uses a colon to
introduce a list.

Writes legibly,
fluently and with
increasing speed by
choosing which
shape of a letter to
use when given
choices and
deciding, as part of
their personal style,
whether or not to
join specific letters.

Spells most of year five words
correctly.
Uses the first three or four letters
of a word to check spelling,
meaning or both of these, in a
dictionary.
Uses a thesaurus to source
synonyms to engage the reader.

Uses passive and modal verbs appropriately.
Uses a range of cohesive devices, including
adverbials, within and across sentences and
paragraphs.
Uses adverbs, prepositional phrases and expanded
noun phrases effectively to add details, qualification
and precision.
Recognises the power of figurative language and uses
this to engage the reader e.g. alliteration,
onomatopoeia, simile and metaphor.

Uses inverted commas,
punctuation for
parenthesis and commas
for clarity mostly
correctly
Shows some use of
dashes, semi-colons,
hyphens and colons

Maintains legibility,
fluency and speed in
handwriting.

Maintains legibility, fluency and
speed in handwriting.

English Writing Curriculum: Composition Progression Map
Tense and verb form
Says out loud what they are going to
write about, composing a sentence orally
before writing it.
Reception
Writes simple present tense sentences
that make sense e.g. I am in the sun. He
runs in the park.
Says out loud what they are going to
write about, composing a sentence orally
before writing it.

Year 1

Writes simple sentences that make sense
e.g. I went to the park. The castle is
haunted.
Consistently uses the correct choice of
present and past tense in a written piece.

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Uses the continuous forms of verbs in
the present and past tense e.g. she is
drumming, he was shouting.
Consistently uses the correct choice of
present and past tense in a written piece.

Uses the present perfect form of verbs
instead of the simple past e.g. He has
gone out to play, contrasted with, He
went out to play.

Description and reader
engagement
Uses basic adjectives such as big, small,
nice

Uses ‘ly’ fronted adverbials to engage the
reader e.g. Usually, Eventually, Finally,
Carefully, Slowly.
Uses power of three for description e.g.
The cottage was almost invisible, hiding
under a thick layer of snow and
glistening in the sunlight. Rainbow
dragons are covered with many
coloured scales, have enormous red eyes
and swim on the surface of the water.
Can utilise standard and non-standard
English in writing to create effects and
engage the reader, for example, when
writing dialogue for characters.

Year 6

Ensures the correct subject and verb
agreement when using singular and
plural.

Understands and uses the subjunctive
forms, such as, ‘If I were’ in formal
writing and speech.

Uses figurative language for effect,
including, metaphor, personification and
onomatopoeia.

Narrative development

Openers and sentence
types

Beginning to develop own verbal narratives and
explanations by connecting ideas or events.

Embellishes simple sentences using
adjectives e.g. The giant had an
enormous beard. Red squirrels enjoy
eating delicious nuts.

Ensures the consistent and correct use of
tense throughout a piece of writing.

Year 5

Organisational and
presentational devices

In non-fiction, groups related facts and
ideas into relevant sections.

Uses openers to clearly denote the five parts of a
story e.g. Opening: Once upon a time; Build Up:
One day; Dilemma/Problem:
Suddenly/Unfortunately; Resolution:
Fortunately; Ending: Finally.
Uses precise, clear language to give information
e.g. First, switch on the red button. Next, wait
for the green light to flash...
Composes the five parts of a story with more
complex openers e.g. Opening: In a land
faraway/One cold but bright morning; Build
Up: Later that day; Problem/Dilemma: To his
amazement; Resolution: As soon as; Ending:
Luckily, Fortunately.

Organises paragraphs around a theme.
In non-fiction, uses organisational
devices such as headings and subheadings to aid presentation.

Uses paragraphs logically to organise
ideas around a theme.

Uses further organisational and
presentational devices to structure text
and to guide the reader e.g. headings,
bullet points, underlining.

Uses genre-specific grammar and
vocabulary, understanding how such choices
can change and enhance meaning for the
Uses further organisational and
reader.
presentational devices to structure text
and to guide the reader e.g. headings,
Can use appropriate vocabulary for formal
bullet points, underlining.
and informal speech e.g. find out – discover;
ask for – request.

Confidently uses the five-part structure in
narrative to engage their reader.

In narratives demonstrates changes in place
and/or jumps in time.
In narrative writing builds in suspense to
introduce the dilemma, engaging the reader.
In narrative shows a clear distinction between
resolution and ending (ending should include
reflection on events or the characters).
In narratives describes settings, characters and
creates atmosphere to engage the reader.
Can integrate dialogue into a narrative to convey
character and advance the action.
Uses a variety of suspense techniques to engage
the reader in their narrative writing.
Can use a variety of endings in narrative,
including asking questions of the reader.
Within narratives, uses the five part story
structure creatively. E.g. by including suspense,
cliff hangers, flashbacks /forwards, time slips,
starting the story at any point in the five part
structure.
Can create atmosphere and integrate dialogue to
convey character and advance the action.

Beginning to use different types of
openers: e.g. While, When, Where,
Fortunately, Unfortunately, Sadly.

Uses sentences in different forms:
statements, questions, exclamations
and commands.

Uses sentences in different forms:
statements, questions, exclamations
and commands.

Links information within paragraphs
using a range of conjunctions.

Uses a wide range of devices to build
cohesion within and across paragraphs.

Uses a wide range of clause structures,
sometimes varying their position within
the sentence.

English Writing Curriculum: Grammar Progression Map
Vocabulary and figurative language
Reception

Year 1

Uses past, present and future forms accurately
when talking about events that have happened or
are to happen in the future.
Beginning to develop own verbal narratives and
explanations by connecting ideas or events.
Beginning to use figurative language, simile,
alliteration e.g. dangerous dragon, slimy snake, as
tall as a house, as red as a radish.

Year 2

Uses adverbs for description e.g. Snow fell gently
and covered the cottage in the wood.
Uses adverbs for information e.g. Lift the pan
carefully onto the hob.

Year 3

Uses powerful verbs e.g. stare, tremble, slither.
Expresses time, place and cause using: adverbs:
e.g. then/next/soon/therefore/ carefully; or
prepositions e.g. before/after/during/in/because
of.
Uses standard English forms for verb inflections
instead of local spoken forms e.g. we were NOT we
was.
Uses the forms ‘a’ or ‘an’ according to whether the
next word begins with a consonant or a vowel e.g a
rock, an avacado.

Conjunctions

Joins words and sentences
using conjunctions such as:
and, or, but, so, because.
Uses coordinating
conjunctions: or/and/but.
Uses subordinating
conjunctions:
when/if/that/because.
Uses additional subordinating
conjunctions:
what/while/when/where/beca
use/then/so that/if/to/until

Noun phrases

Uses expanded noun
phrases to describe e.g.
Squirrels have long,
bushy tails.
Uses expanded noun
phrases to specify e.g.
generalisers: lots of
people, plenty of food,
250ml of milk.

Expresses time, place and
cause using: conjunctions e.g.
when/before/after/
while/so/because

Varies sentence length
for effect e.g long
sentences to enhance
description or add
information; short
sentences to add pace.

Includes –ing clauses e.g. Jane, laughing at the
teacher, fell off her chair. The tornedo, sweeping
across the city, destroyed all homes in its path.
Chooses nouns or pronouns appropriately for
clarity and cohesion and to avoid repetition.

Year 5

Year 6

Uses vocabulary and structures that are
appropriate for formal speech and writing.
Uses passive verbs to affect the presentation of
information in a sentence.
Recognises the power of figurative language and
uses this to engage the reader e.g. alliteration,
onomatopoeia, simile and metaphor.
Uses passive and modal verbs appropriately.

Uses expanded noun
phrases to convey
complicated information
concisely.
Uses modal verbs or
adverbs to indicate
degrees of possibility:
perhaps, surely, might,
should, will, must.

Clause structure

Cohesive devices

Creates subordination by using
relative clauses, e.g Sam, who
was lost, sat down and cried.
The Vikings, who came from
Scandinavia, invaded Scotland.
The fire of London, which
started in Pudding Lane, spread
quickly.
Uses and increasing
range of sentence
structures e.g. long
sentences to add
description or
information and short
sentences for emphasis
and making key points.

Uses coordinating
conjunctions e.g.
and/or/but/so/for/nor/yet.

Can start sentences with a simile e.g As curved as a
ball, the moon shone brightly in the night sky.
Like a wailing cat, the ambulance screamed
through the quiet streets.

Year 4

Sentence
structure

Uses relative clauses using:
who/whom/which/whose/that
e.g. The girl, whom I remember,
had long black hair. The boy,
whose name is George, thinks he
is very brave.

Uses frontal adverbials as a where/when/how
starter e.g. A few days ago, we discovered a
hidden box. Under the bed, lived a monster.
Extends the range of sentences
In a strange way, he looked at me.
with more than one clause by
Can start sentences with a simile e.g As curved
using a wider range of
as a ball, the moon shone brightly in the night
conjunctions, adverbs and
sky. Like a wailing cat, the ambulance
prepositions, to express time and screamed through the quiet streets.
cause.
Uses an increasing variety of sentence openers,
such as: -ed clauses e.g. Frightened, Tom ran
straight home to avoid detection.
-ing clauses e.g. Grinning menacingly, he
slipped the stolen goods into his rucksack.

Uses relative clauses beginning
with who, which, where, when,
whose, that or with an impled
(i.e. omitted) relative pronoun.

Uses adverbs, prepositional
Uses a range of cohesive devices, including
phrases and expanded noun
adverbials, within and across sentences and
phrases effectively to add details,
paragraphs.
qualification and precision.

English Writing Curriculum: Punctuation Progression Map
Full Stop

Capital
Letters

Question
Mark

Exclamation
mark

Apostrophe

Comma

Speech marks

Colon

Ellipses

Dash

Brackets

Hyphen

Semi-colon

.

A

?

!

‘

,

““

:

…

–

( )

-

;

Beginning
to use

Beginning
to use

To mark
contracted
forms
(can’t), to
mark
singular
possession
(the cat’s
name)

In a list

Receptipn

At the end
of
sentences

Year 1

At the end
of
sentences

Year 2

Year 3
Year 4

Year 5

Start of
sentences
and for
own name
Start of
sentences
names of
people,
places,
days of the
week and
the
personal
pronoun ‘I’

Accurate
use of

Accurate
use of

To punctuate
Before a list
direct speech
Full range of
After fronted punctuation
adverbials
for direct
speech
To clarify
meaning or
avoid
ambiguity in
To introduce
writing
a list

To build
suspense

To indicate To indicate
parenthesis parenthesis

To avoid
ambiguity

To indicate
parenthesis

Year 6

Demarcate
clauses

Demarcate
clauses

English Writing Curriculum: Genre Coverage
Autumn 1

Reception

Fiction: Listening to
stories with repetitive
refrains
Non-fiction: Discusses
self, families & senses
Fiction: Traditional tale,
using predictable phrasing

Year 1

Year 2

Non-fiction: Recount
(personal experiences)
Poetry

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Fiction: Sequencing a story
from Traditional tales

Non-fiction: Instructional
Writing, using red words
and CVC words in writing

Fiction: Rhyme, using a
variety of red and green
words in writing

Non-fiction: Instructional
writing - how to do a job

Non-fiction: Writing about
and labelling rockets

Fiction: Story, heroic
adventure

Fiction: Recount, diary
entry based on narrative

Non-fiction: Information

Non-fiction: Instructions

Fiction: 3-part story,
adventure

Non-fiction: Creating
passports and labelling

Poetry

Non-fiction: Recount
(Local Area mapping)

Non-fiction: Instructions
(Toys in Time)

Fiction: Legend
Week 1: Character
description

Non-fiction: Recipe

Week 2: Setting
description

Non-fiction: Newspaper
Report

Fiction: 3-part story,
discovery

Poetry

Poetry

Summer 2

Fiction: Rewrite stories,
writing simple sentences

Fiction: Rhyme - create their
own rhyme, writing simple
sentences independently.

Non-fiction: Diary writing

Fiction: Diary
Fiction: 3-part story

Non-fiction: Writing
sentences about sea life
Non-fiction: Instructions
Non-fiction: Persuasion
Poetry

Fiction: Diary or 3-part
Adventure Story
(The United Kingdom)

Non-fiction: Persuasion
(Seaside)

Non-fiction: Biography

Fiction: 5-part story

Fiction: Magical object

Poetry

Non-fiction: Biography
(Malala)

Non-fiction: NonChronological Report
(Comparison – Kenya/UK)

Fiction: Fairy Tale

Fiction: Diary

Fiction: Myth (5-parts)

Poetry

Non-fiction: Biography

Poetry

Fiction: Diary
(Explorer - Biomes)

Non-fiction: NonChronological Report
(Ancient Greece)

Non-fiction: Information (Comparison)
(Transport and Travel)

Fiction: 3-part story

Summer 1

Non-fiction: Persuasion
Non-fiction: Instructional
leaflet / website

Weeks 3-5 Story Writing
Non-fiction: Information
report
(Kings and Queens)
Fiction: Story Opening
(Character’s point of view)

Year 3

Fiction: Story Opening
(Character and setting
descriptions)
Fiction: Setting
Description
(UK Settlements & Land)

Fiction: Story
(Great Fire of London)
Fiction: Diary
Non-fiction: Informal
Letter
Poetry
Fiction: 5-Part Story
(Stone Age)

Non-fiction: Persuasive Letter
(Planet Earth)

Non-fiction: NonChronological Report
Non-fiction: Persuasive
Advert

Non-fiction: Persuasive Advert
(Italy / Europe)

Year 4

Fiction: Informal Letter

Fiction: Story Build Up
and Problem (Character’s
point of view)

Fiction: Diary

Non-fiction: Formal
Persuasive Letter

Fiction: Story Build Up
and Problem

Non-fiction: NonChronological Report

Fiction: Quest Story
(Character and setting
description)
Fiction: Quest Story
Non-fiction: NonChronological Report
(Anglo Saxons and Scots)
Fiction: Diary entry
Fiction: Quest/Discovery

Year 6

Fiction: Journalistic
writing

Fiction: Adventure Story

Non-fiction: Formal Letter

Poetry
Fiction: Narrative
(Roman Invasion)

Year 5

Fiction: Adventure Story

Non-fiction:
Chronological report
(timeline of events)
Fiction: Diary
(Ancient Egyptians)

Fiction: Formal Letter
(Roman Britain)

Fiction: Diary
Non-fiction: NonChronological Report

Non-fiction: Balanced
Argument
(Anglo Saxons vs. Vikings)
Non-fiction: Persuasive letter

Non-fiction: Non-Chronological Report
(Amazon – Rivers and Rainforests)

Fiction: Adventure Story
Poetry

Non-fiction: Biography
Non-fiction: Persuasive
Speech

Non-fiction: Persuasive Speech
(Asia – Volcanoes & Earthquakes)
Fiction: Letters (formal
and informal)

Non-fiction: Newspaper

Fiction: Flashback
(Character’s perspective)

Fiction: Historical fiction

Non-fiction: Balance
Argument

Poetry

Non-fiction: Biography

Poetry

Non-fiction: Persuasive letter
(Global Challenges)

Fiction: Journalistic
writing
(Mayans)

Non-fiction: Balanced Argument
(Conflict and Resolution)

Fiction: Adventure Story

Fiction: Diary
(Baghdad and the Middle
East)
Fiction: Tragedy
Fiction: Playscript
Non-fiction: Instruction

Non-fiction: Instruction
(Mapping the World)

Non-fiction: Big Question –
Balanced Argument
(The USA)
Non-fiction: Journalistic
writing
Non-fiction: Big Question /
Balanced Argument
Non-fiction: Journalistic
writing
(Victorians and Industrial
Revolution)

Non-fiction: Autobiography
Fiction: Futuristic

Non-fiction: Autobiography
(Making Our Mark)

Geography Curriculum: Rationale
The Ark John Archer Geography Curriculum intends to inspire curiosity and fascination about the world and its people, developing a progression of geographical knowledge
and understanding about diverse places, people, resources and natural and human environments. While developing a deep understanding of the Earth’s key physical features
and human processes, pupils learn to explain how the Earth’s features at different scales are shaped, interconnected and change over time.
The curriculum has been developed to focus and build on four core areas; place knowledge, locational
knowledge, human & physical geography, and fieldwork, with a careful and consistent progression of skills and
knowledge that allows the pupil to make the necessary connections to piece their learning together throughout
their learning journey. As children progress through the Geography Curriculum, explicit links and connections
are made to support pupils to continually build upon the knowledge and skills they have accumulated in
previous year groups.
The sequence of learning begins in reception with children learning about the differences between themselves
and their peers through fieldwork in their local area and discussion about the changes they observe when
exploring the world around them. They will begin their learning journey by discovering more about the local
area including the traditions and cultures that make up their community. Their local environment will be a
place of nurture as children understand the importance of looking after the environment and how this can
impact the world around them, using nature walks and litter picking exercises as examples of taking care of the
local area. They will venture out to the seaside, identifying physical geographical features and extending their
knowledge of the environment and its importance for society.
In Year one, the learning builds initially on pupils’ familiarity with the world around them, providing Year 1 pupils with the opportunity to continue exploring their local
environment, identifying differences between the natural and human features of a big city. Part of their learning will allow them to build on the skills they have developed
during their time in Early Years and apply them to their learning as they adapt to a formal style of learning. Pupils widen their focus to study the United Kingdom, as their
knowledge and understanding of physical and human processes, and the formation of landscapes and environments, broadens. The Geography Curriculum expands
furthermore in Year 2 to impart knowledge and understanding of the whole world. Pupils learn to locate the seven continents and five oceans before drawing upon their
knowledge base from Year 1 to complete a comparison with a contrasting, non-European location (Kenya).
As they enter Key Stage 2, pupils continue to expand their knowledge beyond the local area, studying the settlements and land use of the United Kingdom and the physical
and natural landmarks of European countries. Their study of biomes across the globe allows for comparisons of weather patterns and variations, building a foundation for
further climate study at the end of the key stage. They will also learn about Italy through a place knowledge unit, giving them context for where the Roman Empire began,
preparing them for their history topics in Year 4. In Years 4 and 5, pupils focus their study on some of the world’s largest continents, North and South America, and Asia
respectively. They explore the location and characteristics of a range of human and physical features, enhancing their locational and place knowledge. They deepen their
understanding of how Earth’s features have developed and changed over time and make informed predictions on potential future changes that may occur to alter the
landscapes. Pupils in Upper Key Stage 2 perform an in-depth study into the natural characteristics of Asia and the volatile landscape that encompasses volcanoes,
earthquakes and tsunamis along the Pacific Ring of Fire. They discover how natural disasters occur and their impact on both the land and human settlements, before
completing a final study of global challenges and human impact on the environment – it is here that pupils have the opportunity to draw together their knowledge from
across their primary sequence of learning, making direct reference to prior learning and applying their knowledge to form opinions and personal actions.
As children develop a secure understanding and ability to independently connect their learning they will be able to speak enthusiastically about their knowledge and conduct
research that builds on what they have learnt in the classroom and is applied into society and beyond. Pupils demonstrate perseverance and adopt a relentless approach in
their quest for knowledge and understanding, forming their own lines of enquiry and opinions, continually shaping their character and personality.

Geography Curriculum: Our Aims
• Pupils develop contextual knowledge of the location of globally significant places – both terrestrial and marine – including their defining physical and human
characteristics and how these provide a geographical context for understanding the actions of processes.
• Pupils understand the processes that give rise to key physical and human geographical features of the world, how these are interdependent and how they bring about
spatial variation and change over time.
• Pupils draw competently upon the geographical skills needed to collect, analyse and communicate with a range of data gathered through experiences of fieldwork that
deepen their understanding of geographical processes.
• Pupils interpret a range of sources of geographical information, including maps, diagrams, globes, aerial photographs and Geographical Information Systems.
• Pupils communicate geographical information in a variety of ways, including through maps, numerical and quantitative skills and writing at length.

Geography Curriculum: Our Approach
Knowledge and memory:
• Knowledge organisers: prior to a unit of study, pupils are given knowledge organisers, allowing them to immerse themselves in the unit of study. Knowledge organisers
present main concepts, key questions, definitions of specific vocabulary, significant people and places and images and diagrams to support understanding, and are
regularly referred to within a unit and a main component of an introduction lesson. Children are encouraged to read and discuss information, share parts that sparked
interest and ask questions; provoking curiosity. Organisers help children to make links with their learning and share the ‘bigger picture’ of a topic, enabling children to
digest essential knowledge.
• EYFS: Through engaging and cross-curricular topics, children begin to understand and take care of the world around them. Topics are carefully planned to ensure
that the diversity of the local community is celebrated and respected.
• Significant people and places stickers: all pupils receive a pack of collectable stickers at the start of each unit of study. These serve as a continual visual reminder of the
people and places they have studied across their primary journey.
• Discovery boxes: as pupils head off for a half-term or holiday, they each take home a discovery box to engage them in their upcoming unit of study before the learning has
even started. These include a range of activities and ideas to feed pupils’ curiosity about what they are going to learn, encourage independent research and wider reading,
and inspire creativity and joy for learning in the home. All pupils are provided with the materials and resources they need to engage in the crafts and activities, ensuring
they are accessible for all children and families.
• Connections and links: while we acknowledge that most pupils find difficulty in transferring knowledge and skills from one context to another, explicit connections and
references to prior learning are made for pupils throughout a unit to support mastery of the subject across different domains.
• Wider reading and home learning: suggested books and websites are shared with parents and pupils at the start of a unit of study to encourage wider reading,
independent research and a collaborative approach to learning within the family environment.
• Vocabulary is knowledge: as part of a school-wide focus, children are exposed to challenging and innovative vocabulary at the beginning of each lesson to enrich their
learning. Teachers take pupils through a deep dive into a few carefully selected words, providing opportunity to orally rehearse, apply in different contexts and construct

sentences with accurate use of new terms. This enables children to expand their vocabulary knowledge, embed words and then have the confidence to apply them within
their learning.
• Fieldwork: Children are given the opportunity to explore their local surroundings and further afield as they progress through their learning journey. They will explore and
investigate features of interest and significance that link to their current topics as well as developing their geographical skills that support and extend their work in the
classroom. Following this, pupils then use their observations and data to analyse their findings.
• Learning excursions: opportunities are mapped out for pupils to apply their knowledge acquired and expand their thinking through fieldtrips and linked excursions.
These may come at the start of a unit to launch new learning, or throughout a unit to facilitate continually discovery and inspiration for writing.
Skills acquisition:
Geographical skills are incorporated into the planning of each lesson. Throughout the sequence of learning, pupils are provided with the opportunity to build upon skills
they have already mastered in order to continually expand their knowledge of the wider world. Skills across the curriculum are split into three main areas; using maps and
atlases, compass and grid references and fieldwork. These skills are used throughout multiple units in every year and advance in complexity as the child progresses
through the school.
Learning Environments:
The classroom environment is designed to inspire curiosity and fascination about the world and its people. To enable children’s knowledge to develop and evolve, the
environment grows in complexity throughout the school. Key materials are displayed around the classroom to communicate geographical information throughout the
progression of a unit of study:
• Significant people and places posters: posters are displayed around the classroom and school in corridors where pupils are exposed to the information daily. These
posters have notable people, places and dates that are key to the unit that is being currently studied, providing a point of reference for new knowledge.
• Driver questions: classroom displays place the driver question as a focal point for the unit of study. Key materials and exemplary models are displayed on learning walls,
demonstrating the learning journey and supporting pupils to see how each lesson is a building block towards answering the driver question.
• Vocabulary: key vocabulary to support application of both knowledge and skills are displayed on learning walls and throughout the classroom environment. Pupils are
encouraged to make reference to this when completing written tasks and reasoning verbally within class discussions.
• Maps/atlases: maps displayed in each classroom provide the opportunity to make reference to prior learning from across the primary curriculum while building upon this
with new skills and knowledge. Each classroom has a set of atlases that are increasingly more complex as pupils progress through their primary education.
• Pupil outcomes and achievements: pupils are motivated by the opportunity to have an example of their learning displayed within the classroom. Examples are chosen
where pupils have demonstrated application of knowledge, progress in understanding and exceptional achievements in their learning.
• Home learning: pupils are continually encouraged to engage further with their learning and study while at home and outside of the school environment. Home learning is
celebrated during whole-school assemblies and displayed within classrooms / around the school for all pupils to view and celebrate.

Assessment:
• End of unit test: At the end of a unit, children complete a test that has been designed by the class teacher to ensure that core knowledge taken from the national
curriculum has been retained. These tests increase with complexity throughout the school with older children required to show a depth of knowledge through higher
graded questions and a larger mark count.
• Meetings: Classes use the first five to ten minutes of a lesson to complete a knowledge based ‘meeting’ that the teacher uses to recall knowledge from previous lessons in
the unit, previous topics that have been studied both in the current academic year alongside topics children have studied in previous years. This ensures that key
knowledge is consistently called upon and where there are gaps, the teacher can identify them to re-teach and recap where necessary. The meetings also give an
opportunity to incorporate the humanity subject that is not being currently studied so that the subject-specific knowledge and skills are still being used even if it is not
being studied during that half-term.
• Skills Assessments: The subject lead has identified key skills that should be taught and used within lessons that match the expectations provided in the national
curriculum and the AJA curriculum. These skills build throughout the year groups to ensure that children are consistently show progress in their application of skills such
as fieldwork, mapwork and human & physical geography. Teachers plan the required skills into their lessons at the beginning of the unit to ensure the expected coverage.
They will then use their teacher judgement to assess if the skills have been met to a ‘working towards’, ‘expected’ or ‘greater depth’ standard.
• Driver question: at the end of a unit, learning is assessed through pupil response to a ‘big question’, posing a question that provides pupils with the opportunity to share
the knowledge they have retained throughout the unit of study and assess depth of application. Lessons build on the fundamental knowledge and skills needed for
children to be able to access and apply their learning at the end of a unit.
• Moderation: During the penultimate week of a half term topic, children complete their essay in response to the driver question – a day is dedicated to this across the
academy. Pupil responses are moderated to assess knowledge retention and application, ensuring consistency in judgements and correctly targeted feedback and
intervention for pupils. Teachers develop a set of criteria for each driver question to allow quantifiable judgement on the standard of the answer and to assess the progress
made across the unit.

Geography: Knowledge Progression Map
Locational knowledge

Place knowledge

Human and physical geography
Me, Myself & I
Who are we and what makes us all different?
• Describe the local community.
• Describe the makeup of the family.
• Identify the diversity of the class and their families.

Reception

The World Around Us
How does the world around us shape who we are?
• Name the local area.
• Describe how to get from home to school
• Name and identify local streets and roads.
• Understand the concept of travelling to the location of their
family’s place of heritage using a globe or map.
• Explain methods of transport around the local area.
• Begin to describe differences between the homes in the local
area and further afield.

Me, Myself & I
Who are we and what makes us all different?
• Family background.
• Name and identify the local area and city.
• Describe personal traditions and culture.

The Seaside
Who lives at the seaside?
• Identify where the seaside could be on a map
• Describe the journey to the seaside.
• Name popular seaside locations and those local to London.

Year 1

Year 2

United Kingdom
What is the difference between England, Great Britain and the
United Kingdom?
• Locate the United Kingdom on a World Map and a Globe.
• Identify the 4 nations that make-up the United Kingdom.
• Name and identify the capital cities of the United Kingdom.
Locate their own town/city within the United Kingdom.
Planet Earth
• Name and locate the world’s seven continents and five oceans.
• Find the equator and poles on a globe and name the
hemispheres.
• Identify hot and cold areas around the world.
• Learn about significant explorers and how their findings have
shaped the way we see and understand our planet.

The World Around Us
How does the world around us shape who we are?
• Describe the traditions of their family and how this may differ to others.
• Identify similarities and differences between food, clothing and
language of their classmates.
• Describe the weather of the local area.
Growth, Animals and Plants
• Take part in activities that help sustain the local environment.
• Describe the reasons for looking after the local environment and
understand how this helps the planet.
• Describe actions which people in their own community do that helps
maintain the area they live in.
The Seaside
Who lives at the seaside?
• Name the physical features of the seaside.
• Use geographical vocabulary when referring to physical features.
• Begin to understand the purpose of the seaside for holidays.
• Begin to explain the impact of keeping the environment clean on the
seaside and ocean.

Our Local Area
What is it like to live in our local area?
• Place local area on a map.
• Describe local context and appearance.
• Jobs and industry in the local area.
• Buildings and structures
• Entertainment and leisure.
Understand geographical similarities and
differences through studying the human and
physical geography of a small area of the UK.

United Kingdom
What is the difference between England, Great Britain and the United
Kingdom?
• Patron Saints and flags of the nations of the UK.
• Mountains and rivers in the UK.
Parliament, ministers and monarchs.

Contrasting Location (Africa)
• Locate Kenya on a map and Globe.
• Understand geographical similarities and
differences through studying the human and
physical geography of a small area in a
contrasting non-European country.

Planet Earth
• Explore 7 wonders of the natural world.
• Compare these to the man made 7 wonders of the world.
• Capital cities and population sizes.

Europe
Which is most impressive, the physical or natural landmarks of
Europe?
• Locate Europe on a World Map, digital world map and a globe.
• Locate the Alps and the mountains and rivers of Europe.
• Study of Italy (links to the beginnings of the Roman Empire).

Year 3

Year 4

UK: Settlements and Land Use
What is the land like in the UK and how do we use it?
• Name and locate counties and cities of the United Kingdom.
• Identify geographical regions and their identifying human and
physical characteristics.
• Identify key topographical features (including hills,
mountains, coasts and rivers), and land-use patterns.
• Understand how these aspects have changed over time.
USA / The Amazon
• Locate the world’s countries, using maps to focus on North
and South America, concentrating on the environmental regions,
key physical and human characteristics, countries, major cities.

Europe
Which is most impressive, the physical or natural landmarks of Europe?
• Mountain ranges and rivers in Europe.
• How our rivers have shaped Europe?
• What do the man-made landmarks of Europe tell us about our past?
The Amazon
• Understand geographical similarities and
differences through the study of human and
physical geography of The Amazon.

The Amazon
• Understand the environmental regions, key physical and human
characteristics of the Amazon River and Rainforest.
Asia: Volcanoes and Earthquakes
• Explore the physical Geography of Asia.
• Volcanoes and tectonic plates.
• Case studies into Mount Fuji, the Pacific Ocean and the ring of fire.

Year 5

Year 6

Climate Zones and Biomes
• Climate: how weather varies around the world.
• Identify the number of biomes there are around the world and where
can they be found.
• Surviving biomes, how settlers have adapted to their environments.
• Biome case study – deciduous forest: how have humans utilised the
deciduous forest?
• Biome case study – grassland: how can grassland be adapted/managed
to our benefit?

Mapping the World
• Identify the position and significance of latitude, longitude,
Equator, Northern Hemisphere, Southern Hemisphere, the
Tropics of Cancer and Capricorn, Arctic and Antarctic Circle, the
Prime/Greenwich Meridian and time zones (day and night).

Global Challenges
• Types of settlement and land use.
• Economic activity including trade links, and the distribution of natural
resources including energy, food, minerals and water.
• Explore some of the global challenges facing the world today including
(deforestation, climate change and the need for sustainable living).

Geography: Skills Progression Map
Map and Atlas
Work
Reception
Me, Myself & I
The World
Around Us
Growth,
Animals and
Plants

Using a UK map, identify
the local area and the four
different countries.
Identify the location of the
seaside.

The Seaside

Year 1
Our Local Area
The UK

Contrasting
Location: Kenya

Climate Zones
and Biomes
UK: Settlement
and land use

Undertake litter picking
and environmental
clean-up.
Use simple fieldwork at
the seaside to explore
physical geography.

Investigate patterns and
changes in the world around
us.
Investigate the similarities
and differences between
members of the local
community.

Locational
Awareness

Name and locate the local
area.
Describe methods of
transport for getting around
the local area and to the
seaside.
Locate London on a map of
the UK.

Human and Physical

Presenting Findings

Understand that different
people have different traditions,
beliefs and cultures and this
should be respected.
Understand the impact that
human activity has on the
environment and how this can
impact the local area or areas
further afield such as the
seaside.

Begin to record findings in a
simple way from investigations
that have taken place.
Use some technology to
support recording findings.

Apply knowledge of the
environment to keep the local
area clean.

Using world maps, atlases
and globes to identify the
United Kingdom and their
countries as well as other
countries, continents and
oceans.

Pose simple questions about
their local area and create a
simple investigation to
explore this.

Understanding geographical
similarities and differences
through studying the human
and physical geography of a
small area of the United
Kingdom.

Identifying the human and
physical features of the United
Kingdom and exploring climate
and weather.

Reflecting on their
understanding of Geographical
skills throughout units and
presenting it to their peers
using pictures and simple
explanations.

Devise a simple map; and
use and construct basic
symbols in a key.

Observe and record
features in the locality
and discuss features of
the local landscape.

Carrying out investigations
using symbols, subjectspecific vocabulary and
beginning to create simple
conclusions based on results
and first-hand observation.

Exploring the similarities and
differences of the human and
physical Geography of a small
area of a contrasting nonEuropean country.

Identifying daily and seasonal
patterns and exploring the
location of hot/cold areas in the
world and explaining weather
and climate.

Reflecting on their
understanding of Geographical
skills and presenting it to their
class using simple technology.

Using digital and computer
mapping to locate countries
and describe features.

Take and analyse photos
of land use in the local
area, making
observations.
Use a compass to locate
key examples of land
use.
Use the school grounds
to create environmental
and weather surveys.
Use collected data to
conclude and compare
with varying climates.

Carrying out an
investigation and collate
information appropriately to
formulate a conclusion.

Offering explanations for the
similarities and differences
between some regions and
Europe using photos,
information sheets and
Google Earth.

Compare and contrast human
and physical features and ecosystems e.g. biomes of a local,
European and global case
study.

Reflecting on their
understanding of Geographical
skills and presenting it to their
class using sources to support.

Year 3
Europe

Observe changes over
time in the local area.

Investigation

Observe and record
information about the
local area.
Children to explain
information collected in
pictures.
Study aerial photographs
of the school and local
area.
Create a simple map.

Year 2
Planet Earth

Fieldwork and
Observation

Year 4
Amazon: Rivers
and Rainforests
The USA

Exploring Ordinance
Survey Maps and using
symbols and keys to build
their knowledge of the
United Kingdom and the
world.

Carry out fieldwork in a
group in the local area
using selected
techniques e.g.
participate in a group to
create a river in the
playground.
Collect data from the
local area and river to
analyse and compare
with a contrasting area.

Exploring the structure of an
investigation write-up and
making simple evaluations.

Making distinctions and
connections between two
distinct locations and being
able to articulate the impact
this has on its population.

Establishing an understanding
of the interaction between
human and physical processes
e.g. The Amazon Rainforest.

Reflecting on their
understanding of Geographical
skills and presenting these
using a range of sources to
other year groups and adults.

Presenting investigation
including evaluation
findings using a range of
simple graphs and digital
sources.

Locating and describing
physical environments in the
UK such as coastal
environments and significant
rivers and mountains.
Gaining an awareness of
environmental issues.

Describing climate zones,
biomes and vegetation belts and
key aspects of physical
geography e.g. volcanoes,
earthquakes and the water
cycle.

Reflecting on their
understanding of Geographical
skills and sharing their
knowledge with their class and
other year groups and adults.

Using appropriate
techniques e.g. surveys,
photos and interviews and
presenting their findings
and evaluating the
effectiveness of their
techniques.

Locating major cities and
countries of Europe and
North/South America on
physical and political maps
and debating environment
issues.

Describing key aspects of
human geography e.g. trade
links, natural resources and the
distribution of natural
resources and comparing these
aspects worldwide.

Reflecting on their
understanding of Geographical
skills and sharing their
knowledge with their class and
the local community and
choosing the mode of their
presentation independently.

Present data using a
variety of methods so
that conclusions can be
drawn and discussed.

Year 5
Asia: Volcanoes
and
Earthquakes

Use a range of methods including sketch maps, plans
and graphs, and digital technologies and use fieldwork
to observe, measure, record and present the human and
physical features in the local area. Develop use of four
and six digit grid references.
History: Take photographs and collect data from the
surrounding and local areas to compare with life in a
different time.
Planning and carrying out fieldwork to collect
appropriate data and more specifically using six-figure
grid references and Ordinance Survey Maps in the
classroom and the field to identify patterns.

Year 6
Global
Challenges
Mapping the
Earth

Undertake traffic surveys of the local area and analyse
the findings when connecting to wider issues e.g.
climate change and needs of those in the local area.
Produce graphs and charts of findings to present and
evaluate.
Use compass directions, grid references, symbols and
keys to create a map of the local and surrounding area.
Use collected data including views and opinions to
develop individual beliefs and ideas for change.

Geography: Unit Overview
Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Reception

Me, Myself & I

The World Around Us

Year 1

My Local Area

Summer 2

Growth, Plants and
Animals

The Seaside

Contrasting Location:
Kenya

Planet Earth

UK: Settlement and
Land Use

Europe: Mountains
Italy Case Study

Year 4

Amazon: Rivers and
Rainforests

Year 5

Asia: Volcanoes and
Earthquakes

Year 6

Summer 1

The United Kingdom

Year 2

Year 3

Spring

Global Challenges

Climate Zones and
Biomes

The USA

Mapping the World

History Curriculum: Rationale
The Ark John Archer History Curriculum aims to inspire pupils’ fascination and enquiry about the history of the world in which we live, the notable events and people that
have had significant impact on the present day and the lessons that can be learnt in developing their own sense of character and values. Pupils develop a wide-ranging and
deep knowledge of the past as well as places, people and significant events through time. While learning about global and British history, pupils develop their ability to ask
perceptive questions, think critically, weigh evidence from a variety of sources while evaluating their reliability, and cultivate perspective and judgement.
The curriculum has been developed to focus and build on three core strands;
progression of skills and knowledge that allows the pupil to make the necessary
progress through the History Curriculum, explicit links and connections are
accumulated in previous year groups and use their previous learning to
exploration of the current topic.

chronology, British history and ancient global civilizations, with a careful and consistent
connections to piece their learning together throughout their learning journey. As children
made to support pupils to continually build upon the knowledge and skills they have
inform their

In Reception, children concentrate on the world around them including recent history. This
gives them a firm foundation on which to understand the concept of time and how this has
influenced the present day. Children explore the concept of Space and the universe outside of
Earth and learn about key historical events that have taken place that have led to our current
understanding of space. Children also have the opportunity to discuss events in recent memory
where they will use recent history to facilitate discussion about the world around them and
their own identity. This understanding of the world around them will support their learning in
Year One where they will explore the past and its influence, building on what they already
know.
The sequence of learning begins by developing pupils’ understanding of chronology in Key
Stage One, learning about things within living memory through topics such as Toys in Time
and Seaside, Now and Then. Towards the end of Year One and through Year Two, learning
progresses to explore significant events and people beyond living memory in topics such as
Transport and Travel and The Great Fire of London. Towards the end of Key Stage One,
pupils further develop their chronological awareness by learning about significant individuals and defining events in Kings and Queens, and The Great Fire of London.
As they enter Key Stage Two, pupils continue to expand their historical knowledge and skills through two main strands, investigating Britain’s past and a series of studies
from civilizations around the world. They build upon their understanding of chronology to provide context to their learning and place significant periods and developments
in time. British history is taught chronologically beginning with Settlers of the Stone Age, the Bronze and Iron Ages then exploring the significance and impact of invaders
such as The Romans and how they shaped Britain at the time and throughout history. In Year 5, pupils learn about Anglo Saxons and The Vikings. Chronological knowledge
continues to be developed by investigating history beyond 1066 in Year 5 where they learn about The Industrial Revolution and Baghdad and the Middle East. Pupils begin
their final year of historical study by learning about the Ancient Egyptians, where they will be able to compare the civilizations they have learnt about throughout their
primary journey while learning about such an unique and impactful civilization that has many differences to those previously studied. Later in Year 6, pupils move onto
debating whether brains or brawn were ultimately responsible for the allies’ victory in both World Wars as they investigate ‘Conflict and Resolution’. Their final area of study
is Making Our Mark, a topic that allows pupils to reference all areas of study where they can make appropriate links when discussing social justice and how that functions as
a modern society compared to periods of time and varying societies through history. Mature concepts such as discrimination, wealth and privilege are given the necessary
time for discussion and focus, preparing pupils for the important and sometimes difficult discussions they will encounter as they get older. As they reach the end of their
primary studies, pupils are provided opportunities to draw together their knowledge and skills from across their primary sequence of learning, making direct reference to
prior learning and applying their knowledge to form opinions.

History Curriculum: Our Aims
• Pupils learn about global history alongside national history as well as investigating how nations have changed, how empires have risen and fallen, and their legacies.
• Pupils draw competently upon the historical skills needed to identify, sort, and evaluate primary and secondary sources, establish changes over time in the local area and
demonstrate historical knowledge that has been acquired independently.
• Pupils learn how significant individuals have impacted history. This will include the diversity of societies and relationships between groups, the legacies of particular
individuals and discuss possible interpretations of the same person.
• Pupils develop a deep and wide-ranging knowledge of the past and apply this to make sense of events in the present day.
• Pupils have the opportunity to evaluate and discuss the roles of men, women and children during different time periods and through conversations in the classroom,
identify how these roles differ and how opportunities for varying groups within society would have been different during the course of history.

History Curriculum: Our Approach
Knowledge and memory:
• Knowledge organisers: prior to a unit of study, pupils are given knowledge organisers, allowing them to immerse themselves in the unit of study. Knowledge organisers
present main concepts, key questions, definitions of specific vocabulary, significant people and places and images and diagrams to support understanding, and are
regularly referred to within a unit and a main component of an introduction lesson. Children are encouraged to read and discuss information, share parts that sparked
interest and ask questions; provoking curiosity. Organisers help children to make links with their learning and share the ‘bigger picture’ of a topic, enabling children to
digest essential knowledge.
• Significant people and places stickers: all pupils receive a pack of collectable stickers at the start of each unit of study. These serve as a continual visual reminder of the
people and places they have studied across their primary journey.
• Discovery boxes: as pupils head off for a half-term or holiday, they each take home a discovery box to engage them in their upcoming unit of study before the learning has
even started. These include a range of activities and ideas to feed pupils’ curiosity about what they are going to learn, encourage independent research and wider reading,
and inspire creativity and joy for learning in the home. All pupils are provided with the materials and resources they need to engage in the crafts and activities, ensuring
they are accessible for all children and families.
• Connections and links: while we acknowledge that most pupils find difficulty in transferring knowledge and skills from one context to another, explicit connections and
references to prior learning are made for pupils throughout a unit to support mastery of the subject across different domains.
• Wider reading and home learning: suggested books and websites are shared with parents and pupils at the start of a unit of study to encourage wider reading,
independent research and a collaborative approach to learning within the family environment.
• Vocabulary is knowledge: as part of a school-wide focus, children are exposed to challenging and innovative vocabulary at the beginning of each lesson to enrich their
learning. Teachers take pupils through a deep dive into a few carefully selected words, providing opportunity to orally rehearse, apply in different contexts and construct
sentences with accurate use of new terms. This enables children to expand their vocabulary knowledge, embed words and then have the confidence to apply them within
their learning.

• Learning excursions: opportunities are mapped out for pupils to apply their knowledge acquired and expand their thinking through fieldtrips and linked excursions.
These may come at the start of a unit to launch new learning, or throughout a unit to facilitate continually discovery and inspiration for writing.
Skills acquisition:
Historical skills are incorporated into the planning of each lesson. Throughout the sequence of learning, pupils are provided with the opportunity to build upon skills they
have already mastered in order to continually expand their knowledge of chronology, British history and civilizations. There are four main historical skills that are taught
and retaught throughout the curriculum; significance; continuity and change; cause and effect; perspective. Significance skills cover events, themes and issues and their
impact throughout history. Children will investigate, order and weigh significant events and eventually discuss their relevance and appropriateness when being applied to
modern lessons. Continuity and change deepens understanding of what has changed and remained over time and the impact of any changes. Cause and effect delves into
the effect of changes on people and communities. Perspective develops pupils’ ability to understand and evaluate sources and discuss multiple perspectives on the past.
Learning Environments:
The classroom environment is designed to inspire curiosity and fascination about the past. To enable children’s knowledge to develop and evolve, the environment grows
in complexity throughout the school. Key materials are displayed around the classroom to communicate historical information throughout the progression of a unit of
study:
• Significant people and places posters: posters are displayed around the classroom and school in corridors where pupils are exposed to the information daily. These
posters have notable people, places and dates that are key to the unit that is being currently studied, providing a point of reference for new knowledge.
• Driver questions: classroom displays place the driver question as a focal point for the unit of study. Key materials and exemplary models are displayed on learning walls,
demonstrating the learning journey and supporting pupils to see how each lesson is a building block towards answering the driver question.
• Vocabulary: key vocabulary to support application of both knowledge and skills are displayed on learning walls and throughout the classroom environment. Pupils are
encouraged to make reference to this when completing written tasks and reasoning verbally within class discussions.
• Timeline: teachers in Year One start a timeline of significant people and events that is passed to the Year two teacher at the end of the academic year, and is continually
passed on with each class through their journey at Ark John Archer. This should deepen pupils’ understanding of chronology and give context to the current unit of study.
This is displayed in the classroom and referred to frequently.
• Pupil outcomes and achievements: pupils are motivated by the opportunity to have an example of their learning displayed within the classroom. Examples are chosen
where pupils have demonstrated application of knowledge, progress in understanding and exceptional achievements in their learning.
• Home learning: pupils are continually encouraged to engage further with their learning and study while at home and outside of the school environment. Home learning is
celebrated during whole-school assemblies and displayed within classrooms / around the school for all pupils to view and celebrate.
Assessment:
• End of unit test: At the end of a unit, children complete a test that has been designed by the class teacher to ensure that core knowledge taken from the national
curriculum has been retained. These tests increase with complexity throughout the school with older children required to show a depth of knowledge through higher
graded questions and a larger mark count.
• Meetings: Classes use the first five to ten minutes of a lesson to complete a knowledge based ‘meeting’ that the teacher uses to recall knowledge from previous lessons in
the unit, previous topics that have been studied both in the current academic year alongside topics children have studied in previous years. This ensures that key

knowledge is consistently called upon and where there are gaps, the teacher can identify them to re-teach and recap where necessary. The meetings also give an
opportunity to incorporate the humanity subject that is not being currently studied so that the subject-specific knowledge and skills are still being used even if it is not
being studied during that half-term.
• Skills Assessments: The subject lead has identified key skills that should be taught and used within lessons that match the expectations provided in the national
curriculum and the AJA curriculum. These skills build throughout the year groups to ensure that children are consistently show progress in their application of skills such
as comparing sources, . Teachers plan the required skills into their lessons at the beginning of the unit to ensure the expected coverage. They will then use their teacher
judgement to assess if the skills have been met to a ‘working towards’, ‘expected’ or ‘greater depth’ standard.
• Driver question: at the end of a unit, learning is assessed through pupil response to a ‘big question’, posing a question that provides pupils with the opportunity to share
the knowledge they have retained throughout the unit of study and assess depth of application. An example of this is found in the Year 4 driver question, ‘How did the
Romans invade Britain and how successful were they?’ Lessons build on the fundamental knowledge and skills needed for children to be able to access and apply their
learning at the end of a unit.
• Moderation: During the penultimate week of a half term topic, children complete their essay in response to the driver question – a day is dedicated to this across the
academy. Pupil responses are moderated to assess knowledge retention and application, ensuring consistency in judgements and correctly targeted feedback and
intervention for pupils. Teachers develop a set of criteria for each driver question to allow quantifiable judgement on the standard of the answer and to assess the progress
made across the unit.

History: Knowledge Progression Map (Reception & KS1)
Understanding Chronology
Events within living memory

Changes within living memory – where appropriate, these
should be used to reveal aspects of change in national life

Reception

Space

What exists outside of Earth?
• Describe recent space travel events.

Events beyond living memory
Space

What exists outside of Earth?
• Explain key historical facts about space travel e.g. The
moon landing.

Lives of significant people
Space

What exists outside of Earth?
• Name the key figures involved with space travel.

Toys in Time
How have Toys changed over time?

• Identify which toys children like to play with.
• Compare these with the toys their parents /
grandparents played with.
• Identify if toys are old or new.
• How Teddy Bears have changed over time.

Year 1
Seaside: Now and Then
Have we always liked to be beside the seaside?
• Explore coastlines of the UK and make connections
between physical geography and how the areas are used.
• Identify how Britain’s beaches and seaside are used for
recreations and tourism
• Contrast between seaside destinations of a time beyond
living memory.

Transport and Travel
Have we always travelled in the same way?

• Explore how people used to travel in the past.
• Compare and contrast with how we travel today.
• A study of how technology has changed transport focusing
on;
- Boats and ships; Omnibus and buses; The railway and
George Louis Stevenson; Bicycles; Cars; Aeroplanes – The
Wright Brothers; First space flight – 1962.
Predict how transport might change and what it could look
like in the future.

Transport and Travel
Have we always travelled in the same way?
• George Louis Stevenson
• The Wright Brothers
Yuri Gagorin

Kings and Queens
Who were the Great Monarchs of Great Britain?
The Great Fire of London
How preventable was the Great Fire of London?

Year 2

• Identify the living conditions in London in 1066.
• Understand what the plague was, how it came to Britain
and the impact it had.
• Sequence the events leading up to the Great Fire of
London.
• Cause and effect of the Great Fire.
• How the great fire changed London forever?

• Place the Kings and Queens of the United Kingdom on a
timeline.
• Identify the role of the monarch and what they do.
• Study the lives and times of;
- William the Conqueror, Richard III, King Henry VIII, Queen
Elizabeth I, Queen Victoria, Queen Elizabeth II

They Made a Difference
Who… What…

• Significant historical figures who have made a positive
difference to society.

History: Knowledge Progression Map (LKS2)
British History
Chronology of events
A History Case Study

Developing a chronologically secure
understanding of British History from the
Stone Age to 1066

Year 3

Year 4

Stone, Bronze and Iron Ages
What was the most significant event,
discovery or technological advance of the
pre-historic age?
• Discover who the early settlers in Britain
where and where they came from?
• Changes in Britain from the Stone to Iron
Age.
• Identify the changes that occurred in the
Bronze and Iron age.
• Investigate the Iron age Celts, who they
were and how they shared their culture.

Romans: Roman Invasions
How did the Romans invade Britain and
how successful were they?
• The Roman Empire and Caesars first
invasion of Britannia.
• Contrast first invasion with what
happened when Claudius invaded
Britannia in 41AD. The Celts.
• Identify why the Roman military were so
successful in expanding the Roman Empire.
• In depth study into Boudicca and how she
challenged the Roman occupation of
Britannia.
• The decline of Roman rule in Britain.
Romans: Roman Britain
How did the Romans change Britain
forever?
• Explore the lives of Romans in Roman
Britain (including villas, roads and
recreational life).
• Compare the Roman soldiers and their
armour to that of the ancient Celts.
• Place significant events on a timeline and
reflect on their legacy.

A depth study linked to one of the British
areas of study listed above

Civilizations
Ancient Civilizations

Contrasting Civilizations

Ancient Greeks
How did the Greeks use Myths to make sense
of the World around them?
• Timeline of ancient Greeks from the Bronze
Stone, Bronze and Iron Ages
age (Minoan Civilization) up until the age of
What was the most significant event, discovery
or technological advance of the pre-historic
Alexander the Great.
age?
• Evidence sources; the eruptional at Thera –
• Learning about life in the Stone Age
how Historians make sense of the past.
from studies of Skara Brae and Stonehenge.
• The lives and significance of Great Greeks –
people who changed History.
• The great Greek battles and wars.
• Sparta vs. Athens.
• The empire of Alexander the Great.

Maya Civilization
What was the most significant event,
discovery or technological advance of the
pre-historic age?
• Place the rise and fall of the Mayan
empire on a timeline.
• A day in the life – the Mayans.
• The natural resources available in
Mexico and how this affected the way of
life for the Mayans.
• How did Mayan life compare to other
civilizations at the time?
• The end of the empire and the legacy of
the Mayans.

History: Knowledge Progression Map (UKS2)
British History
Chronology of events
Beyond 1066

Developing a chronologically secure
understanding of British History from the
Stone Age to 1066

Year 5

Year 6

A study of an aspect or theme in British
history that extends pupils’ chronological
knowledge beyond 1066

Civilizations
Ancient Civilizations

Anglo Saxons and Scots
Vikings Ruthless killers or peaceful settlers?
• Explore the Anglo Saxons, who they were
and how they lived.
• Place Anglo Saxon events on a timeline.
• Understanding the significance of the
Saxons and the legacy that still exists today.
• Significant Saxon towns and villages; case
studies.
• Viking invasion. Who were the Vikings?

The Industrial Revolution
Did the Industrial Revolution change Britain for
better or worse?
• The Industrial Revolution was a period of time
where society changed from rural and agricultural
to towns and cities and industrial.
• Compare manufacturing during this time period
to modern life.
• Use the facts about the slave trade and
colonization when contextualising progression of
industry.
Anglo Saxons and Scots
• Discover advancements made in textiles and
Vikings: Ruthless killers or peaceful settlers?
steam power.
• Investigate what the Vikings brought with
• Learn about how developments in coal and iron
them when they settled in the UK.
made an impact.
• The lives and legacy of the Vikings.
• Draw on previous knowledge when comparing
• Significant battles and places.
life during this time with other societies and
• Who was Edward the Confessor and how
periods through history.
did he die?
Conflict Resolution: WWI and WWII
Did brains or brawn win World War 2?
• Place significant events of WW2 and battles on
a timeline.
• Enigma – how spies and secrets codes were key
to the battle for the Atlantic.
• Case Study into Alan Turing.
• What happened at Bletchley Park?
• The impact of the computer on cracking
Enigma and the War.
• The technology revolution.
Making Our Mark
• This will follow and dive into the history of
social justice and protest.

Contrasting Civilizations

Baghdad and the Middle East
How Baghdad was once the largest city in
the world?
• Explore the rise of Baghdad, exploring
the regional context at the time and links to
other civilizations such as the Greeks.
• Compare the growth of the Empire –
growth of centralised empires in areas
outside Europe/China.
• The significance of European philosophy –
translation and introduction of great works
by Aristotle and Plato to a whole new
audience.
• The legacy of the Early Islamic civilization
and impact it has left on the world today.

Ancient Egyptians
Who were the Pharaohs of Ancient Egypt?
• Place the Ancient Egyptian Civilization
on a timeline.
• Explore the Egyptian Pyramids and
monuments.
• Mummification.
• Gods and beliefs.
• Pharaohs and Dynasties.
• Daily life.
Hieroglyphics.

History: Skills Progression Map
Comparing and
contrasting different
historical time periods

Describing how the lives
of significant individuals
have impacted upon
history

Establishing
changes over time
of in our locality

Demonstrating
historical knowledge
acquired independently

Understand that we can
gain information about the
past from pictures, photos
and other technology.

Understand that lives were
different in the past.

Can describe actions by people
in their own community have
done to maintain the area they
live in.

Understands that
attitudes, customs and
traditions in the local
area will have developed
over time and can differ
to other areas.

Through explorations and
discussion, finds out recent
historical information about
their own life and that of their
immediate family.

To answer historical
questions about their
personal history.

Identifying and sorting
sources to show an
understanding of past
events.

Explaining where people and
events fit within a
chronological framework.

Recognise the difference
between past and present in
the lives of others and suggest
why this was significant.

Identify how changes
over time have affected
the people in the local
area.

Identify historical themes,
events and people of
significance.

To ask and answer some
historical questions in the
form of sentences.

Kings and Queens
The Great Fire of
London
They Made a
Difference

Identifying primary and
secondary sources to show
they know and understand
key features of past events.

To sequence objects and
events related to specific
themes as well as
highlighting similarities and
differences between ways of
life in different periods.

Compare life in different time
periods through the actions
and evidence of significant
individuals e.g. Samuel Pepys.

Recount events from a
significant historical
event in our locality.

Use evidence to
identify similarities, changes
and differences over time and
recounts key points of a
historical event.

Asks and answers questions
using historical terminology
such as: ’what was it like for
a…?’, ‘what happened in the
past?’, ‘how long ago did…
happen?’,

Year 3

Using sources to collate
evidence and show an
understanding about how
they form their awareness
of the past.

Uses timelines to order
historical events both BC
and AD.

Describe how significant
individuals have influenced a
period.

Describes London in the
context of a key
historical period.

Uses appropriate evidence to
describe the similarities,
changes and differences that
have taken place during
specific time periods.

To pose valid questions for an
enquiry and answer using a
range of appropriate sources.

Deciding which sources
are most/least reliable and
exploring why.

Sequence events, periods
and people by providing key
dates, labels and terms.

Uses evidence to find out how
a significant individual
changed the beliefs and
attitudes of people during a
time.

Can provide justified
reasons for changing in
housing, society, culture
and ways of life in
London over time.

Describe the significance
of past events/people within a
topic, time and to the present.

To independently devise
historically valid questions
and suggest sources of
evidence from a selection
provided to provide answers.

Evaluating the strength of
sources in order to draw
conclusions.

To research and detail the
achievements of early
civilizations. To sequence
the most important events
during key periods in British
history.

Identifies how social, cultural,
religious and ethnic
diversities have come about
through individuals’ actions.

Identifies changes and
links between different
time periods studied and
the locality.

Identify causes and
consequences of the main
events, situations and changes
in the periods studied. Make
links across time.

Choose reliable sources of
evidence to answer questions
that assist in devising a valid
conclusion. Begin to consider
factors that could affect
reliability.

Debating the conclusions
drawn based on the
validity of source data.

Choose reliable sources to
describe main changes in an
important period in history
and make links between past
events and their impact on
society.

Examine and articulates the
legacy of significant individual
and why it is possible to have a
variety of interpretations
about the same person.

Chooses reliable sources
of factual evidence to
describe: houses and
settlements; culture and
leisure activities;
clothes, way of life and
actions of people.

Independently identify why
changes have occurred,
justified with evidence and
make links between different
chronological periods of time.

Respond to a variety of
historical enquiries using a
range of sources while
considering factors such as
accuracy and reliability.

Gathering historical
data from a range of
sources

Reception
Space

Year 1

Toys in Time
Transport & Travel
Seaside: Now and
Then

Year 2

Stone, Bronze and
Iron Ages
Ancient Greeks

Year 4

Romans and
Roman Britain
The Mayans

Year 5

Anglo Saxons and
Scots
Vikings
Baghdad and
Middle East

Year 6

Conflict and
Resolution
Ancient Egyptians
Making Our Mark

Following a line of
enquiry in order to
problem solve

History: Unit Overview
Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

Space

Reception

Toys in Time

Year 1

Year 2

Spring

Kings and Queens

Our Seaside:
Now and Then

Transport and Travel

The Great Fire of
London

They Made a
Difference

Stone, Bronze and Iron
Ages

Year 3

Ancient Greeks

Year 4

Roman Invasions

Roman Britain

Maya Civilization

Year 5

Anglo-Saxons and
Scots

Vikings

Baghdad and the
Middle East

Year 6

Ancient Egyptians

Conflict and
Resolution

Victorians and the
Industrial Revolution

Making Our Mark

Mathematics Curriculum: Rationale
• The ‘mastery approach’ to teaching Maths is the underlying principle of Mathematics Mastery at Ark John Archer. Instead of learning mathematical procedures by rote,
we want pupils to build a deep conceptual understanding of concepts which will enable them to apply their learning in different situations.
• The Mathematics Mastery curriculum is cumulative - each school year begins with a focus on the concepts and skills that have the most connections, which are then
applied and connected throughout the school year to consolidate learning. This gives pupils the opportunity to ‘master maths’; by using previous learning throughout the
school year, they can develop mathematical fluency and conceptual understanding.
We use Dimensions of Depth to deepen pupils’ understanding. These are:

Conceptual understanding
A crucial part of a 'deep understanding' in Maths is being able to represent ideas in many ways. Using objects and pictures to represent abstract concepts is essential to
achieving mastery.
Concrete - the doing: pupils are introduced to an idea or a skill by acting it out with real objects. This is a 'hands on' component using real objects and it is the foundation
for conceptual understanding. 'Concrete' refers to objects such as Dienes apparatus, fraction tiles, counters, or other objects that can be physically manipulated.
Pictorial - the seeing: a pupil may also begin to relate their understanding to pictorial representations, such as a diagram or picture of the problem.
Abstract - the symbolic: A pupil is now capable of representing problems by using mathematical notation, for example: 12 ÷ 2 = 6. This is the most formal and efficient
stage of mathematical understanding. Abstract representations can simply be an efficient way of recording the maths, without being the actual maths.

Language and communication: every Mathematics lesson provides opportunities for pupils to communicate and develop mathematical language through:
• Sharing the key vocabulary at the beginning of every lesson in the Do Now section, and insisting on its use throughout;
• Modelling clear sentence structures and expecting pupils to respond using a full sentence;
• Talk Task activities, allowing pupils to discuss their thinking and reasoning of the concepts being presented;
• Plenaries which give a further opportunity to assess understanding through pupil explanations.
Pupils should revisit mathematical language from previous years and explore the concepts in greater depth. There should be opportunities for pupils to clarify vocabulary
and explore activities that develop an understanding of the different concepts.
Mathematical thinking.
At Ark John Archer, we believe that children should think like mathematicians and not just DO the maths. It is important that we support all pupils in developing their
mathematical thinking, both to improve the way in which they learn, as well as the learning itself. Good questioning can be used to develop pupils’ ability to compare,
modify and generalise, all building a deeper understanding of mathematics.
•
•
•
•
•
•

We believe that pupils should:
Explore, wonder, question and conjecture
Compare, classify, and sort
Experiment
Play with possibilities
Vary an aspect and see what happens
Make theories and predictions and act purposefully to see what happens, generalise.

Representing concepts using
objects, pictures, words and
symbol; making connections

Central to learning
mathematics

Conceptual
understanding
Making conjectures, trying out
specific examples, organising,
comparing, looking for patterns
and generalising

Success for all

Mathematical
problem
solving

Mathematical
thinking

Language &
communication

Explaining, justifying and
discussing using accurate
mathematical language

Mathematics Curriculum: Our Aims
• Pupils become fluent in the fundamentals of mathematics, including varied and frequent practice with increasingly complex problems over time, so t hat they
develop conceptual understanding and the ability to recall and apply knowledge rapidly and accurately .
• Pupils learn to reason mathematically by following a line of enquiry, conjecturing relationships and generalisations, and developing an argument, justification or
proof using mathematical knowledge.
• Pupils learn to solve problems, by being able to apply their mathematical thinking to a variety of routine and non-routine problems with increasing sophistication,
including breaking down problems into a series of simpler steps and persevering in seeking solutions.

Mathematics Curriculum: Our Approach
Knowledge and memory:
• Connections and links: while we acknowledge that most pupils find difficulty in transferring knowledge and skills from one area of maths to another, explicit
connections and references to prior learning are made for pupils throughout a unit to support mastery of the subject.
• Home learning: Mathematics home learning is done using Mathletics. This website supports the curriculum in school and will guide and challenge children through
their mathematical thinking. Login information and passwords are shared with parents and pupils to encourage wider reading, independent research and a collaborative
approach to learning within the family environment. Children also have access to IXL where they can use online teaching material to learn more about the areas of study.
• Vocabulary is knowledge: as part of a school-wide focus, children are exposed to challenging and innovative vocabulary at the beginning of each lesson to enrich their
learning. Teachers take pupils through a deep dive into a few carefully selected words, providing opportunity to orally rehearse, apply in different contexts and construct
sentences with accurate use of new terms.
Maths Meetings:
An important aspect of Mathematics Mastery at Ark John Archer, is the daily Maths Meeting, which is used to consolidate key areas of mathematics in class. Maths
Meetings provide an opportunity to teach and revise 'general knowledge maths' which may not explicitly be covered during the maths lesson and allows the daily
integration of maths into the surrounding environment. These meetings also provide opportunities for teachers to address any areas of key skills that need to be revised or
supported. This means that pupils are practising concepts and skills on a regular basis and, therefore, they are continually building on their mastery of these concepts. At
Ark John Archer, Maths Meetings are a key and interactive part of our day that everyone looks forward to. We promote maths positively through these meetings to ensure
that all students are fully engaged without the constraints of a ‘standard’ maths lesson. Singing, chanting and the use of rhymes form an integral part of these Maths
Meetings. We strive to keep the elements of maths covered in Maths Meetings fun, engaging and enjoyable for pupils, so that they can appreciate, learn from and relish
these experiences.

The Six Part Lesson:
Mathematics Mastery lessons, at Ark John Archer, follow a 6-part structure. This keeps the lesson pacey, gives flow and allows more opportunities to teach creatively, give
feedback and assess learning.
1. Do Now: The purpose of the Do Now task is to consolidate previous learning. This ranges from recapping on what was learnt the day before or a topic from a previous
unit that is necessary for the current lesson. This is a key part of our curriculum for depth – that learning should be cumulative, and concepts should be built on
throughout the year.
Do Now tasks are independent that children do at their tables for about 5 minutes. The material is a recap of previous learning, so every child should be able to complete
the work with ease, without too much instruction from their class teacher.
2. New Learning: The New Learning section introduces the main learning for the lesson, beginning by sharing the lesson’s key vocabulary with the pupils. This segment
will include clear explanations and modelling of tasks to be completed throughout the lesson, especially the Talk task. Each unit will make explicit links to relatable, reallife situations that the children will know and be familiar with, giving maths its place in the real world. The New Learning section usually lasts around 10 to 15 minutes,
and will involve partner discussions and answering questions, so teachers can check pupils’ understanding before moving onto the next parts of the lesson.
3. Talk Task: As language is such an important feature of Mathematics Mastery, we believe our Talk Tasks are imperative. This segment allows talking about maths and
comprehension to be developed and provides opportunities to use mathematical language. The focus here is on the children working together in pairs or small groups and
talking in full sentences about maths. Developing pupils’ language is an important feature of the Mathematics Mastery approach, at Ark John Archer, and taking turns and
listening are important to children’s development. We insist that pupils always respond fully, using the correct vocabulary, when they are replicating your language use.
4. Develop Learning: The Develop Learning segment is designed to mirror the New Learning earlier in the lesson but aims to move our pupils’ learning on further and
deepen their understanding. Learning in this section of our lessons will be developed by introducing different resources, adding a problem-solving element, or
encouraging further good use of language following the Talk Task. This is a great opportunity to assess progress and understanding, and deal with any common
misconceptions before pupils start independent work.
5. Independent Task: This segment gives pupils the opportunity to practise their Develop Learning by working independently and demonstrating what they have
understood and learnt. Although this is an independent task, this does not mean that the children must work alone, in silence, as we encourage them to discuss
mathematical concepts together using the key vocabulary of the lesson.
6. Plenary: The final part of the lesson is used to reflect on learning, gather evidence for assessment and plan for future learning. It is often used to sum up what the
children have learnt during the lesson, consolidate all learning, address any common misconceptions, and pose a question for the next lesson. The Plenary will always be
based on the needs of the pupils after the previous segments have been taught, through continual assessment of progress and understanding throughout the lesson.

Arithmetic:
Daily arithmetic lessons are planned for using regular assessment for learning as a basis for their content. Teachers evaluate where their children are doing well and where
they need more support in procedural maths. These areas for support are then inserted into the arithmetic lesson to ensure that quality first teaching is given to students
to move their learning on. Arithmetic lessons will take concepts and break them down into the key steps and skills needed to solve calculations. The format of work given
is the same as the format seen in national tests taken by the children each half term. Often, the content of arithmetic lessons will relate directly to some of the content in
Math Meetings, ensuring that the pupils are exposed regularly to these key concepts.
Multiplication tables:
At Ark John Archer, we use the 132 challenge as our driver for learning times tables. Each class regularly uses the challenge to encourage the children to develop a rapid
recall of times tables and their derived facts. Children can progress through varying stages of difficulty where they must answer questions including simple multiplication
to deriving facts about division. Each child also has a times tables record card to use for rehearsal of rapid recall. Year 4 children are currently using Times Tables Rock
stars to ensure they are able to moved confidently through their times tables and apply these skills to a variety of different areas of mathematics.
Learning Environments:
All our Ark John Archer classroom environments are designed to inspire a love for, and curiosity about, the beauty of mathematics. To enable children’s knowledge to
develop and evolve, the environment grows in complexity throughout the school and is ever changing to reflect the current learning. Key materials are displayed around
the classroom to communicate ways of thinking mathematically and to encourage a desire for a deeper understanding:
• Key learning facts: place value headings, multiplication facts, number lines and a variety of pictorial representations are displayed allowing for pupils are exposed to the
information daily.
• Key questions: classroom displays will reflect key questions that are also used in the lessons. Questions such as: Can you convince me? What happens if? How do we
know? If I know……., what else do I know? Key materials and exemplary models, from the current learning, are displayed on learning walls, demonstrating the learning
journey and supporting pupils to see how each lesson is an integral part of making connections between different areas of mathematics.
• Vocabulary: key vocabulary to support application of both knowledge and skills are displayed on learning walls and throughout the classroom environment. Pupils are
encouraged to refer to this when completing tasks and reasoning verbally within class discussions.
• Pupil outcomes and achievements: pupils are motivated by the opportunity to have an example of their learning displayed within the classroom. Examples are chosen
where pupils have demonstrated application of knowledge, progress in understanding and exceptional achievements in their learning.
• Home learning: pupils are continually encouraged to engage further with their learning and study while at home and outside of the school environment. Home learning is
celebrated during whole-school assemblies and displayed within classrooms / around the school for all pupils to view and celebrate.
Assessment:
• KPI Knowledge Quizzes: At the beginning of each unit, pupils complete a short knowledge quiz to benchmark where they are upon commencing a specific topic. At this
point, teachers can identify and plan for any misconceptions and/or misunderstanding and address these early on. At the end of each unit of study, pupils complete a
second knowledge quiz to assess retention of knowledge across the unit of study.

• Arithmetic Knowledge Quizzes: Each half term, children will take part in an Arithmetic Knowledge Quiz to highlight areas of strength and success, as well as areas to
further address in Maths Meetings, home learning and interventions.
• Multiplication Knowledge Quizzes: These will also be carried out alongside the Arithmetic Knowledge Quizzes to indicate areas of focus within Maths Meetings and home
learning. These focus times tables are also set as home learning on Mathletics on a weekly basis, so that rapid responses to multiplication needs can take place.
• Diagnostic Questions: these form a regular part of our formative assessment in Mathematics, through do nows, exit tickets and quizzes. They are planned for and
prepared as a way of assessing students’ knowledge and understanding of a key skill and identifying fundamental misconceptions they may have. Outcomes inform
planning and intervention for groups and individuals, targeting specific gaps and misconceptions.

Mathematics Curriculum: Progression Map

Reception

Year 1

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Early Mathematical
Experiences: matching,
comparing, ordering

Measure: comparing,
ordering, estimating

Calendar and time

Number, addition and
subtraction: within 6

Number, addition and
subtraction: within 10

Numbers to 10

Shapes and Pattern
.
Numbers to 20

Addition and subtraction
within 10
Numbers within 100

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Shape: 3D shapes

Pattern and early
number: number to 3

Addition and subtraction
of 2-digit numbers
Addition and subtraction
word problems
Number sense and
reasoning within 100

Addition and subtraction
within 20

Spring 2

Addition and
subtraction: within 10

Number: within 20

Number: within 15

Double and half

Grouping and sharing

Shape and pattern

Number: within 20

Length and perimeter

Reasoning with 4-digit
numbers (including place
value)

Multiplication and
division

Addition and subtraction

Discrete and continuous
data

Reasoning with large
numbers

Perimeter and area

Addition and subtraction

Angles

Multiplication and
division
Arithmetic with all four
operations

Fractions and decimals
Fractions

Measure: comparing,
ordering, estimating

Calculation strategies
within 20

Fractions

Numbers to 50

Measuring length and
weight

Adding and subtracting
within 100

Exploration of
calculation strategies

Graphs

Money: values and
combinations, change

Numbers within 50 – 100
and beyond

Graphs

Addition and subtraction
of up to 3-digit number

Addition and
subtraction: within 20

Addition and subtraction
up to 50

Time

Multiplication and
division

Summer 1

Time

Measuring length

Place value

Numbers up to
10,000,000

Spring 1

Money
Multiplication & division
in word problems
Multiplication and
division by 10 and 100
Securing multiplication
facts
Fractions

Shape: faces, patterns,
lines and turns

Adding and subtracting
2- and 3-digit numbers

Fractions

Measuring capacity and
volume

Time using digital and
analogue

Angles and shapes

Fractions
Decimal numbers
Area and perimeter

Time
Line and time graphs

Money
Numbers within 1000

Transformations

Fractions and
percentages

Converting measures

Measurement

Ratio and proportion

Decimals

Statistics

Algebra

Percentages

Properties of shapes

SATs revision

Measuring length, weight
and volume
Solving measure and
money problems

Summer 2

Depth of number: within
20
Number: beyond 20

Multiplication and
division
Measuring capacity and
volume
Measuring mass
Multiplication and
division (3x and 4x)
Exploring calculation
strategies and place value
Multiplication (6x & 8x)
Position and direction
Sequences and patterns

Symmetry and shape

Shape (3D)

Calculating with whole
and decimal numbers

Volume

2D and 3D shapes

SATs revision using AFL
to derive areas of focus

Problem solving
Multicultural
multiplication
Surveys and
investigations

Mathematics Curriculum: Arithmetic Progression Maps (Years 1-6)

Year 1

Addition

Subtraction

• Count forwards across 100
from any given number
• Add one digit and two-digit
numbers to 20

• Count backwards across 100
from any given number
• Subtract one digit and twodigit numbers to 20

Autumn
Addition
•
Count forwards across 100 from any given number
•
Add one digit and two-digit numbers to 20
•
Add a two-digit and one-digit number mentally (up to 100)
•
Add a two-digit and tens mentally (up to 100)
•
Add three one-digit numbers mentally (up to 100)
Year 2

Year 3

Subtraction
•
Count backwards across 100 from any given number
•
Subtract one digit and two-digit numbers to 20
•
Subtract a two-digit and one-digit number mentally (up to
100)
•
Subtract a two-digit and tens mentally (up to 100)
Addition
•
Add a two-digit and one-digit number mentally
•
Add a two-digit and tens mentally
•
Add two two-digit numbers mentally
•
Add three one-digit numbers mentally (above 4 bullet
points are up to 100)
•
Add multiples of 10 or 100 to a number (up to 999)
•
Add numbers up to 3 digits using formal method of column
addition
Subtraction
•
Subtract a two-digit and one-digit number mentally (up to
100)
•
Subtract a two-digit and tens mentally (up to 100)
•
Subtract two two-digit numbers mentally (up to 100)
•
Subtract multiples of 10 or 100 from a number (up to 999)
•
Subtract numbers up to 3 digits using formal method of
column subtraction

Multiplication

Division

Fractions

Percentages

• Find half of a quantity
• Find quarter of a quantity

Spring
Addition
•
Add two two-digit numbers mentally (up to 100)
Subtraction
•
Subtract two two-digit numbers mentally (up to 100)
Multiplication & division
•
Use multiplication facts for the 2, 5 and 10 multiplication
tables
•
Use division facts for the 2, 5 and 10 multiplication tables

Multiplication
•
Use multiplication facts for the 2, 5 and 10 multiplication
tables
•
Multiply a two digit by a one digit using mental methods
and progressing to formal written methods (2, 3, 4, 5 and 8)
•
Multiply a whole number by 10
•
Multiply more than two numbers together (2, 3, 5, 5 and 8)
Division
•
Use division facts for the 2, 5 and 10 multiplication tables
•
Use known multiplication facts to create associated division
facts
•
Divide one- or two-digit numbers by 10

Summer
Multiplication & division
•
Use multiplication facts for the 2, 5 and 10 multiplication
tables
•
Use division facts for the 2, 5 and 10 multiplication tables
Addition & Subtraction
•
Add and subtract two 2-digit number with regrouping
Fractions
•
Find half of a quantity
•
Find quarter of a quantity
•
Find one third of a quantity
•
Find two quarters of a quantity
•
Find three quarters of a quantity
Fractions
•
Find one third of a quantity
•
Find two quarters of a quantity
•
Find three quarters of a quantity
•
Add and subtract fractions with the same denominator
within one whole
•
Find fractions of quantities (up to 100) where the
denominator is 2, 3, 4, 5, 8 or 10
Addition
•
Add multiples of 10 or 100 to a number (up to 999)
•
Add numbers up to 3 digits using formal method of column
addition
Subtraction
•
Subtract multiples of 10 or 100 from a number (up to 999)
•
Subtract numbers up to 3 digits using formal method of
column subtraction

Year 4

Year 5

Addition
•
Add multiples of 10 or 100 to a number (up to 999)
•
Add numbers up to 3 digits using formal method of column
addition
•
Add multiples of 10, 100 and 1,000 to a number (up to
9,999)
•
Add numbers up to 4 digits using formal method of column
addition
•
Add with decimals (up to tenths and hundredths)

Multiplication
•
Multiply a two digit by a one digit using mental methods
and progressing to formal written methods (2, 3, 4, 5 and 8)
•
Multiply a whole number by 10
•
Multiply more than two numbers together (2, 3, 5, 5 and 8)
•
Multiply 2- and 3-digit numbers by a 1-digit number using a
formal written method
•
Multiply a whole number by 100
•
Multiply more than two numbers together

Subtraction
•
Subtract multiples of 10 or 100 from a number (up to 999)
•
Subtract numbers up to 3 digits using formal method of
column subtraction
•
Subtract multiples of 10, 100 and 1,000 from a number (up
to 9,999)
•
Subtract numbers up to 4 digits using formal method of
column subtraction
•
Subtract with decimals (up to tenths and hundredths)

Division
•
Use known multiplication facts to create associated division
facts
•
Divide one- or two-digit numbers by 10
•
Use known multiplication facts to create associated division
facts
•
Divide one- or two-digit numbers by 100
•
Divide multiples of 10, 100 and 1,000 by a single digit
number using associated division facts

Addition
•
Add multiples of 10, 100 and 1,000 to a number (up to
9,999)
•
Add numbers up to 4 digits using formal method of column
addition
•
Add with decimals (up to tenths and hundredths)
•
Add multiples of 10, 100, 1,000, 10,000 and 100,000 to a
number (up to 999,999)
•
Add numbers with more than 4 digits using formal method
of column addition
•
Add decimals (where two numbers have a different number
of decimal places eg 14.7 + 8.65)
•
Apply knowledge of partitioning with numbers up to
1,000,000

Multiplication
•
Multiply 2- and 3-digit numbers by a 1-digit number using a
formal written method
•
Multiply a whole number by 100
•
Multiply more than two numbers together
•
Multiply a 3-digit number by a 2-digit number using formal
method of long multiplication
•
Multiply whole numbers by 10, 100 and 1,000 (where the
answer is no greater than 999,999)
•
Multiply decimal numbers by 10, 100 and 1,000 where the
quotient may be a decimal
•
Recognise and use square and cube numbers
•
Multiply multiples of 10 by 10, 100 or 1,000 (e.g. 30 x 400)

Subtraction
•
Subtract multiples of 10, 100 and 1,000 from a number (up
to 9,999)
•
Subtract numbers up to 4 digits using formal method of
column subtraction
•
Subtract with decimals (up to tenths and hundredths)
•
Subtract multiples of 10, 100, 1,000, 10,000 and 100,000
from a number (up to 999,999)
•
Subtract numbers with more than 4 digits using formal
method of column subtraction
•
Subtract decimals (where two numbers have a different
number of decimal places eg 14.7 - 8.65)

Division
•
Use known multiplication facts to create associated division
facts
•
Divide one- or two-digit numbers by 100
•
Divide multiples of 10, 100 and 1,000 by a single digit
number using associated division facts
•
Divide numbers up to 4 digits by a 1-digit number using the
formal written method of long division (recording with a
remainder where required)
•
Divide whole numbers by 10, 100 and 1,000 (where the
quotient contains a decimal and the dividend may contain a
decimal)

Fractions
•
Add and subtract fractions with the same denominator
within one whole
•
Find fractions of quantities (up to 100) where the
denominator is 2, 3, 4, 5, 8 or 10
•
Add and Subtract fractions where the answer may be an
improper fraction
•
Find fractions of quantities using known multiplication
facts

Fractions
•
Add and Subtract fractions where the answer may be an
improper fraction
•
Find fractions of quantities using known multiplication
facts
•
Add fractions with the same denominators and convert the
answer from improper fractions to mixed numbers
•
Add and subtract fractions where there are different
denominators and one fraction is a multiple of the other
(and one fraction may be a mixed number)
•
Multiply proper fractions and mixed numbers by whole
numbers
•
Find fractions of quantities using formal calculation
strategies
Percentages
•
Find 10% of a number
•
Find a multiple of 10% of a number
•
Find 5% of a number

Addition

Year 6

• Add multiples of 10, 100,
1,000, 10,000, 100,000 and
1,000,000 to a number (up
to 9,999,999)
• Add and subtract using
negative numbers through
zero
• Use BIDMAS to identify the
correct order of operations

Subtraction
Subtract multiples of 10, 100,
1,000, 10,000, 100,000 and
1,000,000 from a number up
to 9,999,999)

Multiplication
• Multiply a 4-digit number by
a 2-digit number using the
formal method of
multiplication
• Multiply one digit numbers
with up to two decimal
places by whole numbers
• Multiply a tenths number
that is less than one by a
multiple of 10 or 100 (e.g.
0.4 x 60)
• Multiply a number with
decimals by a two digit
number using the formal
method of long
multiplication (e.g. 5.1 x 28)

Division
• Divide numbers up to 4
digits by a 2-digit number
using the formal written
method of long division
(where the dividend may
include a fraction)
• Divide numbers up to 4
digits by a 1-digit number
using the formal written
method of short division
(where the dividend may
include a fraction)

Fractions
• Add and subtract fractions
with different denominators
(using two or three
fractions)
• Add and subtract a mixed
number to a fraction where
there are different
denominators
• Multiply pairs of proper
fractions writing the answer
in its simplest form
• Divide proper fractions by
whole numbers

Percentages
• Find a multiple of 5% of a
number
• Find 1% of a number
• Find a multiple of 1% of a
number

Mathematics Curriculum: Multiplication Tables Progression Maps (Years 1-6)
Year 1

Count in multiples of 2, 5 and 10.
Recall and use all doubles to 10 and corresponding halves.

Year 4

Year 2

Recall and use multiplication and division facts for the 2, 5 & 10 times tables.
Recognise odd and even numbers.

Year 5

Year 3

Recall and use multiplication and division facts for the 3, 4 and 8
times tables.

Year 6

Autumn 1
Year 1

Autumn 2

Year 3

Revision of all times tables and division facts up to 12x12.

Spring 1

Spring 2

Count in 2’s up to 24, linking with even numbers and
supporting doubles.

Focus on counting in multiples of 5 up to 60, linking
with knowledge of counting in 10s.

Count in multiples of 10 in order up to 120.

Continue to develop fluency of counting in 2’s and 10’s.

Count in steps of 2 and 5
from 0 up to 120 fluently.

Year 2

Recall and use multiplication and division facts for times tables up to 12x12.

Consolidate counting in
steps of 2, 5 and 10 in
order from 0 up to 120.

Count in multiples of 3 to
12x3 in order from 0
fluently.

Recall multiples of 10 up
to 12x10 in any order,
including missing
numbers and related
division facts with growing
fluency.

Recall multiples of 3 up to
12x3 in any order,
including missing
numbers and related
division facts with growing
fluency.
Count in multiples of 4 to
12x4 in order from 0 with
growing fluency. Introduce
(relating to x4) and begin
to count in multiples of 8
from 0 to 12x8.

Recall multiples of 2 up to
12x2 in any order,
including missing
numbers and related
division facts.
Recall multiples of 10 up
to 12x10 fluently.

Recall multiples of 3 up to
12x3 in any order,
including missing
numbers and related
division facts fluently.
Count in multiples of 4 to
12x4 in order from 0 with
fluently.
Count in multiples of 8 to
12x8 in order from 0 with
growing fluency.

Recall multiples of 5 up to
12x5 in any order,
including missing
numbers and related
division facts.
Recall multiples of 2 up to
12x2 in any order,
including missing
numbers and related
division facts with
growing fluency.

Recall multiples of 4 up to
12x4 in any order,
including missing
numbers and related
division facts with
growing fluency.
Count in multiples of 8 to
12x8 in order from 0
fluently.

Summer 1
Count in multiples of 10, 2
and 5 in order with
growing fluency.

Summer 2
Count in multiples of 10, 2
and 5 in order fluently.

Count in multiples of 3 to
12x3 in order from 0.
Recall multiples of 2 up to
12x2 in any order,
including missing
numbers and related
division facts fluently.
Recall multiples of 5 up to
12x5 in any order,
including missing
numbers and related
division facts with growing
fluency.
Recall multiples of 4 up to
12x4 in any order,
including missing
numbers and related
division facts fluently.
Recall multiples of 8 up to
12x8 in any order,
including missing
numbers and related
division facts with growing
fluency.

Count in multiples of 3 to
12x3 in order from 0 with
growing fluency.
Recall multiples of 5 up to
12x5 in any order, including
missing numbers and
related division facts
fluently.

Recall multiples of 8 up to
12x8 in any order, including
missing numbers and
related division facts
fluently.

Suggested Year 4 curriculum for if pupils have strong times tables foundation

Autumn 1

Year 4

Autumn 2

Recall multiples of 3,4 and
8 up to 12x in any order,
including missing
numbers and related
division facts fluently.
Fluently count in 6’s in
order up to 12x6, using
multiples of 3 to support.

Recall multiples of 6 in
any order, including
missing numbers and
related division facts with
growing fluency.
Fluently count in 7’s in
order up to 12x7.

Spring 1

Spring 2

Recall multiples of 6 in
any order, including
missing numbers and
related division facts
fluently.

Recall multiples of 7 in
any order, including
missing numbers and
related division facts
fluently.

Recall multiples of 7 in
any order, including
missing numbers and
related division facts with
growing fluency.

Fluently count in 9’s in
order up to 12x9.
Fluently count in 11’s in
order up to 12x11.

Summer 1

Summer 2

Recall multiples of 9 in any
order, including missing
numbers and related
division facts with growing
fluency (using 10x and
adjusting by 1 group to
find 9x as a strategy).

Recall multiples of 9 in any
order, including missing
numbers and related
division facts fluently.

Recall multiples of 11 in
any order, including
missing numbers and
related division facts
fluently.
Fluently count in 12’s in
order up to 12x12.

Recall multiples of 12 in
any order, including
missing numbers and
related division facts with
growing fluency (using 10x
and adjusting by adding 2
more groups).

Suggested Year 4 Curriculum for if pupils need to consolidate times tables from previous years

Autumn 1

Year 2 expectations:
As the Y2 expectations are
spread over 6 half terms,
these could be taught over
6 weeks.

Year 4

Recall and use
multiplication and division
facts for the 2, 5- and 10times tables.
Recognise odd and even
numbers.

Autumn 2

Spring 1
Year 4 expectations:
Fluently count in 6’s in
order up to 12x6, using
multiples of 3 to support.

Year 3 expectations:
As the Y3 expectations are
spread over 6 half terms,
these could be taught over
6 weeks.
Recall and use
multiplication and division
facts for the 3, 4- and 8times tables

Recall multiples of 6 in
any order, including
missing numbers and
related division facts with
growing fluency.
Fluently count in 7’s in
order up to 12x7.
Recall multiples of 7 in
any order, including
missing numbers and
related division facts with
growing fluency.

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

Fluently count in 9’s in
order up to 12x9.
Fluently count in 11’s in
order up to 12x11.

Fluently count in 12’s in
order up to 12x12.

Recall multiples of 9 in
any order, including
missing numbers and
related division facts with
growing fluency (using
10x and adjusting by 1
group to find 9x as a
strategy).

Recall multiples of 12 in
any order, including
missing numbers and
related division facts with
growing fluency (using 10x
and adjusting by adding 2
more groups).

Recall multiples of 11 in
any order, including
missing numbers and
related division facts
fluently.

Recall and use
multiplication and division
facts for times tables up to
12x12.

Recall and use
multiplication and division
facts for times tables up to
12x12.

Mathematics Curriculum: Reception overview

Mathematics Curriculum: Year 1 overview

Mathematics Curriculum: Year 2 overview

Mathematics Curriculum: Year 3 overview

Mathematics Curriculum: Year 4 overview

Mathematics Curriculum: Year 5 overview

Mathematics Curriculum: Year 6 overview

Listening
Reading

Comprehension / Reception

MFL Spanish: Knowledge Progression Map (Years 3-6)
Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Can show understanding of a few single
words and very short phrases through
physical response, provided they are
spoken slowly and clearly in a defined
context with the help of body language
and visual aids.

Can show understanding of a few
and short phrases included in the year
topics through physical response, provided
they are spoken slowly and clearly in a
defined context with the help of body
language and visual aids.

Can understand some phrases and short simple
sentences related to the year topics, provided
they are spoken slowly and clearly in a defined
context with the help of body language and
visual aids.

For example: very simple instructions:
“Please be quiet” few words in a simple
song/rhyme or included in the year
topics: ‘red car’, ‘small cat’ greetings:
‘Good morning’, ‘See you soon’.
Can recognise, read and understand a
few single words accompanied by
pictures from a song/rhyme and from the
topics they are studying.

For example: ‘How are you today?’
‘Are you tired/bored?’

Can understand a range of familiar and some
unfamiliar words, phrases and more complex
sentences, provided they are spoken slowly and clearly
in a defined context sometimes with visual aid. Can
follow speech that is very slow and carefully
articulated, with long pauses to assimilate meaning
(e.g. simple descriptions of a place, object, person or
action).

For example: noun + colour: ‘yellow
fruit’ or ‘big house’.

Can use some
expressions.

basic,

formulaic

For example: ‘Yes,’ ‘No,’ ‘Excuse me,’
‘Please,’ ‘Thank you,’ ‘Sorry’.

For example: article + noun (+
colour/adjective): ‘the red house’, ‘the
shops’, ‘the grandparents’

Can recognise, read and understand some
familiar words, phrases and simple sentences in
a short passage or familiar song, a single phrase
at a time, sometimes with visual aid, and
rereading as required concerning the topics
mentioned. Can use a dictionary/ translator with
support.

Can ask and answer simple and familiar
pre- learned questions using short,
rehearsed
expressions
for
routine
situations and relying on gestures to
reinforce the information.

For example: ‘The playground and the café are
nice’, ‘I like it when it’s cold’, ’Where are my
friends?’
Can ask and answer simple familiar rehearsed
questions in areas of immediate need or on
familiar topics producing short phrases and
sentences relying on the help of the other
speaker.

For example: ‘What are you eating?’
‘What are you studying?’

For example: ‘What does she/he do? She/he
eats..’
Can engage in a very basic conversation of a
factual nature. (e.g. a short sentences/ questions
about
a
story
in
a
book;
express
feelings/interests).

For example: ‘What’s your name?’,
‘How are you?’ , ‘Where are you?’ ‘I’m
ok’, ‘My name is ...’.

Speaking

Expression / Production

Can ask and answer very simple prelearned rehearsed short questions for
very basic information and understand
1-2 word answers.

Can recognise, read and understand a few
familiar words and short phrases
accompanied by pictures from a
song/rhyme and from the topics
mentioned.

For example: ‘Where are you going to go?’
‘What does she/he like? He likes playing in the
park’.

Can name things using simple rehearsed
words and express a feeling using single
words accompanied by body language.

Can produce very simple rehearsed
phrases about themselves, people, objects,
actions and places.

For example: ‘Where does she/he live? He/she
lives in...’
Can produce simple mainly isolated sentences
about themselves, people, objects, actions and
places.

For example: ‘happy,’ ‘tired’, ‘sad’.

For example: ‘I play’, ‘I’m angry’.

For example: ‘I like’, ‘she/he likes’.

Can describe very simple things adding
one adjective.

Can describe very simple things using
words, single phrases and formulaic
expressions, provided he/she can prepare
in advance and use a model.

Can describe things/people/places using simple
phrases, formulaic expressions and possibly
short sentences, provided he/she can prepare in
advance and use a model.

For example: colour/size: ‘blue
notebook’.

For example: ‘in the kitchen’, ‘the white
bathroom’.

For example: ‘I want food’, ’I like the rain’.

For example: ‘She likes to eat hot food and vegetables’,
‘I’m tired and sad today’, ‘Are you ready to start?, ‘I
need an umbrella for the rain’.
Can read and understand short, very simple texts,
rereading as required, concerning the topics
mentioned.
For example: ‘She studies maths, likes animals and
lives in England. He studies English, he doesn’t like
sports and lives in Spain. They are friends.’
Can use a dictionary/online translator.

Can interact in a simple way but communication is
totally dependent on repetition of speech, rephrasing
and repair on a predictable topic delivered directly to
him/her in clear and slow manner by a sympathetic
speaker.
Can engage in a simple conversation of a factual nature
(e.g. questions about a familiar story in simple, short
sentences/questions; express feelings and some
opinions).
For example: ‘Where are they going? They are going
to the park’ ‘Do you like dogs? No I don’t like dogs, I
like cats.’
Can produce sentences to describe themselves, people,
objects, actions and places. Can describe simple
aspects of everyday life in a series of sentences
provided he/she can prepare in advance. Can tell a
very simple short story prepared in advance.
For example: ‘In the summer they go to the park.
They play sports and have a picnic. The weather is
warm and they are happy.’

Grammar

Writing

Can recognise and write the letters of the
alphabet.
Can write simple words and basic
phrases using a model.
For example: ‘boring game’ or ‘fun
park’.

Can write simple words and isolated short
phrases to give basic information with the
use of a model and visual aid.
For example: ‘the supermarket’, ‘in the
park’, ‘in the garden’.

Can show some awareness of simple
nouns
and
adjectives
position
(colour/size).
Can use 1st and 2nd person pronoun
sing. with 1-2 high frequency verb forms
with support.

Can show awareness of the use of articles
with a few nouns, position and agreement
of a few adjectives, and 1st and 2nd sing.
person pronoun with 2-3 high freq. verb
forms. Can build a very short sentence
with support.

For example: ‘I have’, ‘You are’.

For example: ‘I study at school’, ‘you do
sport’.

Can write short sentences and basic descriptions Can write a basic text as a series of very short
of people, places, things and actions with a model sentences using simple connectors (e.g. about hobbies,
and sometimes from memory.
likes/dislikes, using simple words and expressions,
with reference to a dictionary).
For example: ‘She goes by car’, ‘He is tired’, ‘on
the red bus’, ‘He likes to eat fruit’.
For example: ‘‘I like to play games and study Spanish.
I go to school by bus. I live with my grandparents and
have three pets.’

Can apply some rules of the use of articles,
agreement of some adjectives, 1st, 2nd and 3rd
person pronouns with a few high frequency
verbs in the present tense, with support. Can
build a short sentence.
For example: ‘She has (a yellow car)’ ‘They eat
in a restaurant. They are vegetarian.’

Can adapt sentences to create new ones and
manipulate language with support.
Can use some high frequency verb forms, nouns,
articles and adjectives to form simple sentences using
most personal pronouns, and have a basic repertoire of
words and phrases related to people, places, things and
actions.
For example: ‘I go the shops. I have to buy clothes,
They need a jacket.’ ‘Let’s go to the restaurant and
have some food. What do you like?’

MFL Spanish: Content Progression Map (Years 3-6)

Year 3

Grammar
&
Vocabulary

Year 4

Grammar
&
Vocabulary

Autumn Term
El colegio
(School)
Subject pronouns: yo (I)
Verbs: infinitive – present – 1st person sing.
soy - estoy (I am)
tengo – me gusta – (I have - I like) vivo – voy (I
live - I go)
Adjectives
bien – regular – mal
(good-regular-not good/bad)
colores – números (colours – numbers)
Selected (high frequency) topic nouns + articles:
la – el (the)
Question words
¿Cómo...? (How...?) ¿Dónde...? (Where...?)

Spring Term
El mundo animal
(Animal world)
Subject pronouns: tú (you)
Verbs: present – 2nd p. sing.
eres – estás - tienes
(you are – you have)
te gusta - vives – vas
(you like – you live – you go)
Adjectives
feliz – cansado – triste (happy – tired – sad)
Selected (high frequency) topic nouns + articles: la
– el (the)
Question words
¿Cómo ...estás? (How... are you?)
¿Dónde ...vives/vas etc.? (Where.. do you live/go?)

Donde vivo: El barrio y la ciudad
(Neighbourhood, town/city)

El hogar y la casa animal
(House and home)

Subject pronouns: yo – tú ( I – you)
Verbs: present 1st – 2nd p. sing. - infinitive
hago/haces (I do – you do)
quiero/quieres + infinitive (I want – you want)
Adjective agreement (gender)
cansado/a - aburrido/a – divertido/a
(tired – bored – having fun/amused)
colours + gender Prepositions: a (to/at)
Selected (high frequency) topic nouns + articles:
la – el (the)
Question words
¿Cómo...? (How do you...?) ¿Dónde quieres...?
(Where do you want...?) Quiero... (I want...)
¿Qué... quieres + infinitive [hacer]?
(What do you want to... [do]?)
Quiero + infinitive [hacer]... I want to...

Verbs: present 1st – 2nd p. sing. - infinitive
como/comes (I eat/you eat) juego/juegas (I
play/you play)
Adjectives (gender/number) Prepositions: en
(in/on)
Selected (high frequency) topic nouns + articles:
la – el (the)
Question words
¿Cómo se...?... (How do you...?) ¿Dónde se...?
(Where do you...?) ¿Qué comes...? Como/no
como... (What do you eat...? I eat/don’t eat...)

Summer Term
Vida Sana: deportes y comida
(Healthy lifestyle: sports & food)
Subject pronouns: yo – tú ( I – you)
Verbs: present, 1st + 2nd p. sing.
soy/eres – estoy/estás - (I am/you are) tengo/tienes – me
gusta/te gusta
(I have/you have – I like/you like)
vivo/vives – voy/vas (I live/you live – I go/ you go)
Adjectives
aburrido - divertido (boring – amusing/fun)
Selected (high frequency) topic nouns + articles: la – el (the)
Question words
¿Cómo... estás? Estás...
¿Dónde... estás? Estoy... (Where are you? I am...) ¿Qué... te
gusta? Me gusta/no me gusta... (What do you like? I
like/don’t like...)
Personas que queremos: familia, amigos
ymaestros y comida
(People we love: family, friends and teachers)
Subject pronouns: yo – tú ( I- you)
Verbs: present 1st – 2nd p. sing. - infinitive
estudio/estudias (I study/you study)
Adjectives: (gender/number)
Enfadada/o (angry) Prepositions: a – en (to-at-in-on)
Selected (high frequency) topic nouns + articles: la – el (the)
Question words
¿Cómo se... ? (How do you...?) ¿Dónde estudias... ?
(Where...?) ¿Qué estudias ... ? Estudio... (What do you study?
I study...)

Year 5

Grammar
&
Vocabulary

Year 6

Grammar
&
Vocabulary

Trabajo y tiempo libre
(Work and leisure time)
Subject pronouns : Él – ella (he – she)
Verbs: present – 3rd p. sing. masc. and fem.
es–está- tiene–legusta–va-vive
(he/she is – has – likes – goes – lives)
Adjective agreement Prepositions: a - en – de
(to – at – in – on – from - of)
Selected (high frequency) topic nouns + articles:
la – las - el – los (the)
Question words
¿Cómo es...? (What’s he/she/it like?)
¿Dónde tiene...? (Where does he/she it has...?)
¿Qué hace/le gusta/quiere...?
(What does he/she/it do – like – want?)
¿Quién...? (who?)

Alrededor del mundo
(Around the world)
Subject pronouns : Él – ella (he – she)
Verbs: present – 3rd p. sing. masc. and fem.
hace - quiere – juega – come
(he/she/it does – wants – plays – eats)
Adjective agreement Prepositions: a – en - de
(to – at – in – on – from - of) Conjunctions: y (and)
Selected (high frequency) topic nouns + articles:
la – las – el - los (the)
Question words
¿Cómo va...? (How does he/she go...?)
¿Dónde vive/está...?
(Where does he/she live? Where is he/she?) ¿Qué
te/le gusta...? (What do you like/ what does he/she
like?)

El cuerpo y la ropa
(Body and clothes)
Subject pronouns: Él y ella - ellos/as he/she/they
Verbs: Present - infinitive
3rd p. sing. masc. and fem.
2nd p. plural
hacen – quieren – juegan – comen (they
do/want/play/eat
Adjectives: number – gender + number
Prepositions: a – en – de (at/in/on/from/of)
Conjunctions: porque + y (because/and)
Selected (high frequency) topic nouns + articles:
la – las – el - los (the)
Question words
¿Cómo están...? Están cansados..
(How are they? They are tired...)
¿Dónde van...? Van al ...porque...
(Where do they go? They go to...because...)
¿Qué hacen...? Están ... porque...
(What are they doing? They are...because...)
Introduce: ¿Cuándo...? (when...?

La naturaleza y el aire libre
(The great outdoors: nature)
Subject pronouns: tú y yo (introduce: nosotros/as)
(I/you: introduce : we)
Verbs: Present – infinitive
1st - 2nd p. sing.
1st p. plural m. and f.
somos – estamos - tenemos – vivimos - vamos (We
are/have/live/go)
Adjectives: number – gender + number
Prepositions: a – en – de (at/in/on/from/of)
Conjunctions: porque + y (because/and)
Selected (high frequency) topic nouns + articles:
la–las–el–los (the)
Question words
¿Cómo están...? Estamos cansados...
(How are you...? We are tired...)
¿Dónde vamos...? Vamos a ...
(Where do you go? We go to..)
¿Qué comen...? Comemos ...
(What do you eat...? We eat...)

Vacaciones y celebraciones
(Holidays and festivities)
Subject pronouns: El y ella (introduce: ellos/ellas) (he/she introduce: they)
Verbs: present – 3rd p. plural. masc. and fem.
son – están - tienen – les gusta – van - viven
(they are – have – like – go – live)
Adjectives: number – gender + number Prepositions: a–en-de
Conjunctions: y + porque (and - because)
Selected (high frequency) topic nouns + articles:
la–las- el-los(the)
Question words
¿Cómo están...? Están cansados...
(How are they? They are tired...)
¿Dónde van...? Van a...
(Where do they go? They go to...)
¿Qué comen...? Comen...
(What do they eat..? They eat...) ¿Por qué? (Why?)
Historias: libros, peliculas y juegos
(Films, books and games)
Subject pronouns: tú y yo - él y ella (introduce:
nosotros/vosotros) (I/you/he/she/it/introduce: you/they)
Verbs: 1st - 2nd - 3rd person sing. and plural m. and f.
Son/somos – están/estamos – tienen/tenemos – les
gusta/nos gusta
(We/You are/have/like/dislike)
Adjectives: number – gender + number Prepositions: a – en –
de (at/in/on/from/of) Conjunctions: porque + y (because/and)
Selected (high frequency) topic nouns + articles: la – las – el los
Question words
¿Cómo están...? Están cansados porque...
(How are they? They are tired because..)
¿Dónde están...? Están en ...
(Where are they?... They are...because...)
¿Qué comen...? Comen ... porque...
(What do they eat?... They eat...because...)

Music: Knowledge Progression Map (Years 1-6)
Recognise and respond
Year 1
Year 2
Structure:
Repetition
and
contrast

Pitch:

High & low

Texture

Tempo:
Speed

Duration:
Long and
short
sounds

Dynamics
and
articulation:
Smooth and
detached

Instruments
and playing
techniques

• Call and echo
• Call and response
• Cumulative
• Repetition

Pitch
• High, Middle, low
Movement
• Repeat
Shape
• Getting higher/lower
Solfa: l,s,m

Repetition
• Ostinato
Contrast
• Introduction
• Beginning
• Middle
• End
Pitch
• High, Middle, low
Movement
• Repeat
Shape
• Getting higher/lower
Solfa: l,s,m, d

• Unison
• One sound leading to
many sounds

• Melody
• Accompaniment

• Pulse/heartbeat
Duration
• Long and short sounds
• Rhythm
Tempo
• Fast/slow
Rhythm syllables
• Crotchet Ta
• Quaver ti-ti
• Crotchet rest

Tempo
• Getting faster/slower
Rhythm syllables
• Crotchet Ta
• Quaver ti-ti
• Minim ta-a
• Crotchet rest
• Semiquavers tiki-tiki

• Loud
• Quiet
• Silence

• Getting louder/quieter

•
•
•
•

How sounds are
produced
• Shake
• Hit
• Scrape

Voice
Body percussion
Environmental sounds
Unpitched percussion

Identify and distinguish
Year 3
Year 4
Repetition
• Ostinato
• Rounds
• Drone
Contrast
• Partner songs
• Binary form (AB)
Pitch
• Pentatonic scale l,s,m,r,d
Movement
• Step, jump
Shape
• Rising/falling
• Repeated notes
Solfa: l,s,m,r,d
• Unison
• Solo
• Melody
Distinguish between
pulse/rhythm
Rhythm
• Time signature
• 4/4-time Bar
• Bar line
Rhythm syllables
• Crotchet Ta
• Quaver ti-tI
• Minim ta-a
• Semibreve
• Crotchet rest
• Semiquavers tiki-tiki
• Medium loud
• Medium quiet
• Legato/staccato

Repetition
• Ostinato
• Rounds
Contrast
• Ternary form ABA

Pitch
• Octave range
Movement
• Step, jump, leap,
Shape
• Ascending/descending
• Repeated notes
Solfa: d-d’
• Unison
• Solo
• Melody

Creating and performing
Year 5
Year 6
Repetition
• Call and response
• Ostinato/riffs
• Cyclic
Contrast
• Verse and chorus
• Canon
Harmony
• 2 - 3-part harmony
Tonality
• Major
• Minor

•
•
•
•

Accompaniment
Layers
Ostinato
Polyphonic

Repetition
• 12 bar blues
Contrast
• AAB
• Question and answer
• Theme and variation
Harmony
• 2- 3-part harmony
• Primary Triads
• Thirds
Tonality
• Blues scale
• Major scale
Minor scale
• Melody & accompaniment
• Layers
• Ostinato
• Polyphonic

Rhythm
• Time signature
• 4/4-time Bar
• Bar, bar line
Rhythm syllables
• Crotchet Ta
• Quaver ti-tI
• Minim ta-a
• Semibreve
• Crotchet rest
• Semiquavers tiki-tiki

• 2, 3 and 4 metre
• Offbeat/ onbeat

• Medium loud
• Medium quiet
• Legato/staccato

• Layers
• Accent
• Gradual/sudden changes in
• Gradual/sudden changes in
tempo
tempo
• Piano
• Piano
• Forte
• Forte
• Mezzo forte
• Mezzo forte
• Mezzo piano
• Mezzo piano
Ensemble combination, e.g. choir, orchestra
Ukulele, guitar
• Pluck
• Thumb rest
• Banjo style

Ensemble combination, e.g. samba, djembe
Djembe, Dundun
• Tone
• Bass
• Slap

• Syncopation

• Tap
• Blow
Properties
• Wooden
• Metal
• Skinned
• String

Samba percussion instruments
• Agogo
• Chocolos
• Surdo
• Caixa
• Repenique
• Apito

•
•
•
•
•

Free plucking
Strum
Thumb brush
First finger strum
Shuffle

Music: Skills Progression Map (Years 1-6)

Singing
(quality &
technique)

Playing

instruments

Vocal Curriculum

Vocal & Instrumental Curriculum

Vocal & Instrumental Curriculum

Establishing a sense of Pulse, Rhythm & Pitch

Developing a sense of Pulse, Rhythm & Pitch

Developing a sense of harmony, structure and texture

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Chant and sing simple 2
note songs without
accompaniment with an
awareness of the shape
of the melody.
Perform a steady beat
accompanying a song,
chant, live and recorded
music.

Chant rhythmically and
sing simple 3 note songs
without accompaniment;
use their voice expressively
to convey meaning.
Perform rhythmic and
melodic ostinato patterns
as an accompaniment to a
song or chant, live and
recorded music.

Sing 5-note songs (Pentatonic)
with an awareness of posture,
breath control and articulation
(staccato, legato).

Sing songs within a pitch range
with increasing vocal control and
expression.

Sing songs with good breath
control, posture, diction and
intonation.

Sing songs with confidence,
accuracy, greater technical
control and expression within a
variety of styles and genres.

Play ostinato patterns to
accompany songs; play the
djembe with improved
techniques, increased fluency,
accuracy and control.

Perform rhythmic and melodic
ostinati to accompany songs;
Perform simple chord sequences;
Developing basic playing
techniques.

Perform more chords and
complex chord sequences
playing with accuracy, control
and expression with secure
playing techniques.

Chant and sing in unison
with a sense of pulse.

Chant and sing in unison
with a sense of pulse and
an awareness of others.

Play ostinato patterns to
accompany songs; play longer
rhythmic phrases on the
djembe
Developing basic playing
techniques.
Maintain a steady pulse whilst
performing individually, in
small groups and as a class;
maintain part in 2 or 3 part
songs, using rounds and
partner songs.

Maintain their part whilst
accompanying songs;
maintain part in 3-4 part rounds
and partner songs and in two
part harmonies.

Maintain part in a 4- part round
and in three-part harmonies
accurately with an awareness of
other parts.

Maintain part in a 4-part round
and in three -part harmonies
accurately with an awareness of
other parts.

Improvise 4 beat
rhythmic and melodic
phrases.

Improvise 4 beat rhythmic
and melodic ostinato.

Improvise question and answer
melodic/rhythmic phrases.

Improvise longer rhythmic and
melodic phrases within a given
structure.

Improvise longer and more
complex rhythmic and melodic
phrases with a sense of the given
style.

Create and choose
sounds in response to
chosen stimuli.

Compose rhythmic and
melodic accompaniments
to songs using 2 -3 notes.

Improvise 4 beat rhythms
within a call and echo
structure. Improvise melodies
using 5 notes of the Pentatonic
scale.
Compose accompaniments for
songs using drones and
melodic ostinato.

Compose songs with an
understanding of the relationship
between lyrics and melody.

Compose with an awareness of
repetition and contrast, with
development of musical ideas.

Interpret a range of
graphic symbols to
represent different
sounds.

Create and use graphic
symbols to represent
different musical ideas &
concepts.

Read and perform simplified
staff notation for rhythm and
pitch.

Compose in response to a visual
stimulus Combining sounds with
an awareness of pitch, tempo,
dynamics and timbre.
Read and perform staff notation
for rhythm and pitch.

Use chord, and simple tab
notation.

Use chord and tab notation.

Identify the different
music elements: pitch,
pulse and rhythm.

Discriminate between
pitch, pulse and rhythm.

Compare two contrasting
pieces of music for elements
e.g. pitch, tempo, dynamics.

Comparing music commenting
on texture, structure, tempo and
dynamics.

Identify the characteristics of
music from different styles and
cultures.

Compare and contrast the
characteristics of music from
different styles and cultures.

Express whether they
like or dislike a piece of
music and how it makes
them feel, act and move.

Identify how to improve
their own work and
provide feedback for
others.
.
Copy, internalize and
recall short rhythmic and
3-note patterns.

Identify how to improve their
own work and provide
feedback for others using an
increasing musical vocabulary.

Identify strengths and weakness
of own and others work
suggesting ways to improve
using musical vocabulary.

Evaluating others’ work thinking
about texture, structure, tempo
and dynamics.

Make observations and
judgements about music using
appropriate musical language.

Copy, internalize and recall
longer rhythmic and melodic
patterns.

Copy, internalize and recall
longer rhythmic and melodic
patterns.

Copy, internalize and recall longer
and more complex rhythmic and
melodic patterns.

Copy, internalize and recall
longer and more complex
rhythmic and melodic patterns.

Performing

with others

Improvising

Composing

Notation

Analysing

Evaluating

Aural
Awareness

Copy, internalize and
recall short rhythmic
and 2-note patterns.

Year 5

Year 6

PSHCE, Relationships and Sex Education: Rationale
The Ark John Archer PSHCE Curriculum intends to lay the foundations for healthy, respectful relationships, focusing on family and friendships, in all contexts, including
online. With the knowledge that children and young people are increasingly experiencing challenges, and that young people are at particular risk of feeling lonely, the subject
content has been developed to equip our pupils with the knowledge and capability to take care of themselves and receive support if problems arise. Establishing an awareness
of mental wellbeing and an understanding of how to be healthy (with links to the Sports and Fitness Curriculum), are both essential components of PSHCE teaching.
The content of our PSHCE Curriculum supports the wider work of our school in helping to foster pupil wellbeing and develop resilience and character that we know are
fundamental to pupils being happy, successful and productive members of society. Central to this is pupils’ ability to believe that they can achieve goals, both academic and
personal; to stick to tasks that will help them achieve those goals, even when the reward may be distant or uncertain; and to recover from knocks and challenging periods in
their lives. The curriculum is therefore taught with frequent reference to our school values: aspiration, respect, achievement, community, resilience and kindness.
Based on the new guidance for schools for the teaching of PSHCE, Relationships Education, Relationships and Sex Education (RSE) and Health Education and the extensive
research and publications by the PSHCE association we have created three strands for our teaching of PSHE:
Relationships

Living in the Wider World

Health and Well-being

Relationships Education provides an excellent forum to provide pupils with life-skills that will enable them to make informed decisions and protect themselves against
harmful and exploitative situations. Relationships Education is therefore a tool to safeguard children. Relationships Education contributes to the foundation of PSHE and
Spiritual, Moral, Social and Cultural (SMSC) development and offers a valuable vehicle for promoting equality between individuals and groups. It involves an exploration of
human and social diversity, and a fostering of self-worth whilst recognising, accepting and respecting differences. Aspects of Relationships Education are taught as an
integral part of the school’s PSHE provision from Reception to Year 6. In this way, children are able to develop their ideas, knowledge and skills gradually and appropriately
in a non- threatening environment. Reception and Key Stage One start with the family, exploring the role of a family first before moving on to discussing healthy
relationships and resolutions to conflict in Key Stage Two. We explicitly teach pupils that all families are different and that there is no fixed model of what a normal family
looks like. Friendships are taught throughout Key Stages One and Two, exploring caring and respectful friendships. Children learn about the characteristics of healthy
friendships early before moving on to explore move in depth topics such as trust and resolution. We teach about internet and online safety and friendships
throughout all year groups, with a deeper focus in Upper Key Stage Two as this is when it is most relevant for the majority of pupils in our school. We have deliberately loaded
most of the content in this area towards the top of Key Stage Two to ensure that children will leave the school with a good awareness and healthy respect of online digital
citizenship. Links are made to the Computing Curriculum with frequent reference towards developing a safe approach to online activity. Physical Health and Mental
Well-being teaching explores the ways in which a healthy body and healthy mind can be maintained through dietary choices and fitness routines, while discovering the risks
and dangers that are increasingly prevalent within society, such as drugs, tobacco and alcohol. In Upper Key Stage Two, pupils gain an understanding of the natural changes
that occur to an adolescent body, learn how to look after themselves and their hygiene, and practise basic first aid skills. First Aid is taught in both Key Stage One and Key
Stage Two, starting with the basics of who to call, and how to call, when emergency services are needed. In Key Stage Two pupils progress to looking at basic first aid
knowledge and training (wherever possible we will aim to use British Red Cross or external parties to support in delivery and training in our school). Physical Health and
Fitness content is taught mostly through the Science Curriculum and our Sports Health and Fitness lessons. Where links exist, we make these explicit and ensure that all
learning is contextualised making it relevant to our pupils within our local community.
Sex Education: The content of our curriculum covers everything that primary schools should teach about relationships and health, including puberty. Sex education is
covered in Year 6 only. These lessons will focus on preparing boys and girls for the changes that adolescence brings and the scientific process of how a baby is conceived and
born. We invite colleagues such as our School Nurse & Health Services to support the delivery of this. Sex education is defined in this policy preparing boys and girls for the
changes that adolescence brings and the scientific process of how a baby is conceived and born. The National Curriculum for Science also includes subject content in related
areas, such as the main external body parts, the human body as it grows from birth to old age (including puberty) and reproduction in some plants and animals.

PSHCE, Relationships and Sex Education: Our Aims

• Pupils learn how to develop healthy relationships between both family and friends, as well as online, built on a mutual respect and acceptance for difference and the
viewpoints of others.

• Pupils learn how to maintain a healthy mental well-being, growing increasingly capable to overcome difficulties and take care of themselves, identifying when support is
needed and drawing upon this for the better.

• Pupils learn how to maintain a healthy body, making connections with personal health, hygiene and fitness and the impact this has on both mental and physical wellbeing – they identify ways to improve their health and develop more effective habits within their lifestyles.
• Pupils develop a sense of character, resilience and perseverance that is fundamental to their success and happiness within society – they are motivated by achievement
and intrinsic reward, and the self-belief that they can achieve both personal and academic goals.
• Pupils feel confident to take on, and overcome, challenges that they are faced with. They make informed decisions and know where and how to seek support if problems
arise.
• Pupils develop confidence in talking, listening and thinking about feelings and relationships. The curriculum provides a framework in which sensitive discussions can take
place.
• Pupils are prepared for growing up and changes that they will come across, including an understanding of the basic changes that will happen during puberty. They learn
the correct vocabulary to describe themselves and their bodies and use this with confidence to communicate.

PSHE, Relationships and Sex Education: Our Approach
• Values: each half-term is assigned a value (aspiration, respect, achievement, community, resilience and kindness), which is taught explicitly within every classroom and
around the school. Teachers track examples from their class of where a pupil has demonstrated the value, awarding notes to say to celebrate achievements with pupils’
families.
• Assemblies: each and every week at Ark John Archer launches with a whole-school assembly focussed on the value of the half term, with stories and exemplars from
within the school, local and global communities shared to teach and reinforce pupils’ understanding of how to best demonstrate the value. At the ends of every week, a
celebration assembly brings the whole-school back together again to celebrate where pupils have been successful in demonstrating these values – a certificate is awarded,
accompanied by narration from the class teacher.
• Reflection: at the end of every day, teachers and pupils come together to reflect on the day with reference to the whole-school values. They identify strengths in the day
and areas of development / targets for the coming day, both as a collective and individually.
• PSHCE lessons: PSHE lessons are taught as their own subject with dedicated time set aside on the class timetable, following the progression maps as shown below.
Adaptations are made where necessary, based on pupils’ needs and behaviours. Sessions are often taught in the round with a focus on speaking and listening.
• Pupil voice: throughout the school, opportunities to develop pupil talk and collaboration are seized. Pupils are nominated by their peers to represent classes at school
council, act as class ambassadors and perform roles and responsibilities that contribute to the aims and values of the wider school community. Pupil conferences are held
frequently to hear, and respond to, pupil opinions and preferences.

PSHCE, Relationships and Sex Education: Knowledge Progression Map
Summer: Health and Wellbeing

Safe Relationships

Respecting
Ourselves & Others

Belonging to a
Community

Media Literacy &
Digital Resilience

Money & Work

Physical Health &
Mental Wellbeing

Growing &
Changing

Keeping Safe

Year 1

Roles of different
people; families;
feeling cared for.

Recognising privacy;
staying safe; seeking
permission.

How behaviour affects
others; being polite
and respectful.

What rules are; caring
for others’ needs;
looking after the
environment.

Using the internet and
digital devices;
communicating online.

Strengths and
interests; jobs in the
community.

Keeping healthy; food
and exercise, hygiene
routines; sun safety.

Recognising what
makes them unique
and special; feelings;
managing when things
go wrong.

How rules and age
restrictions help us;
keeping safe online.

Year 2

Making friends;
feeling lonely and
getting help.

Managing secrets;
resisting pressure and
getting help;
recognising hurtful
behavior.

Recognising things in
common and
differences; playing
and working
cooperatively; sharing
opinions.

Belonging to a group;
roles and
responsibilities; being
the same and different
in the community.

The internet in
everyday life; online
content and
information.

What money is; needs
and wants; looking
after money.

Why sleep is
important; medicines
and keeping healthy;
keeping teeth healthy;
managing feelings and
asking for help.

Growing older;
naming body parts;
moving class or year.

Safety in different
environments; risk
and safety at home;
emergencies.

Year 3

What makes a family;
features of family life.

Personal boundaries;
safely responding to
others; the impact of
hurtful behaviour.

Recognising respectful
behaviour; the
importance of selfrespect; courtesy and
being polite.

The value of rules and
laws; rights, freedoms
and responsibilities.

How the internet is
used; assessing
information online.

Different jobs and
skills; job stereotypes;
setting personal goals.

Health choices and
habits; what affects
feelings; expressing
feelings.

Personal strengths and
achievements;
managing and
reframing setbacks.

Risks and hazards;
safety in the local
environment and
unfamiliar places.

Year 4

Commented [GP1]:

Families &
Friendships

Positive friendships,
including online.

Responding to hurtful
behaviour; managing
confidentiality;
recognising risks
online.

Respecting differences
and similarities;
discussing difference
sensitively.

What makes a
community; shared
responsibilities.

How data is shared
and used.

Making decisions
about money; using
and keeping money
safe.

Maintaining a
balanced lifestyle; oral
hygiene and dental
care.

Physical and
emotional changes in
puberty; external
genitalia; personal
hygiene routines;
support with puberty.

Medicines and
household products;
drugs common to
everyday life.

Year 5

Spring: Living in the wider world

Managing friendships
and peer influence.

Physical contact and
feeling safe.

Responding
respectfully to a wide
range of people;
recognising prejudice
and discrimination.

Protecting the
environment;
compassion towards
others.

How information
online is targeted;
different media types,
their role and impact.

Identifying job
interests and
aspirations; what
influences career
choices; workplace
stereotypes.

Healthy sleep habits;
sun safety; medicines,
vaccinations,
immunisations and
allergies.

Personal identity;
recognising
individuality and
different qualities;
mental wellbeing.

Keeping safe in
different situations,
including responding
in emergencies, first
aid and FGM.

Year 6

Autumn: Relationships

Attraction to others;
romantic
relationships; civil
partnership and
marriage.

Recognising and
managing pressure;
consent in different
situations.

Expressing opinions
and respecting other
points of view,
including discussing
topical issues.

Valuing diversity;
challenging
discrimination and
stereotypes.

Evaluating media
sources; sharing things
online.

Influences and
attitudes to money;
money and financial
risks.

What affects mental
health and ways to
take care of it;
managing change, loss
and bereavement;
managing time online.

Human reproduction
and birth; increasing
independence;
managing transition.

Keeping personal
information safe;
regulations and
choices; drug use and
the law; drug use and
the media.

Year 1 Termly Overview

Summer: Health and Wellbeing

Spring: Living in the
Wider World

Autumn: Relationships

Term

Topic
Families and Friendships
Roles of different people; families; feeling cared for.

Safe Relationships
Recognising privacy; staying safe; seeking permission.

Respecting ourselves and others
How behaviour affects others; being polite and respectful.
Belonging to a community
What rules are; caring for others’ needs; looking after the
environment.
Media literacy and Digital resilience
Using the internet and digital devices; communicating
online.
Money and Work
Strengths and interests; jobs in the community.

Physical health and Mental wellbeing
Keeping healthy; food and exercise; hygiene routines; sun
safety.

Growing and changing
Recognising what makes them unique and special; feelings;
managing when things go wrong.

Keeping safe
How rules and age restrictions help us; keeping safe online.

Key Learning
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

people who care for them, e.g. parents, siblings, grandparents, relatives, friends, teachers.
the role these different people play in children’s lives and how they care for them.
what it means to be a family and how families are different (e.g. single parents, same-sex parents, etc.).
the importance of telling someone — and how to tell them — if worried about something in their family.
situations when someone’s body or feelings might be hurt and whom to go to for help.
what it means to keep something private, including parts of the body that are private.
identify different types of touch and how they make people feel (e.g. hugs, tickling, kisses and punches).
how to respond if being touched makes them feel uncomfortable or unsafe.
when it is important to ask for permission to touch other.
how to ask for and give/not give permission.
what kind and unkind behaviour mean in and out school.
how kind and unkind behaviour can make people feel.
what respect means.
class rules, being polite to others, sharing and taking turns.
examples of rules in different situations (e.g. class rules, rules at home, rules outside).
different people have different needs.
how we care for people, animals and other living things in different ways.
how they can look after the environment (e.g. recycling).

• how and why people use the internet.
• the benefits of using the internet and digital devices.
• how people find things out and communicate safely with others online.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

that everyone has different strengths, in and out of school.
about how different strengths and interests are needed to do different jobs.
about people whose job it is to help us in the community.
about different jobs and the work people do.
what it means to be healthy and why it is important.
ways to take care of themselves on a daily basis.
basic hygiene routines (e.g. hand washing).
healthy and unhealthy foods, including sugar intake.
physical activity and how it keeps people healthy.
different types of play, including balancing indoor, outdoor and screen-based play.
people who can help them to stay healthy, such as parents, doctors, nurses, dentists, lunch supervisors.
how to keep safe in the sun.
recognise what makes them special and unique including likes, dislikes and what they are good at.
how to manage and whom to tell when finding things difficult, or when things go wrong.
how they are the same and different to others.
different kinds of feelings.
how to recognise feelings in themselves and others.
how feelings can affect how people behave.
how rules can help to keep us safe.
why some things have age restrictions (e.g. TV and film, games, toys or play areas).
basic rules for keeping safe online.
whom to tell if they see something online that makes them feel unhappy, worried, or scared.

Year 2 Termly Overview
Term

Topic

Families and friendships

Autumn: Relationships

Making friends; feeling lonely and getting help

Safe relationships
Managing secrets; resisting pressure and getting help; recognising
hurtful behaviour.

• how to ask for help if they feel unsafe or worried and what vocabulary to use.
Respecting ourselves and others

Spring: Living in the Wider World

Recognising things in common and differences; playing and working
cooperatively; sharing opinions.

Summer:
Health and
Wellbeing

Key Learning

• how to be a good friend (e.g. kindness, listening, honesty).
• different ways that people meet and make friends
• strategies for positive play with friends (e.g. joining in, including others, etc.).
• what causes arguments between friends
• how to recognise, and ask for help, when they are feeling lonely or unhappy or to help someone else
• how to positively resolve arguments between friends
• how to recognise hurtful behaviour, including online.
• what to do and whom to tell if they see or experience hurtful behaviour, including online.
• what bullying is and different types of bullying.
• how someone may feel if they are being bullied.
• the difference between happy surprises and secrets that make them feel uncomfortable or worried, and how to get help.
• how to resist pressure to do something that feels uncomfortable or unsafe.

Belonging to a community
Belonging to a group; roles and responsibilities; being the same and
different in the community.
Media literacy and Digital resilience
The internet in everyday life; online content and information.

• the things they have in common with their friends, classmates, and other people.
• how friends can have both similarities and differences.
• how to play and work cooperativelyin different groups and situations.

• how to share their ideas and listen to others, take part in discussions, and give reasons for their views.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

being a part of different groups, and the role they play in these groups (e.g. class, teams, faith groups).
different rights and responsibilities that they have in school and the wider community.
how a community can help people from different groups to feel included.
to recognise that they are all equal, and ways in which they are the same and different to others in their community.

the ways in which people can access the internet (e.g. phones, tablets, computers).
to recognise the purpose and value of the internet in everydaylife.
to recognise that some content on the internet is factual and some is for entertainment (e.g. news, games, videos).
• that information online might not always be true.

• what money is and its different forms (e.g. coins, notes), and ways of paying for things (e.g. debit cards, electronic
Money and Work
What money is; needs and wants; looking after money.

Physical health and Mental wellbeing
Why sleep is important; medicines and keeping healthy; keeping teeth
healthy; managing feelings and asking for help.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

payments).
how money can be kept and looked after.
getting, keeping and spending money.
that people are paid money for the job they do.
how to recognise the difference between needs and wants.
how people make choices about spending money, including thinking about needs and wants.
routines and habits for maintaining good physical and mental health.
why sleep and rest are important for growing and keeping healthy.
that medicines, including vaccinations and immunisations, can help people stay healthy and manage allergies.
the importance of, and routines for, brushing teeth and visiting the dentist.
food and drink that affect dental health.
how to describe and share a range offeelings.
ways to feel good, calm down or change their mood (e.g. playing outside, listening to music, spending time with others).
how to manage big feelings including those associated with change, loss and bereavement.

Growing and changing
Growing older; naming body parts; moving class or year.

Keeping safe
Safety in different environments; risk and safety at home; emergencies.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

when and how to ask for help, and how to help others, with their feelings.
the human life cycle and how people grow from young toold.
how our needs and bodies change as we grow up.
change as people grow up, including new opportunities and responsibilities.
preparing to move to a new class and setting goals for next year.
how to recognise risk in everyday situations, (e.g. road, water and rail safety, medicines).
how to help keep themselves safe in familiar and unfamiliar environments, such as in school, online and ‘out and about’.
to identify potential unsafe situations, who is responsible for keeping them safe in these situations, and steps they can take
to avoid or remove themselves from danger.
how to help keep themselves safe at home in relation to electrical appliances, fire safety and medicines/household products.
things that people can put into their body or onto their skin (e.g. medicines and creams) and how these can affect how
people feel.
how to respond if there is an accident and someone is hurt.
whose job it is to keep us safe and how to get help in an emergency, including how to dial 999 and what to say.

Year 3 Termly Overview
Term

Topic

Key Learning

• to recognise and respect that there are different types of families, including single parents, same-sex parents, step-parents,
blended families, foster and adoptive parents.

Autumn: Relationships

Families and friendships
What makes a family; features of family life

Safe relationships
Personal boundaries; safely responding to others; the impact of hurtful
behaviour

Respecting ourselves and others
Recognising respectful behaviour; the importance of self-respect;
courtesy and being polite.

Spring: Living in the Wider World

Belonging to a community
The value of rules and laws; rights, freedoms and responsibilities

Media literacy and Digital resilience
How the internet is used; assessing information online.

Money and Work
Different jobs and skills; job stereotypes; setting personal goals.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

that being part of a family provides support, stability and love.
about the positive aspects of being part of a family, such as spending time together and caring for each other.
the different ways that people can care for each other e.g. giving encouragement or support in times of difficulty.
to identify if/when something in a family might make someone upset or worried.
what to do and whom to tell if family relationships are making them feel unhappy or unsafe.
what is appropriate to share with friends, classmates, family and wider social groups including online.
what privacy and personal boundaries are, including online.
basic strategies to help keep themselves safe online (e.g. passwords, using trusted sites and adult supervision).
that bullying and hurtful behaviour is unacceptable in any situation.
the effects and consequences of bullying for the people involved.
bullying online, and the similarities and differences to face-to-face bullying.
what to do and whom to tell if they see or experience bullying or hurtful behaviour.
to recognise respectful behaviours (e.g. helping or including others, being responsible).
how to model respectful behaviour in different situations (e.g. at home, at school, online).
the importance of self-respect and their right to be treated respectfully by others.
what it means to treat others, and be treated, politely.
the ways in which people show respect and courtesy in different cultures and in wider society.

• the reasons for rules and laws in wider society.
• the importance of abiding by the law and what might happen if rules and laws are broken.
• what human rights are and how they protect people.
• to identify basic examples of human rights including the rights ofchildren.
• how they have rights and also responsibilities.
• that with every right there is also a responsibility (e.g. the right to an education and the responsibility to learn).
•
•
•
•
•
•

how the internet can be used positively for leisure, for school and for work.
to recognise that images and information online can be altered or adapted and the reasons for why this happens.
strategies to recognise whether something they see online is true or accurate.
to evaluate whether a game is suitable to play or a website is appropriate for their age-group.
to make safe, reliable choices from search results.
how to report something seen or experienced online that concerns them (e.g. images or content that worry them, unkind
or inappropriate communication).

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

jobs that people may have from different sectors (e.g. teachers, business people, charity work).
that people can have more than one job at once or over theirlifetime.
common myths and gender stereotypes related to work.
to challenge stereotypes through examples of role models in different fields of work (e.g. women in STEM).
some of the skills needed to do a job, such as teamwork and decision-making.
to recognise their interests, skills and achievements and how these might link to future jobs.
how to set goals that they would like to achieve this year e.g. learn a new hobby.

Summer: Health and Wellbeing

Physical health and Mental wellbeing
Health choices and habits; what affects feelings; expressing feelings

Growing and changing
Personal strengths and achievements; managing and reframing setbacks.

Keeping safe
Risks and hazards; safety in the local environment and unfamiliar places.

• the choices that people make in daily life that could affect their health.
• to identify healthy and unhealthy choices (e.g. in relation to food, exercise, sleep).
• what can help people to make healthy choices and what might negatively influence them.
• habits and that sometimes they can be maintained, changed or stopped.
• the positive and negative effects of habits, such as regular exercise or eating too much sugar, on a healthy lifestyle.
• what is meant by a healthy, balanced diet including what foods should be eaten regularly or just occasionally.
• that regular exercise such as walking or cycling has positive benefits for their mental and physical health.
• the things that affect feelings both positively and negatively.
• strategies to identify and talk about their feelings.
• some of the different ways people express feelings (e.g. words, actions, body language).
• to recognise how feelings can change overtime and become more or less powerful.
• that everyone is an individual and has unique and valuable contributions to make.
• to recognise howstrengths and interests form part of a person’s identity.
• how to identify their own personal strengths and interests and what they’re proud of (in school, out of school).
• to recognise common challenges to self -worth (e.g. finding school work difficult, friendship issues).

• basic strategies to manage and reframe setbacks (e.g. asking for help, focusing on what they can learn from a setback,
remembering what they are good at, trying again).
• how to identify typical hazards at home and in school.
• how to predict, assess and manage risk in everyday situations (e.g. crossing the road, in the kitchen).
• fire safety at home including the need for smoke alarms.
• the importance of following safety rules from parents and otheradults.
• how to help keep themselves safe in the local environment or unfamiliar places, including road, rail, water and firework
safety.

Year 4 Termly Overview
Term

Topic

Autumn: Relationships

Families and friendships
Positive friendships, including online.

Spring: Living in the Wider World

the features of positive healthy friendships such as mutual respect, trust and sharing interests.
strategies to build positive friendships.
how to seek support with relationships if they feel lonely or excluded.
how to communicate respectfully with friends when using digitaldevices.
how knowing someone online differs from knowing someone face to face and that there are risks in communicating with
someone they don’t know.

• what to do or whom to tell if they are worried about any contact online.

Safe relationships
Responding to hurtful behaviour; managing confidentiality; recognising
risks online.

Respecting ourselves and others
Respecting differences and similarities; discussing difference sensitively.

Summer:
Health and
Wellbeing

Key Learning

•
•
•
•
•

Belonging to a community
What makes a community; shared responsibilities.

Media literacy and Digital resilience
How data is shared and used.

Money and Work
Making decisions about money; using and keeping money safe.

Physical health and Mental wellbeing
Maintaining a balanced lifestyle; oral hygiene and dental care.

• to differentiate between playful teasing, hurtful behaviour and bullying, including online.
• how to respond if they witness or experience hurtful behaviour or bullying, including online.
• recognise the difference between ‘playful dares’ and dares which put someone under pressure, at risk, or make them feel
uncomfortable.
• how to manage pressures associated with dares.
• when it is right to keep or break a confidence or share a secret.
• how to recognise risks online such as harmful content or contact.
• how people may behave differently online including pretending to be someone they are not.
• how to report concerns and seek help if worried or uncomfortable about someone’s behaviour, including online.
• to recognise differences between people such as gender, race, faith.
• to recognise what they have in common with others (e.g. shared values, likes and dislikes, aspirations).
• the importance of respecting the differences and similarities between people.
• a vocabulary to sensitively discuss difference and include everyone.

• the meaning and benefits of living in a community.
• to recognise that they belong to different communities aswell as the school community.
• the different groups that make up and contribute to a community.
• the individuals and groups that help the local community, including through volunteering and work.
• how to show compassion towards others in need and the shared responsibilities of caring for them.
•
•
•
•
•
•

that everything shared online has a digital footprint.
that organisations can use personal information to encourage people to buy things.
to recognise what online adverts look like.
to compare content shared for factual purposes and for advertising.
why people might choose to buy or not buy something online (e.g. from seeing an advert).
that search results are ordered based on the popularity of the website and that this can affect what information people
access.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

how people make different spending decisions based on their budget, values and needs.
how to keep track of money and why it is important to know how much is being spent.
about different ways to pay for things such as cash, cards, e-payment and the reasons for using them.
that how people spend money can have positive or negative effects on others (e.g. charities, single use plastics).
to identify a wide range of factors that maintain a balanced, healthy lifestyle, physically and mentally.
what good physical health means and how to recognise early signs of physical illness.
that common illnesses can be quickly and easily treated with the right care (e.g. visiting the doctor when necessary).
how to maintain oral hygiene and dental health, including how to brush and floss correctly.
the importance of regular visits to the dentist and the effects of different foods, drinks and substances on dental health.

•
•
•
•
•
•

what is meant by a healthy, balanced diet including what foods should be eaten regularly or just occasionally.
that regular exercise such as walking or cycling has positive benefits for their mental and physical health.
the things that affect feelings both positively and negatively.
strategies to identify and talk about their feelings.
some of the different ways people express feelings (e.g. words, actions, body language).
to recognise how feelings can change overtime and become more or less powerful.
personal identity and what contributes to it, including race, sex, gender, family, faith, culture, hobbies, likes/dislikes.
that for some people their gender identity does not correspond with their biological sex.
how to recognise, respect and express their individuality and personal qualities.
ways to boost their mood and improve emotional wellbeing.
the link between participating in interests, hobbies and community groups and mental wellbeing.

Growing and changing
Personal identity; recognizing individuality and different qualities;
mental wellbeing.

•
•
•
•
•

Keeping safe
Medicines and household products; drugs common to everyday life.

• the importance of taking medicines correctly and using household products safely.
• to recognise what is meant by a ‘drug’.
• that drugs common to everyday life (e.g. cigarettes, e-cigarettes/vaping, alcohol and medicines) can affect health and
wellbeing.
• to identify some of the effects related to different drugs and that all drugs, including medicines, may have side effects.
• to identify some of the risks associated with drugs common to everyday life.
• that for some people using drugs can become a habit which is difficult to break.
• how to ask for help or advice.

Year 5 Termly Overview
Term

Topic

Autumn: Relationships

Families and friendships
Managing friendships and peer influence.

Safe relationships
Physical contact and feeling safe.

Key Learning

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Spring: Living in the Wider World

Respecting ourselves and others
Responding respectfully to a wide range of people; recognising prejudice
and discrimination.

•
•
•
•
•

what makes a healthy friendship and how they make people feel included.
strategies to help someone feel included.
peer influence and how it can make people feel or behave.
the impact of the need for peer approval in different situations, including online.
strategies to manage peer influence and the need for peer approval (e.g. exit strategies, assertive communication).
that it is common for friendships to experience challenges.
strategies to positively resolve disputes and reconcile differences in friendships.
that friendships can change over time and the benefits of having new and different types of friends.
how to recognise if a friendship is making them feel unsafe, worried, or uncomfortable.
when and how to seek support in relation to friendships.
to identify what physical touch is acceptable, unacceptable, wanted or unwanted in different situations.
how to ask for, give and not give permission for physical contact.
how it feels in a person’s mind and body when they are uncomfortable.
that it is never someone’s fault if they have experienced unacceptable contact.
how to respond to unwanted or unacceptable physical contact.
that no one should ask them to keep a secret that makes them feel uncomfortable or try to persuade them to keep a secret
they are worried about.
whom to tell if they are concerned about unwanted physical contact.
to recognise that everyone should be treated equally.
why it is important to listen and respond respectfully to a wide range of people, including those whose traditions, beliefs
and lifestyle are different to their own.
what discrimination means and different types of discrimination (e.g. racism, sexism, homophobia).
to identify online bullying and discrimination of groups or individuals (e.g. trolling and harassment).
the impact of discrimination on individuals, groups and wider society.
ways to safely challenge discrimination.
how to report discrimination online.

Belonging to a community
Protecting the environment; compassion towards others.

• how resources are allocated and the effect this has on individuals, communities and the environment.
• the importance of protecting the environment and how everyday actions can either support or damage it.
• how to show compassion for the environment, animals and other living things.
• the way that money is spent and how it affects the environment.
• to express their own opinions about their responsibility towards the environment.

Media literacy and Digital resilience
How information online is targeted; different media types; their role and
impact.

•
•
•
•
•
•

to identify different types of media and their different purposes (e.g. to entertain, inform, persuade or advertise).
basic strategies to assess whether content online (e.g. research, news, reviews, blogs) is based on fact, opinion, or is biased.
that some media and online content promote stereotypes.
how to assess which search results are more reliable than others.
to recognise unsafe or suspicious content online.
how devices store and share information.

Summer: Health and Wellbeing

Money and Work
Identifying job interests and aspirations; what influences career choices;
workplace stereotypes.

Physical health and Mental wellbeing
Healthy sleep habits; sun safety; medicines, vaccinations, immunisations
and allergies.

Growing and changing
Growing up and the human lifecycle; emotional changes as we grow;
personal hygiene routines.

Keeping safe
Keeping safe in different situations, including responding in
emergencies, first aid and FGM.

•
•
•
•

to identify jobs that they might like to do in the future.
the role ambition can play in achieving a future career.
how or why someone might choose a certain career.
what might influence people’s decisions about a job or career, including pay, working conditions, personal interests,
strengths and qualities, family, values.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the importance of diversity and inclusion to promote people’s career opportunities.
stereotyping in the workplace, its impact and how to challenge it.
that there is a variety of routes into work (e.g. college, apprenticeships, university, training).

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

how sleep contributes to a healthy lifestyle.
healthy sleep strategies and how to maintain them.
the benefits of being outdoors and in the sun for physical and mental health.
how to manage risk in relation to sun exposure, including skin damage andheat stroke.
how medicines can contribute to health and how allergies can be managed.
that some diseases can be prevented by vaccinations and immunisations.
that bacteria and viruses can affect health.
how they can prevent the spread of bacteria and viruses with everyday hygiene routines.
to recognise the shared responsibility of keeping a clean environment.
the human lifecycle from development in the womb, birth, aging and death.
how humans change as they get older, physically and mentally.
emotional changes as humans grow up and how to best manage this.
how to look after yourself and others as they age.
the importance of maintaining good hygiene at all stages of life and the potential impact where routines are not kept to.
to identify when situations are becoming risky, unsafe or an emergency.
to identify occasions where they can help take responsibility for their own safety.
to differentiate between positive risk taking (e.g. trying a challenging new sport) and dangerous behaviour.
how to deal with common injuries using basic first aid techniques.
how to respond in an emergency, including when and how to contact different emergency services.
that female genital mutilation (FGM) is against British law.
what to do and whom to tell if they think they or someone they know might be at risk of FGM.

Year 6 Termly Overview
Term

Topic

Autumn: Relationships

Families and friendships
Attraction to others; romantic relationships; civil partnership and
marriage

Safe relationships
Recognising and managing pressure; consent in different situations.

Spring: Living in the Wider World

Respecting ourselves and others
Expressing opinions and respecting other points of view, including
discussing topical issues.

Belonging to a community
Valuing diversity; challenging discrimination and stereotypes.

Key Learning

•
•
•
•
•

what it means to be attracted to someone and different kinds of loving relationships.
that people who love each other can be of any gender, ethnicity or faith.
the difference between gender identity and sexual orientation and everyone’s right to be loved.
the qualities of healthy relationships that help individuals flourish.
ways in which couples show their love and commitment to one another, including those who are not married or who live
apart.

•
•
•
•

what marriage and civil partnership mean (e.g. a legal declaration of commitment made by two adults).
that people have the right to choose whom they marry or whether to get married.
that to force anyone into marriage is illegal.
how and where to report forced marriage or ask for help if they are worried.
to compare the features of a healthy and unhealthy friendship.
the shared responsibility if someone is put under pressure to do something dangerous and something goes wrong.
strategies to respond to pressure from friends including online.
how to assess the risk of different online ‘challenges’ and ‘dares’.
how to recognise and respond to pressure from others to do something unsafe or that makes them feel worried or
uncomfortable.
how to get advice and report concerns about personal safety, including online.
what consent means and how to seek and give/not give permission in different situations.
the link between values and behaviour and how to be a positive role model.
how to discuss issues respectfully.
how to listen to and respect other points of view.
how to constructively challenge points of view they disagree with.
ways to participate effectively in discussions online and manage conflict or disagreements.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• what prejudice means.
• to differentiate between prejudice and discrimination.
• how to recognise acts of discrimination.
• strategies to safely respond to and challenge discrimination.
• how to recognise stereotypes in different contexts and the influence they have on attitudes and understanding of different
groups.

• how stereotypes are perpetuated and how to challenge this.

Media literacy and Digital resilience
Evaluating media sources; sharing things online.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the benefits of safe internet use (e.g. learning, connecting andcommunicating).
how and why images online might be manipulated, altered, orfaked.
how to recognise when images might have been altered.
why people choose to communicate through social media and some of the risks and challenges of doing so.
that social media sites have age restrictions and regulations for use.
the reasons why some media and online content is not appropriate for children.
how online content can be designed to manipulate people’s emotions and encourage them to read or share things.
about sharing things online, including rules and laws relating to this.
how to recognise what is appropriate to share online.
how to report inappropriate online content or contact.

Money and Work
Influences and attitudes to money; money and financial risks

Summer: Health and Wellbeing

Physical health and Mental wellbeing
What affects mental health and ways to take care of it; managing change,
loss and bereavement; managing time online.

Growing and changing
Human reproduction and birth; increasing independence; managing
transitions.

Keeping safe
Keeping personal information safe; regulations and choices; drug use
and the law; drug use and the media

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the role that money plays in people’s lives, attitudes towards it and what influences decisions about money.
value for money and how to judge if something is value for money.
how companies encourage customers to buy things and why it is important to be a critical consumer.
how having or not having money can impact on a person’s emotions, health and wellbeing.
common risks associated with money, including debt, fraud and gambling.
how money can be gained or lost (e.g. stolen, through scams or gambling) and how these put people at financial risk.
how to get help if they are concerned about gambling or other financial risks.
that mental health is just as important as physical health and that both needlooking after.
to recognise that anyone can be affected by mental ill-health and that difficulties can be resolved with help and support.
how negative experiences such as being bullied or feeling lonely can affect mental wellbeing.
positive strategies for managing feelings.
that there are situations when someone may experience mixed orconflicting feelings.
how feelings can often be helpful, whilst recognising that they sometimes need to be overcome.
to recognise that if someone experiences feelings that are not so good (most or all of the time) – help and support is
available.
identify where they and others can ask for help and support with mental wellbeing in and outside school.
the importance of asking for support from a trusted adult.
the changes that may occur in life including death, and how these can cause conflicting feelings.
that changes can mean people experience feelings of loss or grief.
the process of grieving and how grief can be expressed.
strategies that can help someone cope with the feelings associated with change or loss.
to identify how to ask for help and support with loss, grief or other aspects of change.
how balancing time online with other activities helps to maintain their health and wellbeing.
strategies to manage time spent online and foster positive habits (e.g. switching phone off at night).
what to do and whom to tell if they are frightened or worried about something they have seen online.
to recognise some of the changes as they grow up (e.g. increasing independence).
what being more independent might be like, including how it may feel.
the transition to secondary school and how this may affect their feelings.
how relationships may change as they grow up or move to secondary school.
practical strategies that can help to manage times of change and transition (e.g. practising the bus route to secondary
school).
identify the links between love, committed relationships and conception.
what sexual intercourse is, and how it can be one part of an intimate relationship between consenting adults.
how pregnancy occurs (i.e. when a sperm meets an egg and the fertilised egg settles into the lining of the womb).
that pregnancy can be prevented with contraception.
the responsibilities of being a parent or carer and how having a baby changes someone’s life.

• how to protect personal information online.
• to identify potential risks of personal information being misused.
• strategies for dealing with requests for personal information or images of themselves.
• to identify types of images that are appropriate to share with others and those which might not be appropriate.
• that images or text can be quickly shared with others, even when only sent to one person; what the impact of this might be.
• what to do if they take, share or come across an image which may upset, hurt or embarrass them or others.

• how to report the misuse of personal information or sharing of upsetting content/images online.
• the different age rating systems for social media, T.V, films, games and online gaming.
• why age restrictions are important and how they help people make safe decisions about what to watch, use or play.
• the risks and effects of different drugs.
• the laws relating to drugs common to everyday life and illegal drugs.
• to recognise why people choose to use or not use drugs, including nicotine, alcohol and medicines as well as illegal drugs.
• the organisations where people can get help and support concerning drug use.
• how to ask for help if they have concerns about druguse.
• mixed messages in the media relating to drug use and how they might influence opinions and decisions.

Religious Education: Rationale
The Ark John Archer Religious Education Curriculum, developed in line with the Wandsworth SACRE, aims to develop pupils’ understanding of how beliefs and values are
formed and upheld within, and between, different parts of contemporary society, and how these beliefs influence the choices and actions of both individuals and groups
within the local community and on a global scale. Pupils develop a progression of knowledge and understanding about a diversity of religions, beliefs and values, drawing
upon this knowledge to reflect upon how religion and beliefs (whether religious or non-religious) inform their own values and are reflected in their actions, behaviours and
expressed opinions.
The curriculum has been developed to focus and build on six principal religions: Judaism, Hinduism, Christianity, Buddhism, Islam and Sikhism. Pupils develop a deep
understanding of the key features, teachings and beliefs of six key religions, with a careful and consistent progression of knowledge that allows the pupil to make the
necessary connections to piece their learning together throughout their learning journey. As children progress through the Religious Education Curriculum, explicit links and
connections are made to support pupils to continually build upon the knowledge and skills they have accumulated in previous year groups.
The sequence of learning begins in Key Stage One, introducing each of the religions and developing
pupils’ understanding of festivals and celebrations, holy books, holy buildings, key people and gods,
while building a foundational knowledge of beliefs and values that can be further built upon in Key
Stage Two. Much of the learning is based in story and recounts of significant events upon which
beliefs and values have been formed. Simple comparisons are formed, with similarities and
differences identified, evaluated and celebrated.
As pupils progress in to Key Stage Two, the curriculum provokes challenging questions about the
ultimate meaning and purpose of life, beliefs about God, the self and the nature of reality, issues of
right and wrong, and what it means to be human. As their knowledge and understanding of the
principal religions and other religious traditions develops, pupils draw upon this and their
exploration of worldviews, to discover answers to questions such as these. Pupils explore further the
similarities and differences; identifying the importance of specific values; significance of identified
patterns between beliefs; symbolism drawn out of key features of the principal religions. They
examine issues of religious belief and faith and how these impact on personal, institutional and
social ethics; developing confidence to express their own responses and building resilience to antidemocratic or extremist narratives.
The Religious Education Curriculum also contributes to pupils’ personal development, well-being and sense of community cohesion by promoting mutual respect and
tolerance in a diverse society. It offers opportunities for personal reflection and spiritual development, deepening pupils’ understanding of the significance of religion in the
lives of others – individually, communally and cross-culturally. As pupils develop a secure understanding and ability to independently connect their learning they will be able
to speak confidently about their knowledge and apply this to the choices and actions they perform within the local community and beyond.
It is our intention that Religious Education is also drawn upon to make important contributions to other parts of the school curriculum such as citizenship, personal, social,
health and economic education (PSHE education), the humanities, education for sustainable development and others. The PSHE Curriculum links directly to many of the
themes explored through the Religious Education curriculum and explicit links are made for pupils.

Religious Education: Our Aims
• Pupils develop knowledge and understanding of principal religions, and religious traditions, fostering personal reflection and spiritual development.
• Pupils recognise the diversity which exists within and between communities and individuals. They appreciate the nature and significance of the different ways of life
studied and challenge simplistic / stereotypical representations of religion.
• Pupils are challenged through questions about the meaning and purpose of life, beliefs, the self, issues of right and wrong, and what it means to be human.
• Pupils are encouraged to explore their own beliefs (whether they are religious or non-religious), in the light of what they learn, as they examine issues of religious belief
and faith and how these impact on personal, institutional and social ethics; and to express their responses.
• Pupils build their sense of identity and belonging, helping them to flourish within their communities and as citizens in a diverse society. They develop respect for others,
including people with different faiths and beliefs, and begin to challenge prejudice.
• Pupils consider their responsibilities to themselves and to others, and explore how they might contribute to their communities and to wider society. They are encouraged
to act with empathy, generosity and compassion.

Religious Education: Our Approach
There are 6 full days dedicated to the teaching and learning of Religious Education planned throughout the school year. All year groups and pupils learn about the
same religion, on the same day, at the same time – RE Drop Down Days are a shared experience and a celebrated day each half term.
Knowledge and memory:
• Whole school assembly: each RE Drop Down Day begins with a whole school assembly, setting the atmosphere, expectations and shared learning approach for the day.
• Creating a safe space: teachers create a climate and culture to ensure that pupils and staff respect the right of others to hold a different opinion and respond sensitively to
personal information.
• Connections and links: while we acknowledge that most pupils find difficulty in transferring knowledge and skills from one context to another, explicit connections and
references to prior learning are made for pupils throughout a unit to support mastery of the subject across different domains.
• Stories: pupils learn about religious values, beliefs and traditions through prominent stories, supporting their understanding and aiding their imagination. A carful
progression has been planned to ensure that pupils are exposed to a range of stories linking to their learning objectives.
• Knowledge quizzes: at the beginning of every R.E. Drop Down Day, pupils complete a multiple-choice quiz to revisit previous learning (what has been remembered as
opposed to what has been taught), assess knowledge retention and recap key knowledge that will be built upon throughout the day. At this point, teachers catch
misconceptions and/or misunderstanding and address these early on.
• Vocabulary is knowledge: as part of a school-wide focus, children are exposed to challenging and innovative vocabulary at the beginning of each day to enrich their
learning. Teachers take pupils through a deep dive into a few carefully selected words, providing opportunity to orally rehearse, apply in different contexts and construct
sentences with accurate use of new terms. This enables children to expand their vocabulary knowledge, embed words and then have the confidence to apply them within
their learning.

• Learning excursions: opportunities are mapped out for pupils to apply their knowledge acquired and expand their thinking through fieldtrips and linked excursions.
Across their primary education, pupils are provided the opportunity to visit and experience religious buildings within the local community, with a carefully planned
schedule ensuring they visit buildings from each of the six principal religions. These excursions often come within the same week as the RE Drop Down Day to provide
context and inspiration for their learning.

Assessment:
• Knowledge quizzes: at the end of each RE Drop Down Day, pupils complete a multiple-choice quiz to assess retention of knowledge across the day. They then complete a
similar quiz when they revisit their study of the same religion.
• Assessment tasks: a variety of assessment tasks are planned across a day to assess pupils’ understanding and application of new knowledge. Teachers provide feedback in
real-time and address misconceptions and errors in knowledge as they arise.

Religious Education: Knowledge and Skills Progression Map

Reception

Year 1

Year 2

KS1
Greater
Depth

Years 3 & 4

Years 5 & 6

AO1 Learning ABOUT religion and beliefs

AO2 Learning FROM religion and beliefs

Students should be assessed on their knowledge of different beliefs, practices
and sources of authority and how these influence individuals and
communities. They should also, as they move through the key stages, gain
greater understanding of similarities and differences within and between
belief systems, as well as how different beliefs are used to form moral values
and identities.
Pupils can:
• talk about what items and people are important to them and to others.
• show awareness and sensitivity towards their own, and others’, needs and
feelings as well as demonstrate respect for different ways of life.
• describe some religious stories and describe some religious objects, such as
those found in a church.
Pupils can:
• remember religious stories and talk about them.
• remember the right names for things that are special to believers.
talk about religious art, symbols and words.
Pupils can:
• tell religious stories and talk about them.
• talk about some of the things that are the same for religious people.
• say what some symbols stand for and what some of the art and music is about.
Pupils can:
• describe a few things that a believer might learn from a religious story.
• briefly describe some similarities and differences between religions.
• use some religious words to describe some religious practices.

Students should be assessed on their ability to analyse and evaluate aspects of
religion and belief. They should consider different points of view and, as they
move through the key stages, and use evidence to support reasoned arguments,
recognising bias and differences in interpretation of texts and sources of wisdom.

Pupils can:
• describe some religious sources and explain that these teachings affect
religious groups.
• use the right religious words to describe and to briefly compare different
practices and experiences.
Pupils can:
• describe some reasons for why people belong to religions and explain how
similarities and differences between religions can make a difference to the lives
of individuals and communities.
• use a wider religious vocabulary and have begun to suggest reasons for
similarities and differences in the answers given to moral questions and have
begun to explain how religious sources are used to provide answers to such
questions.

Pupils can:
• talk about what a story might mean and what it means to them.
• begin to talk about what they find interesting and puzzling.
• say what is wrong and what is right.
Pupils can:
• talk about things that happen to them.
• talk about what they find interesting or puzzling.
talk about what is important to them.
Pupils can:
• ask about what happens to others with respect for their feelings.
• talk about some things in stories that make people ask questions.
• talk about what is important to them and to others with respect for their feelings.
Pupils can:
• compare some of the things that influence them with those that influence others.
• ask important questions about life and compare their ideas with those of other
people.
• begin to link things that are important to them and other people with the way
people behave.
Pupils can:
• ask questions about the meaning of life and about identity.
• Begin to give their opinion with reasons and references to some sources of wisdom,
such as inspirational people.
• ask questions about moral decisions they, and others, make and suggest some
solutions based on sources of wisdom.
Pupils can:
• give their own views and describe the views of others on questions about identity
and the meaning of life.
• use brief reasons and some references to sources of wisdom, such as inspirational
people.
• begin to express much clearer opinions on matters of religion and belief and can use
some examples to support their views.

Years 5 & 6
Greater
Depth

Pupils can:
• say what religions teach about some of the big questions of life and have begun
to use more sources to explain different views.
• begin to explain the effects of beliefs and practices on individuals,
communities and societies.
• use more religious and philosophical vocabulary when suggesting reasons for
similarities and differences in the answers given to moral questions and have
begun to explain how religious sources are used to provide such answers.

Pupils can:
• give their own views in more detail and describe the views of others on questions
about identity and the meaning of life.
• consider some of the challenges of belonging to a religion today.
• begin to use more reasons, examples and references to sources of wisdom to explain
their point of view and the views of others with regards to questions of truth and
ethics.

Religious Education: Knowledge Progression Map
Pupils explore each of the religions through the following 4 strands below:

Reception

Story-telling: Why are stories
important to people? Listen to stories,
songs and poems responding through
role-play, retelling and picture making.
Children answer ‘who’, ‘how’ ‘why’
questions about their experiences in
response to stories. Learn key words
from stories and create their own
stories with similar themes.

Judaism

Hinduism

Ideas of God: Important
Hindu stories about the
Gods, including Rama &
Sita, the childhood of
Krishna and Ganesh. The
different ways in which
Torah: Importance of
Hindus represent
the Torah in Jewish life
Brahman (God):
(Sefer Torah and the
Yad), important stories - Krishna, Rama, Shiva,
(Creation, Noah, Moses, Ganesh, Lakshmi
Joseph)
Hindu values:
Jewish values:
Importance of key values,
Importance of key
such as devotion to God,
values, including the
respect for all people and
Ten Commandments
living things, love and
and “Love your
loyalty between members
neighbour as yourself”
of the family and
(Leviticus 19).
vegetarianism.
Ideas of God: Jews
believe God is One; God
is the creator; God cares
for all people.

Year 1

Special occasions: Learn about their
culture and beliefs and those of other people
through a visual calendar of events, including
religious festivals. Share own experiences of
how they celebrate and identify some
similarities and differences between families
and communities. Listen to different music
that may be played at festivals and
celebrations. Discover different festivals and
their purpose.

Christianity

Ideas of God: Christian
idea of God as Creator and
loving Father, expressed in
stories, songs and prayers.
Jesus: Key stories about
Jesus including his birth,
his visit as a child to the
temple, his disciples and
friends, his role as a teacher
who told stories, how he
died and rose again.
Christian values:
Importance of key values,
including the Two Great
commandments – love God
and love your neighbour;
Jesus’ teaching about love,
forgiveness and importance
of caring for others.

Precious objects: Share and touch
artefacts, describing them and learning
why they are important. Share favourite
objects and why, share own experiences
and listen to others. Explore clothing and
why some people might dress differently.
Discuss special guests and how
communities and families might prepare
for visitors. Explore the natural world
and why this is ‘precious’ to religious
believers.

Buddhism

The Buddha: Key
features of the life of the
Buddha; he was a human
being (not a god);
Siddattha Gotama – his
birth and upbringing as a
prince; stories about the
Buddha’s life (e.g.
Siddattha and the swan).
Buddhist teachings &
values: People should be
kind, generous, truthful
and patient. They should
not hurt any living thing,
steal or tell lies. Quiet
reflection and meditation
are important. It is
important to be aware of
thoughts and feelings and
how they affect behaviour.

Kindness: Explore our school value in the
context of relationships. Consider the cycle of
life and death and how to look after each
other and animals. Explore Human Rights
and develop codes of conduct, negotiating
and considering what is right and wrong. Talk
about behaviours, consequences and actions
and reflect on how to act in certain situations.
Explore some of the ways people show love
and concern for one another and why it is
important to help others.

Islam
Ideas of God: Allah is
the One True God; He is
One; He is the Creator.
Each person has two
angels to watch over
them. Some of the names
given to God: The Most
Great, The Trustworthy.
The Qur’an: It is treated
with respect. Stories from
the life of prophet
Muhammad. Stories
about other Prophets.
Islamic values:
Importance of key values
including home and
family life for children,
respect for each other and
parents, honesty and good
manners, and
responsibility for all
creation.

Sikhism
Sikh ideas: Belief in one
God and only one God who
is supreme truth and creator
of all.
Human beings are equal
before God; Sikhs share all
things; Sikhs all sit, eat and
worship together in the
Gurdwara’ Sikhs welcome
people of all backgrounds
and religions.
The Gurus: Key stories
about Gurus, including Guru
Nanak (birth and story of
the poor carpenter and
businessman), Guru Gobind
Singh, and Guru Granth
Sahib (placed on a takht;
never touched with
unwashed hands).
Sikh values: Importance
of the family, sharing - the
langar in the Gurdwara.

Year 2

Year 3

Festivals &
celebrations: Stories,
symbols and celebrations
associated with important
festivals, including Shabbat
and the Friday night meal,
Hanukkah and Pesach
(Passover).
The Jewish home:
Aspects of life within a
Jewish home, including the
Mezuzah and the Shema,
Kosher food and special
clothes such as tallit
(prayer shawl) and kippah
(head covering).

Ideas of God:
Illustrations of the nature
of God, from psalms, songs
and prayers in the siddur
(prayer book). The love of
God, illustrated through
stories in the Tenakh.
Stories showing God’s
oneness, love, care,
goodness and power.
How ideas of God are
expressed: Mezuzah,
tallit, tefillin and kippah.
The first four of the Ten
Commandments.Psalms,
songs and prayers. Stories
from the Torah.

Festivals & celebrations:
Stories, symbols and
celebrations associated with
important festivals, including
Diwali, Holi, birth, marriage
and the celebrations
associated with important
rites of passage.
Worship: Pattern and
significance of forms of
worship. The practice of
performing puja shrines at
home, the ceremony of Arti
and the blessing and serving
of prashad after prayer.

Ideas of God: Brahman
(God) is one but can be
worshipped in many forms:
- Vishnu
- Shiva
- Krishna
- Rama
- Hanuman
- Lakshmi
- Ganesh
- Kali
- Durga
- The concept of avatar
(incarnations of Vishnu)
Important Hindu Stories
of the Gods: Rama’s exile
and return (Ramayana), the
childhood of Krishna
(Puranas) and the descent of
Ganga.

The Bible: A special book for
Christians. It is different from
other books and is treated in
special ways. Christians read it
to learn about their faith and it
has authority for them.
Knowledge stories from the
Bible and the meanings behind
them.
The Church & worship:
The church as a community
and special place. Keeping
Sunday as a special day and
how Christians worship
together. Important rites of
passage (baptism, weddings).
Special features of churches –
the cross, stained glass
windows, font, pulpit, candles.
Prayer and reflection.

Ideas of God: Christian idea
of God as Father, Son, Holy
Spirit and as Creator, Saviour,
Comforter and Almighty, as
shown in stories, songs,
pictures and prayers. Christian
story of salvation (creation, fall,
separation from God, salvation
through Jesus Christ, the
coming of the Holy Spirit).
Jesus: Aspects of Jesus’ life as
told in the Gospel stories,
including baptism and
temptations; teaching and the
Kingdom of God; his friends,
disciples and enemies; events
of the last week of his life;
resurrection stories; Jesus as a
Jew (he is god made man – the
Son of God, Messiah, Christ).

Buddhist community:
Important features of the
Buddhist sangha. It lives out
the teachings of the Buddha;
made up of ordained monks,
nuns, priests and lay people;
all members support each
other.
Stories & symbols:
Importance and meaning of
Buddhist stories and symbols,
including the Buddha image
and the values of peacefulness
and generosity that it
communicates, and The
Jataka Tales. Important
symbols, including the lotus
flower, wheel and Bodhi tree.

The Buddha: Stories about
Gotama Buddha and how he
found an answer to all
suffering, including his birth
and upbringing; the four signs
and the renunciation; his
years spent in the forest; his
enlightenment, teaching and
passing away.
The stories, symbols &
celebrations associated
with Wesak: Celebrating
the birth, enlightenment and
death of Buddha.

Salat (Prayer): Daily Salat
is important for Muslims.
Salat can take place almost
anywhere. The call to prayer;
actions of prayer; prayer mat;
subhah; Wudu (cleanliness
before one can pray) is
essential.
Festivals & celebrations:
Stories, symbols and
celebrations associated with
important Muslim festivals.
- Eid-ul-Fitr – the
celebration of the
completion of Ramadan
(the month of the fast)
- Eid-ul-Adha – the
celebration of sacrifice,
which occurs during the
time of the Hajj
(pilgrimage) remembering
the story of the Prophet
Ibrahim and Isma’il.

Ideas of God: Muslims
believe that Allah is the One
True God. He has no
partners, provides all things,
gives guidance through
messages and books, cannot
be compared to anything
else, and has 99 names.
Allah as the Creator:
Muslims believe that human
beings are the best of His
creation, angels are created
by Allah and it is forbidden to
regard anything as being
equal to, or a partner to,
Allah.

Special symbols &
ceremonies: Special
ceremonies, including the
naming ceremony and
marriage. Importance of the
symbols of belonging (5 Ks):
- Kesh (uncut hair)
- Kangha (comb)
- Kara (steel wrist-band)
- Kachera (shorts)
- Kirpan (sword)
Festivals & worship: Stories,
symbols and celebrations
associated with key festivals,
including the birthdays of Guru
Nanak and Guru Gobind Singh,
Baisakhi and Diwali. Traditions
for worship in the Gurdwara,
including removing shoes;
covering heads; singing, playing
music and praying; reading,
listening and showing respect to
the Guru Granth Sahib.

Sikh Ideas: The way God is
described in the Mool Mantra as
Creator and sustainer; truth,
one and only; without fear. The
belief in karma (reincarnation
and the law of cause and effect).
All human beings are equal in
the eyes of God and people
should therefore treat each
other as equals.
The Gurus: Importance of the
Guru Granth Sahib, which
contains the teachings of Guru
Nanak and other Gurus and
saints from all over India. Its
guidance is treated as that of a
living Guru. At festivals and
special occasions there is a
complete unbroken reading
(Akhand Path).

Torah: Importance of the
Torah in Jewish life,
including Sefer Torah; first
five books of the Tenakh;
contents (rules and laws,
saying and stories); stories
about God giving the Torah
on Mount Sinai.

Year 4

How the importance of
the Torah is expressed:
The Sefer Torah and the
work of the scribe, reading
of the weekly portion, the
annual cycle of readings,
regular Torah study and
the festival of Simchat
Torah.

Jewish values:
Importance of the key
values set out in the Torah,
including love of stranger
and hospitality; “Love thy
neighbour as thyself”; Ten
Commandments.

Year 5

Jewish family life:
Important features of
Jewish family life,
including the mezuzah
identifies the Jewish home,
Shabbat and the Friday
night meal, the importance
of gratitude expressed in
blessings before and after
meals, and Kashrut/kosher
(food laws) and the
kitchen.

Religious symbols:
The significance in meaning of
important symbols:
- Aum (the sacred sound of
the universe)
- The lotus flower (purity
emerging from impurity)
- The swastiksa (representing
well-being and good
fortune).
The Hindu community:
The diversity within
Hinduism, including how
different communities
dedicate their mandir
(temple) to different deities
and celebrate festivals in
different ways.

Respect for life:
Importance of respect for life;
respect for God, other people,
the cow and all forms of life;
Ahimsa (non-violence) and its
implications (e.g.
vegetarianism).
The Cycle of Life: The ideas
associated with the cycle of
life; Atman (the idea of the
individual soul); endless cycle
of creation, preservation and
destruction; Samsara
(reincarnation - the cycle of
birth and death).

The Bible: The nature,
importance and significance of
the Bible for Christians as a
source of Christian belief and
teaching. It includes many
books and is divided into the
Old and New Testaments. The
Old Testament originates from
Jewish tradition. The Bible
includes different types of
literature – history, law, poetry,
story.
Christian values: The main
sources of teaching about
values, including the Ten
Commandments, Two Great
Commandments and the
Sermon on the Mount.

Christian values: Teaching
about the importance of
specific values, such as love,
forgiveness, self-sacrifice,
justice and commitment.
Specific stories which teach
these specific values and how to
uncover these meanings.
Festivals & celebrations:
Holy Week and Easter;
Christmas, including the stories
celebrations, symbols and
associated meanings. How
other key events in Jesus’ life
and the history of the church
are celebrated and remembered
(e.g. Advent, Epiphany, Lent,
Pentecost, Harvest).

Buddhist teaching: Stories
that illustrate Buddhist
values, including the Monkey
King and Kisagotami.
Buddhist teaching:
Aspects of Buddhist dhamma
(teachings): all Buddhists try
to develop loving, kindness
and compassion; the four
noble truths which include the
noble eightfold path;
Buddhism does not involve a
belief in any God(s).

The Buddhist
community:
The distinctive features of the
Buddhist sangha (community)
and how it is made up of
ordained and lay people; the
lives of monks, nuns, priests
(teaching and leading by
example); symbols of the
community (the robe, bowl,
shaven head); importance of
self-discipline and meditation.
How Budddhists involve
themselves in the community
– e.g., supporting the
monastic sangha.

The Qur’an & guidance:
The Qur’an is the revealed
book for Muslims. How the
Qur’an was revealed, stories
from the life and traditions of
Prophet Muhammad (the
final prophet and recipient of
the final revelation), stories
from the Sunnah and Hadith
and stories of other Prophets
associated with written
revelation.

Islamic values:
Importance of key values,
including aspects of family
life, such as home life for
children; leadership; role of
parents; respect for elders
and the wise. Social life and
the role of the mosque in this.
The importance of honesty
and good manners and the
unity of the umma (Muslim
community).
The Five Pillars of Islam:
The pattern, meaning and
symbolism associated with
the Five Pillars of Faith:
- Shahadah (declaration of
faith)
- Salat (prayer)
- Sawm (fasting) and Id-ulFitr
- Zakah (purification of
wealth by obligatory
contributions)
- Hajj (pilgrimage) to
Makkah and Id-ul-Adha

The Gurus: Key stories about
the ten Gurus:
- Guru Nanak, the first Guru
- Guru Arjan, the first martyr
- Guru Gobind Singh
- Guru Teg Bahadur
Sikh Values: Importance of
key values:
- Sewa (service to all)
- Kirat Karma (working
honestly to earn a one’s
living)
- Vand chhakna (sharing with
others)
- All human beings are equal
- Respect for all creation
- Respect for all beliefs and
religions.

Worship, holy days and
ceremonies: The pattern and
importance of worship in the
Gurdwara, consisting of kirtan
(hymns), ardas (prayer) and
Langar (a shared meal). How
respect is shown to the Guru
Granth Sahib.
Stories, symbols and
celebrations; meaning
associated with important
holy days: Birthdays of Guru
Nanak, Guru Gobind Singh; the
Gurpurbs (key anniversaries);
the pattern and significance of
important ceremonies (e.g.
naming, turban tying, Amrit
ceremony, marriage, death).

Year 6

Festivals &
celebrations: Stories,
symbols and celebrations
associated with important
festivals:
- Rosh Hashanah and
Yom Kippur
- Pesach (exodus and
freedom – the
miraculous crossing of
the Red Sea)
- Shavuot (giving of the
Torah) – the Story of
Ruth
- Purim and Hanukah
- Sukkot (festival of God’s
protection)
Worship & community:
The place and significance
of the Ark; Synagogue as a
community centre and
place of prayer and study;
role of the Rabbi; Bar and
Bat Mitzvah.

Worship: Puja at home and
in the Mandir, including the
family shrine; Arti ceremony;
role of murtis (divine images)
in worship; Havan (fire
ceremony); yoga, meditation
and mantras.
Festivals & celebrations:
Stories and symbols
associated with festivals,
including the birthdays of
Rama and Krishna, Divali,
Raksha Bandhan, the Nine
Nights festival and the Night
of Shiva.

Worship & rites of
passage: Examples of worship
in at least two contrasting
denominations, from or
including Anglican Eucharist,
Catholic Mass, Lord’s Supper,
Pentecostal Worship, Quaker
Meetings, Orthodox Worship,
Reformed Worship.
How buildings, artefacts,
rituals and symbols play a part
in worship, including icons,
stations of the cross, baptistery,
rosary, chalice and the pulpit.
The importance & place of
prayer for Christians:
Some prayers and their
meanings, including the Lord’s
Prayer. The ways in which
different Christians pray and
any artefacts or means they use.
Rites of passage in different
churches (e.g. birth, initiation,
marriage, death).

Festivals & symbols:
Stories, symbols, celebrations
and significance of the festival
of the Wesak, the celebration
of the birth, enlightenment
and death of Buddha.
Festivals & symbols:
The symbolism and meaning
of images within Buddhism,
including the lotus flower,
wheel of life, Bodhi Tree, the
Jataka Tales and Kathina
ceremony.

Family & Social Life:
Aspects of life within a
Muslim home and mosque,
including birth and naming
of children, greetings, Halal
food laws, Dhikr (the reciting
of the names of Allah) and
the use of the subhah (the
beads used in worship).
The Mosque (or masjid):
Significance, use, artefacts
and symbolism of the
mosque. The role of the
Imam; importance of the
Qiblah (direction of the
Ka’bah in Makkah); main
features of the mosque
(Mihrab, minbar, ablution
area); significance of
Jumu’ah (Friday
congregational prayers); role
of the mosque as a welfare,
social and religious centre.

Gurdwara: A place of worship
which extends a welcome to
men and women of all races and
creeds. Its features include
- Sangat (congregation/
community)
- Langar (common shared
meal)
- The Granthi, who reads the
Guru Granth Sahib and
explains the text
The significance &
meaning of:
- Ik Onkar (there is one God)
which appears and the
beginning of each major
composition in the scriptures
- Khanda, the symbol of the
Khalsa (the community)
- The Five Ks (representing the
Khalsa): Kesh, Kangha, Kara,
Kachera, Kirpan.

Science Curriculum: Rationale
The Ark John Archer Science Curriculum provides all pupils with the foundations for understanding the world, developing foundational building blocks within the
specific disciplines of Biology, Chemistry and Physics. The curriculum is rich in key foundational knowledge and concepts, pupils are encouraged to recognise the
power of rational explanation and develop a sense of excitement and curiosity about natural phenomena. Throughout Key stages 1 and 2 they learn to use Science to
explain what is occurring around them, predict how things might behave and analyse cause and effect to better understand why and how things happen. Children are
encouraged to develop a natural curiosity and follow well-considered lines of enquiry within the subject. They explore rich content and are able to apply this
knowledge to practice, developing a range of scientific skills.
The curriculum has been developed to facilitate an accumulation of knowledge and concepts in a specific order, with a
careful and consistent progression of skills and knowledge that allows the pupil to make the necessary connections to
piece their learning together throughout their learning journey. It is fundamental that all pupils develop a secure
understanding of each block of knowledge in order to progress to the next stage. As children progress through the
Science Curriculum, explicit links and connections are made to support pupils to continually build upon the knowledge
and skills they have accumulated in previous year groups.
The sequence of learning endeavours to continually build upon pupil starting points and the progression of knowledge
and skills acquired. Some of the units follow directly on from others, building on pupils’ prior knowledge and
understanding (an example being the Chemistry strand, which starts with common materials in Ks1 and builds up to
changing states of matter in upper Ks2). Other Units, however, are not directly linked to previous learning, such as
many of the units within the Physics strand of Science. The units in this discipline are sequenced so that a pupil’s
breadth of knowledge is built upon year after year. The importance of all pupils developing a secure knowledge of
concepts taught is important in both models listed above; if a child does not understand some of the basic properties of
materials, for example, they will be at a significant disadvantage when learning about changes in state to those
materials. In order to address misconceptions and develop secure understanding, use of assessment for learning is
continually used and misconceptions identified are addressed in ways which include: science meetings, do nows,
focused support and targeted interventions. This ensures that pupils are being given opportunities to develop their
scientific understanding and embed secure knowledge of key concepts.
Pupils are taught to describe associated processes and key characteristics in common language, while using technical terminology accurately and precisely. In turn,
this provides pupils with the opportunity to build up an extended specialist vocabulary, deepening knowledge and understanding, and developing the ability to make
informed choices when reasoning and explaining their thinking.
As children develop a secure understanding and ability to independently connect their learning they will be able to speak enthusiastically about their knowledge and
conduct research that builds on what they have learnt in the classroom and is applied into society and beyond. Pupils demonstrate perseverance and adopt a
relentless approach in their quest for knowledge and understanding, forming their own lines of enquiry and opinions, continually shaping their character and
personality.

Science Curriculum: Our Aims
• Pupils develop scientific knowledge and conceptual understanding through the specific disciplines of biology, chemistry and physics.
• Pupils develop understanding of the nature, processes and methods of science through different types of scientific enquiry that enable them to be able to answer scientific
questions about the world around them.
• Pupils needs, interests and stages of learning are incorporated to ensure that a challenging and enjoyable experience is implemented.
• Pupils are equipped with scientific knowledge required to understand the uses and implications of science, today and for the future.

Science Curriculum: Our Approach
Knowledge and memory:
• Knowledge organisers: prior to a unit of study, pupils are given knowledge organisers, allowing them to immerse themselves in the unit of study. Knowledge organisers
present main concepts, key questions, definitions of specific vocabulary, significant people and places and images and diagrams to support understanding, and are
regularly referred to within a unit and a main component of an introduction lesson. Children are encouraged to read and discuss information, share parts that sparked
interest and ask questions; provoking curiosity. Organisers help children to make links with their learning and share the ‘bigger picture’ of a topic, enabling children to
digest essential knowledge.
• Evidenced learning: A range of work is evidenced throughout a unit in every year group. Scientific learning is recorded, allowing children the opportunity to demonstrate
their understanding about a concept or learning task, explain their ideas and what they know. Recorded work facilitates the assessments of children’s understanding,
made against the knowledge and skills criteria.
• Discovery boxes: as pupils head off for a half-term or holiday, they each take home a discovery box to engage them in their upcoming unit of study before the learning has
even started. These include a range of activities and ideas to feed pupils’ curiosity about what they are going to learn, encourage independent research and wider reading,
and inspire creativity and joy for learning in the home. All pupils are provided with the materials and resources they need to engage in the crafts and activities, ensuring
they are accessible for all children and families.
• Connections and links: while we acknowledge that most pupils find difficulty in transferring knowledge and skills from one context to another, explicit connections and
references to prior learning are made for pupils throughout a unit to support mastery of the subject across different domains.
• Wider reading and home learning: suggested books and websites are shared with parents and pupils at the start of a unit of study to encourage wider reading,
independent research and a collaborative approach to learning within the family environment.
• Vocabulary is knowledge: as part of a school-wide focus, children are exposed to challenging and innovative vocabulary at the beginning of each lesson to enrich their
learning. Teachers take pupils through a deep dive into a few carefully selected words, providing opportunity to orally rehearse, apply in different contexts and construct
sentences with accurate use of new terms. This enables children to expand their vocabulary knowledge, embed words and then have the confidence to apply them within
their learning.
• Learning excursions: opportunities are mapped out for pupils to apply their knowledge acquired and expand their thinking through fieldtrips and linked excursions.
These may come at the start of a unit to launch new learning, or throughout a unit to facilitate key scientific knowledge, promote engagement and enrich the scientific
topic further.
• Subject weighting: Across key stages, our curriculum enables pupils to be exposed to 1.5- 2hours of Science learning each week. This enables time for a broad and
balanced curriculum; ensuring that children are immersed in the subject and given the opportunity to accumulate key knowledge and skills.

Skills acquisition:
Scientific skills are incorporated into the planning of each lesson. We ensure that children have a balance between play, rich theory and practical lessons, whereby
children think critically, follow lines of enquiry and in turn increase their capacity to problem solve and answer questions. Children are encouraged to explore and think
scientifically, recording evidence through planning and carrying out enquiries, making observations, measuring, presenting and analysing information. Children have
opportunities to communicate their findings, both written and verbally, draw conclusions and reflect on their learning. Thinking and reasoning is nurtured – pupils are
frequently provided opportunities to communicate what they have found out and use evidence to support their ideas, drawing upon the knowledge and skills gained
throughout their sequence of learning. Our science curriculum promotes challenge and all pupils are given opportunities to extend and apply knowledge in different
contexts.
Learning Environments:
The classroom environment is designed to inspire curiosity, fascination, enquiry and independent investigation. To enable children’s knowledge to develop and evolve, the
environment grows in complexity throughout the school. Key materials are displayed around the classroom to communicate scientific information throughout the
progression of a unit of study:
• Driver questions: classroom displays place the driver question as a focal point for the unit of study. Key materials and exemplary models are displayed on learning walls,
demonstrating the learning journey and supporting pupils to see how each lesson is a building block towards answering the driver question.
• Vocabulary: key vocabulary to support application of both knowledge and skills are displayed on learning walls and throughout the classroom environment. Pupils are
encouraged to make reference to this when completing written tasks and reasoning verbally within class discussions.
• Pupil outcomes and achievements: pupils are motivated by the opportunity to have an example of their learning displayed within the learning environment. Examples are
chosen where pupils have demonstrated application of knowledge, progress in understanding and exceptional achievements in their learning.
• Key knowledge: classroom displays capture key knowledge and pupil responses, which showcase and demonstrate understanding to learning questions. Key knowledge is
referred to and supports pupils to be able to embed key Scientific concepts and ideas.
• Home learning: pupils are continually encouraged to engage further with their learning and study while at home and outside of the school environment. Home learning is
celebrated during whole-school assemblies and displayed within classrooms / around the school for all pupils to view and celebrate.
Assessment:
• Knowledge quizzes: at the end of each unit, pupils complete an extensive knowledge quiz in order to assess knowledge retention across a unit of study (what has been
remembered as opposed to what has been taught). Pupils enjoy the opportunity to demonstrate what they know and share in the success of their learning journey.
Teachers are able to use results from the assessments in order to inform planning and address misconceptions and/or misunderstandings.
• Science Meetings: Science meetings are conducted at the beginning of each lesson, whereby previous and current units of study are worked on. Children answer questions,
discuss and engage in showcasing their increasing knowledge and understanding of scientific concepts. Science meetings allow for quick assessments to be made, rapid
feedback and responsive teaching.
• Driver question: at the end of a unit, learning is assessed through pupil response to the ‘driver question’ from the beginning of the unit. This provides pupils with the
opportunity to share the knowledge they have retained throughout the unit of study and assess depth of application. There is a termly moderation cycle of children’s
responses to the questions, which inform teachers of attainment, planning and misconceptions that need to be addressed. Each Science lesson, builds on the fundamental
knowledge and skills needed for children to be able to individually access and apply their learning at the end of a unit.
• Teachers make ongoing formal and summative assessments of children’s knowledge and understanding within lessons. The skills of working scientifically are taught and
assessed within the context of investigations, related to the science content.

Science: Knowledge Progression Map
Reception

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Identify and describe the
functions of different parts
of flowering plants
Understand that plants grow in
different places.

Plants

Know the different parts of a
plant – petal, stem, leaf
Describe what is needed for a
plant to grow – light, soil,
water

Know the names of different
fruits and vegetables
Know the names of different
body parts

Animals
including
humans

Know that there are different
senses
Recall the names of different
senses
Know the ways to keep healthy
– exercise, brushing teeth,
eating well

Materials

Identify and name a variety
of common wild and garden
plants
Identify and describe the
basic structure of a variety
of common flowering plants

Explore the requirements of
plants for life and growth
and how these vary

Find out and describe how
plants need water, light and
a suitable temperature to
grow and be healthy

Investigate the way water is
transported in plants

Identify and name a variety
of common animals
including fish
Identify and name a variety
of common animals that are
carnivores
Describe and compare the
structure of a variety of
common animals
Identify, name, draw and
label the basic parts of the
human body

Identify and name a variety
of everyday materials

Identify similarities and
differences between some
materials

Describe the simple
physical properties of a
variety of everyday
materials
Compare and group
together a variety of
everyday materials on the
basis of their simple
physical properties

Explore the part that
flowers play in the life cycle
of flowering plants
including pollinations and
seed dispersal
Research the function of the
parts of the digestive system

Notice that animals,
including humans, have
offspring which grow into
adults
Research and describe basic
needs of animals
Describe the importance of
exercise and diet

Know which part of the
human body is associated
with which sense
Distinguish between an
object and the material
from which it is made

Use simple terms to describe
materials (e.g. smooth / rough)

Identify best use of some
materials

Observe and describe how
seed and bulbs grow into
mature plants

Identify and compare the
suitability of a variety of
everyday materials for
particular uses
Find out how the shapes of
objects made from some
materials can be changed

Know that animals,
including humans, need the
right types of nutrition and
cannot make their own food
Identify the main parts of
the human and other
skeletons and their
functions
Know that humans and
some animals have
skeletons and muscles for
support, protection and
movement

Create a model of the
digestive system using
household objects
Explore eating different
types of food to identify
which teeth are being used
for cutting, tearing and
grinding
Classify animals according
to teeth
Use food chains to identify
producers, predators and
prey

Describe the changes as
humans develop to old age
Draw a timeline to indicate
stages in the growth and
development of humans
Research the gestation
periods of other animals
and compare them with the
gestation periods of humans

Identify and name the main
parts of the human
circulatory system and
describe the functions of the
heart, blood vessels and
blood
Recognise the impact of
diet, exercise, drugs and
lifestyle on the way that
bodies will function
Describe the way nutrients
and water are transported
within animals, including
within humans

Observe changes across the
four seasons and write
about those changes

Season
changes

Observe and describe
weather associated with the
seasons and how day length
varies
Observe plants and animals
in different habitats
through the year
Understand that animals live in
different habitats

Living
things and
their
habitats

Recall animals that live in a
habitat
Identify simple similarities and
differences between living
things
Know that the environment
and living things are influenced
by human activity

Explore the differences
between things that are
living, dead and never been
alive

Compare living things
observed
Use classification keys to
name unknown living
things

Identify living things in
habitats to which they are
suited and why

Classify living things from
different habitats based on
features

Identify and name a variety
of plants and animals in
their habitats including
microhabitats

Use secondary sources to
find out how environments
may change and how
human impact on the
environment

Describe the differences in
the life cycles of a mammal,
amphibian, an insect and a
bird
Describe the life processes
of reproduction in some
plants and animals
Study and raise questions
about the local environment
and how it changes
throughout the year

Describe how living things
are classified into broad
groups according to
common observable
characteristics and based on
similarities and differences
Explain reasons for
classifying plants and
animals based on their
specific characteristics

Compare and group
together different kinds of
rocks on the basis of their
appearance and properties

Rocks

Recognise that light appears
to travel in straight lines
Recognise that we need
light in order to see things
and the dark is the absence
of light

Light

Understand ideas connected to
light and dark – e.g. reflection,
nocturnal animals.

Use the idea that light
travels in straight lines to
explain that objects are seen
because they give out or
reflect light into the eye

Observe that light is
reflected from surfaces

Explain that we see things
because light travels from
light sources to our eyes or
from light sources to objects
and then our eyes

Recognise that light from
the sun can be dangerous
and ways to protect the eyes
Recognise how shadows are
formed and find patterns in
the way that the size of a
shadow can change
Compare how things move
on different surfaces

Forces and
magnets

Notice that some forces
need contact between two
objects but magnetic forces
can act at a distance

Use the ideas that light
travels in straight lines to
explain why shadows have
the same shape as the
objects that cast them
Explain that unsupported
objects will fall towards the
Earth because of the force
of gravity acting between
the Earth and the falling
objects
Identify the effects of air

Observe how magnets
attract or repel each other
and attract some materials

resistance, water resistance
and friction
Recognise that some
mechanisms, including
levers, pulleys and gears,
allow a smaller force to have
a greater effect

Describe magnets as having
two poles and predict
whether two magnets will
attract or repel
Compare and group
materials together
according to whether they
are solids, liquids or gases

States of
matter

Talk about changes
Observe that some materials
change when they are heated
or cooled

Observe that some
materials change state when
they are heated and cooled
Measure the temperature at
which changes happen
Identify the part played by
evaporation and
condensation in the water
cycle
Identify how sounds are
made and associate this
with something vibrating
Recognise that vibrations
from sound travel through a
medium to the ear

Sound

Find patterns between the
pitch of a sound and
features of the object that
produced it
Find patterns between the
volume of a sound and the
strength of the vibrations
that produced it
Recognise that sounds get
fainter as the distance from
the sound source increases

Identify common
appliances that need
electricity to work

Associate the brightness of a
lamp or the volume of a
buzzer with the number and
voltage of cells used in the
circuit

Construct a simple electrical
circuit, identifying and
naming its basic parts
including cells, wires, bulbs,
switches and buzzers

Electricity

Compare and give reasons
for variations in how
components function,
including the brightness of
bulbs, the loudness of
buzzers and on/off position
of switches

Identify whether or not a
lamp will light in a simple
series circuit
Recognise that a switch
opens and closes a circuit
and recognise some
common conductors &
insulators

Use recognised symbols
when representing a simple
circuit in a diagram
Compare and group
everyday materials
Know that some materials
will dissolve in liquid to
form a solution and
describe how to recover a
substance from a solution
Use knowledge of solids,
liquids and gases to decide
how mixtures might be
separated

Properties
and
changes of
matter

Explain, using evidence
from tests, the uses of
everyday materials such as
metals, woods and plastics
Demonstrate that
dissolving, mixing and
changes of state are
reversible changes
Explain that some changes
results in the formation of
new materials and are
therefore usually
irreversible
Describe the movement of
the Earth and other planets
relative to the sun

Earth and
space

Recognise that the solar system
is made up of different planets
Name different planets
Describe planets

Describe the movement of
the Moon relative to the
Earth
Describe the Earth, Sun and
Moon as approximately
spherical bodies

Use the idea of the Earth’s
rotation to explain day and
night and the movement of
sun across the sky
Recognise that living things
have changed over time and
fossils provide information

Evolution
and
inheritance

Recognise that living things
produce offspring but
normally vary and are not
identical to their parents
Identify how animals and
plants are adapted to suit
their environment in
different ways and that
adaptation may lead to
evolution

Science: Skills and Enquiry Progression Map
Reception

KS1

LKS2
Ask relevant questions and using different types of
scientific enquiries to answer them

Make comparative
observations about objects,
events and animals, and
answer questions about these
Find out how things work by
observation and
experimentation
Ask questions about the
familiar world

Scientific
enquiry

Generate simple ideas for
testing
Make predictions about what
might happen
Measure by direct comparison
Record ideas verbally, in
pictures and key words
Notice changes
Answer simple questions

Set up simple practical enquiries, comparative and
fair tests
Make systematic and careful observations and,
where appropriate, taking accurate measurements
Ask simple questions and recognise
using standard units, using a range of equipment,
that they can be answered in different
including thermometers and data loggers
ways
gathering, recording, classifying and presenting
data in a variety of ways to help in answering
Observing closely, using simple
questions
equipment
Record findings using simple scientific language,
Perform simple tests
drawings, labelled diagrams, keys, bar charts, and
tables
Identify and classifying
Report on findings from enquiries, including oral
Use their observations and ideas to
and written explanations, displays or
suggest answers to questions
presentations of results and conclusions
Gather and record data to help in
answering questions

Use results to draw simple conclusions, make
predictions for new values, suggest improvements
and raise further questions
Identify differences, similarities or changes related
to simple scientific ideas and processes
using straightforward scientific evidence to answer
questions or to support their findings.

UKS2
Plan different types of scientific enquiries to
answer questions, including recognising and
controlling variables where necessary
Take measurements, using a range of scientific
equipment, with increasing accuracy and
precision, taking repeat readings when
appropriate
Record data and results of increasing
complexity using scientific diagrams and labels,
classification keys, tables, scatter graphs, bar
and line graphs
Use test results to make predictions to set up
further comparative and fair tests
Report and present findings from enquiries,
including conclusions, causal relationships and
explanations of and a degree of trust in results,
in oral and written forms such as displays and
other presentations
Identify scientific evidence that has been used
to support or refute ideas or arguments

Science: Unit Overview
Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring

Summer 1

Summer 2

Reception

All About Us

The World Around Us

Space

Growth, Plants and
Animals

The Seaside

Year 1

Everyday Materials

Seasons:
Autumn and Winter

Amazing Animals

Seasons:
Spring and Summer

Plants

Year 2

Animals:
Need for Survival

Uses of Materials

Habitats

Protecting Our
Environment

Plants:
Bulbs and Growth

Year 3

Skeletons and Muscles

Rocks and Fossils

Light and Shadows

Plants:
Need for Survival

Forces and Magnets

Year 4

Teeth and Digestion

States of Matter

Classification and
Environments

Sound

Electricity

Year 5

Earth and Space

Forces

Materials:
Properties and
Changes

Life Cycles

Growing Old

Year 6

Light and Perception

Classification

Evolution and
Inheritance

Electricity

Circulation and Lifestyle

Sports and Fitness: Rationale
The Ark John Archer Sports and Fitness Curriculum aims to inspire pupils to engage in physical activity with both enthusiasm and discipline, while imparting the knowledge
and information required to make suitable choices for living a healthy and prosperous life. The curriculum draws together the two domains, which are taught as individual
lessons, to demonstrate how each contributes to, and relies upon, the other in developing a healthy lifestyle. Pupils explore the concepts of Health and Fitness further
through both the PSHCE and Science Curriculums.
The Sports Curriculum builds from the early development of gross motor skills and basic movements, before providing pupils with the opportunity to develop and refine
skills towards application through competition – both within team games and against their own personal goals and accomplishments. Planned activities are progressively
more challenging and develop increased skill, co-ordination and ability across year groups. Through high-quality Sports education, pupils are inspired to succeed and excel in
competitive sport and other physically demanding activities. They are provided the opportunity to explore a range of different sports and disciplines and, through this, begin
to identify their own strengths and preferences both within team situations and individual disciplines. They learn to work alongside others and cooperate within a team,
developing strategies and skills that can be applied towards achieving success within team games. Opportunities to compete in sport and other activities are seized and
valued, as they are influential in building character and embedding values such as fairness and respect.
The Fitness Curriculum is developed to ensure pupils receive regular opportunities to engage in exercise, teaching different methods to increase fitness levels through
activities such as gymnastics, boxercise, circuits and bootcamp. Lessons are designed to raise the heart rate and improve overall fitness, stamina and flexibility, with levels of
fitness reviewed to encourage further participation and application outside of the school setting. Through flexibility exercises, pupils become more able to stretch and move
their bodies in a full range of motion, helping to maintain limber physiques throughout life. Strength exercises help children build healthy muscles, with work-outs focussed
on non-resistance training and developing stamina through exercises such as lunges, dips, press-ups and sit ups. Aerobic exercises provide the opportunity for cardiovascular
training, keeping pupils’ hearts and lungs functioning healthily. Through circuit training, pupils apply their strength and stamina to develop greater levels of fitness.
Health: links to PSHCE and Science
The curriculum provides pupils with the knowledge required to reflect on their lifestyle choices, and make suitable adaptations
and decisions in order to lead sustainably healthy and active lives, both now and in the future. The curriculum has been designed
to build on three core areas: healthy body, healthy mind, and healthy lifestyles. Pupils learn about the anatomy and functions of
the body, discovering how each part works and what is required to keep this working healthily. Pupils are taught the importance
of maintaining a healthy mind, discovering ways to keep themselves well and happy. They learn the importance of developing a
healthy lifestyle, including healthy diets, routines and hygiene. Physical Health and Mental Well-being teaching explores the ways
in which a healthy body and healthy mind can be maintained through dietary choices and fitness routines, while discovering the
risks and dangers that are increasingly prevalent within society, such as drugs, tobacco and alcohol. In Upper Key Stage Two,
pupils gain an understanding of the natural changes that occur to an adolescent body, learn how to look after themselves and their
hygiene, and practise basic first aid skills.
All pupils across Key Stage 2 participate in swimming and water safety lessons throughout the academic year. It is our aim that all pupils leave their primary education with
the skills and confidence to keep themselves safe while enjoying the sport of swimming as a leisure activity.
The curriculum aims to combat recent NHS reports (December 2018) stating that more than 1 in every 5 children aged 5 years old in the UK is overweight or obese. A figure
that increases further throughout a pupil’s time in primary school to a shocking 1 in every 3 pupils by the time they reach 11 years old. Our aim is for every pupil at Ark John
Archer to leave school both informed and inspired to make sustainably healthy lifestyle choices for their futures, with the skills to manage their own emotional and physical
well-being.

Sports and Fitness: Our Aims
• Inspire: an exciting curriculum designed to engage pupils in a wide variety of regular physical activity.
• Educate: children and families are given the knowledge and information they need to make healthy choices and to live well balanced lives.
• Measure: pupils are provided the opportunity to track their own health and fitness, setting individual goals to improve their own personal fitness levels.
• Inform: parents and pupils are aware of their levels of health and fitness.
• Support: offering a variety of enrichment opportunities, workshops and master-classes for children and families, building a healthy, happy community of learners.

Swimming and Water Safety: Our Aims
• Perform safe self-rescue in different water-based situations.
• Swim competently, confidently and proficiently over a distance of at least 25 metres.
• Use a range of strokes effectively, for example, front crawl, backstroke and breaststroke.

Sports and Fitness: Our Approach
• Teaching sequence: Sports and Fitness lessons are taught in conjunction with one another to support pupils in making the required connections.
• Enrichment: a carefully planned schedule of school-funded sports enrichment (see Enrichment section), providing pupils with the opportunity to develop skills in specific
disciplines, represent the school in the wider community and develop a sense of pride in their own and team achievements. The school currently focuses on two key sports
that reflect the interests and skills of our cohort: Football and Athletics. Pupils are inspired through opportunities to participate in external events and competitions, and
are required to commit through training and dedication to their chosen sport.
• Parents as partners: Parents are given opportunities to engage in workshops that support the promotion of positive mental and physical well –being.
• Motor-skills interventions: where pupils are assessed to require further support in developing motor skills, our Sports coach leads group and 1:1 interventions to target
their areas of development – pupils work through a planned progression of skills as directed by the SEND and Inclusion Lead, and are assessed at regular intervals to
monitor progress.
• Vocabulary is knowledge: as part of a school-wide focus, children are exposed to challenging and innovative vocabulary at the beginning of each lesson to enrich their
learning. Teachers provide pupils with the opportunity to orally rehearse, apply in different contexts and construct sentences with accurate use of new terms. This enables
children to expand their vocabulary knowledge, embed words and then have the confidence to apply them within their learning.
Assessment:
• Pupils are assessed regularly within Sports lessons, with real-time feedback provided to further develop skills and target key areas of development.
• Pupils are provided with regular opportunities to assess their fitness levels and evaluate their performance, setting their own targets to increase endurance and improve
overall fitness. Assessments are recorded and tracked by the teacher.
• Plenaries provide pupils with the opportunity to reflect on their learning from each lesson. They reflect on the developments they have made in acquiring key skills,
knowledge and understanding and identify their next steps.

Sports and Fitness: Sports Knowledge and Skills Map
Multi-skills

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

• Explore static balancing and
understand the concept of bases.
• Combine a number of co-ordination
drills, using upper and lower body
movements.
• Aim a variety of balls and equipment
accurately.
• Time running to stop or intercept the
path of a ball.
• Travel in different ways, showing clear
transitions between movements.
• Travel in different directions with
control and fluency.
• Maintain balance when changing
direction.
• Practice agility, balance and coordination at circuit stations.

• Change and maintain centre of
balance.
• Develop co-ordination whilst moving
an object.
• Demonstrate agility by being able to
twist and change direction.
• Practise co-ordination and moving
with others.
• Use co-ordination skills to move an
object.
• Use agility, balance and co-ordination
effectively.

Ball Skills

• Develop basic sending and receiving
techniques.
• Develop balance, agility and coordination.
• Develop use of co-ordination, accuracy
and weight transfer.
• Use ball skills in game-based activities.

• Use hand-eye co-ordination to control
a ball.
• Throw and catch a variety of objects.
• Learn to vary types of throw, including
different heights and lengths.
• Kick, move and pass with a ball.
• Develop catching and dribbling skills.
• Use ball skills in a variety of gamebased activities.
• Develop an awareness of others when
playing games.
• Choose right skills to meet challenge.
• Perform a range of actions while
maintaining control of the ball.
• Perform a range of catching and
gathering skills with control.
• Catch with increasing control and
accuracy.
• Throw and hit a ball in different ways,
including height and speed.
• Apply skills and tactics to a game.
• Choose and use simple tactics to suit
different situations.
• React to situations in ways that make it
difficult for opponents to win.

Throwing and Catching

Athletics

• Learn skills for striking and fielding
games.
• Consolidate and practise techniques
for throwing a ball underarm and
catching.
• Practise basic striking, sending and
receiving.
• Learn how to stop and retrieve a ball
(fielding).
• Practise accuracy of throwing to a
target and consistent catching.
• Strike with a range of rackets or bats.
• Use fielding skills to play a game.
• Learn to throw a ball underarm with
increasing accuracy.
• Position the body to strike a ball.
• Receive and return a ball using a
correct technique for striking.
• Explore techniques for catching.
• Learn to throw a ball for distance,
using the overarm technique.
• Develop accurate throwing and
consistent catching and striking.
• Use the tactics and skills needed to win
a game.

• Learn to use a variety of speeds when
running, and to vary whilst running.
• Explore footwork patterns (hopping).
• Explore arm mobility and different
methods of throwing.
• Practise short distance running.
• Run with balance and co-ordination.
• Practise taking off from different
positions.
• Explore best ways to jump to cover a
distance.
• Complete an obstacle circuit with
control and agility.
• Run with agility and confidence,
including changes of speed/direction.
• Learn jumping techniques for distance,
improving balance and fluency.
• Throw different objects safely in a
variety of ways considering distance.
• Hurdle an obstacle and maintain
effective running style.
• Learn the differences between running
for distance and running for speed.
• Complete an obstacle circuit with
control and agility.

• Consolidate and develop a range of
skills for striking and fielding.
• Develop different ways of throwing
and know when best to use these.
• Practise the correct technique for
catching a ball and use this in a game.
• Practise the correct batting technique
and use this in a game.
• Practise the correct technique for
fielding and use this in a game.
• Strike a ball for distance.
• Consolidate throwing, catching and
batting skills already learned.
• Use skills learned to play a striking and
fielding game competitively and fairly.

• Run in different directions and at
different speeds using a good
technique.
• Improve throwing in a variety of ways.
• Reinforce jumping techniques.
• Understand the relay and passing the
baton, working as a team.
• Choose appropriate running
techniques for long-distance and
short-distance runs.
• Compete in running competitions.

Nimble Nets

Striking and Fielding

Athletics

• Learn to keep possession of a ball,
using agility, balance and coordination.
• Dribble a ball, changing direction and
maintaining control.
• Accurately pass and dribble in a game.
• Improve accuracy of passing at a
target.
• Identify and apply ways to move the
ball towards an opponent’s goal.
• Learn concepts of attack defence.
• Apply learned skills to a team game.

• Develop different ways of throwing
and know when each is appropriate.
• Use agility, balance and co-ordination
to field and return a ball.
• Use agility, balance and co-ordination
to move into good positions for
catching in game situations.
• Use hand-eye co-ordination to strike a
moving and stationary ball.
• Develop fielding skills and understand
the importance within a game.
• Apply learned skills to a team game.

• Select and maintain a running pace for
different distances.
• Learn to modify stride length, arm
action and knee lift to maintain
appropriate pace.
• Practise throwing with power and
accuracy.
• Understand the effect of different
throwing positions.
• Demonstrate good running techniques
within competitive situations.
• Explore different footwork patterns.
• Understand which technique is most
effective when jumping for distance.

Year 5

• Identify and apply techniques for
hitting a ball, using forehand,
backhand and volley.
• Develop techniques for ground strokes,
backhand and volleys.
• Practise and consolidate techniques for
different strokes.
• Learn techniques for overhead serves.
• Apply techniques learned to play
competitively, using a scoring system.

• Develop passing and receiving skills.
• Develop knowledge of basic footwork.
• Use good hand-eye co-ordination to
pass and receive a ball successfully.
• Develop a range of passes and
understand which to use depending on
distance required to travel.
• Develop skill of ‘getting free’ in order
to receive a pass.
• Understand how to make space
through movement.
• Demonstrate a range of defending
skills, including marking an opponent.
• Understand how to intercept a pass.
• Use the correct technique for shooting
a ball into a net.

• Develop skills in batting and fielding,
lacing and returning the ball
accurately.
• Choose appropriate fielding
techniques, returning the ball.
• Move whilst throwing the ball.
• Develop a safe and effective overarm
throwing technique.
• Develop control when batting,
including directing the ball.
• Use learned skills to play a competitive
game, using a scoring system.

• Use the correct technique for running
at speed.
• Develop ability to run for distance,
sustaining running at a continuous
pace.
• Throw with accuracy and power,
demonstrating correct push technique.
• Appy techniques of relay running and
baton exchange.
• Explore different footwork patterns.
• Understand which technique is most
effective when jumping for distance.
• Apply skills to competitive situations.

Year 6

• Demonstrate correct grip of a racket.
• Use good hand-eye co-ordination to
contact a ball/shuttle with the racket.
• Recognise the difference between
serves, using to start a game.
• Develop ability to play ‘clear shots’.
• Develop ability to play attacking shots.
• Understand how to use different shots
to outwit an opponent - select and
apply in a game to win points.

• Work as a team using ball-handling
skills.
• Improve spatial awareness and
practise moving into different spaces.
• Pass and carry a ball using balance and
co-ordination.
• Practise footwork and dodging skills
while carrying the ball.
• Consolidate catching, passing and
tagging skills, applying to a team game.

• Throw and catch under pressure, using
good agility and balance.
• Use fielding skills to stop the ball
effectively (long barrier technique).
• Practise batting control to accurately
direct the ball.
• Understand the different roles in a
team and how they each contribute.
• Play competitively, assessing and
analysing own/others’ strengths.

• Investigate running styles and changes
of speed.
• Practise throwing with increasing
power and accuracy.
• Describe the effect of different
throwing positions and use effectively.
• Demonstrate good running technique
in a competitive situation.
• Explore different footwork patterns.
• Understand which technique is most
effective when jumping for distance.
• Apply skills to competitive situations.

Year 4

• Become familiar with balls and
rackets, and how best to hold them.
• Improve hand-eye co-ordination by
sending and receiving a ball with a
hand and a racket.
• Serve underarm, getting ball into play.
• Build up a rally with others.
• Develop accuracy of strokes.
• Develop awareness of body position
and contact points for accuracy.
• Play a variety of shots in a game,
exploring when different shots should
be played.
• Play competitively, using learnt skills.

Invaders

Sports and Fitness: Fitness Knowledge and Skills Map
Mighty Movers (Running)

Skip to the Beat

• Explore running at a variety of speeds
and in a variety of styles.
• Run at different speeds and in
different directions with control.
• Understand what happens to our
breathing and heart rate during
exercise and how it changes when
running at different speeds.
• Understand the purpose of circuits and
how they can improve fitness.
• Complete circuits, improving levels.
• Understand the importance of using
arms when running.
• Run at speed in relay activities.

• Develop foot patterns that aid
skipping.
• Learn to hop and jump in a stationary
position and while on the move.
• Develop the ‘step hop’ technique for
skipping without a rope.
• Learn to skip with a rope.
• Improve agility, balance and coordination.
• Skip in a circuit using the knowledge
and skills learned.

Year 2

• Run efficiently using the arms.
• Run with balance and co-ordination.
• Learn some of the changes that happen
to the body during exercise.
• Understand the purpose of circuits and
how they can improve fitness.
• Complete circuits, improving levels.

• Perform skipping moves with agility,
balance and co-ordination.
• Raise the heart rate to improve
personal fitness.
• Explore different ways of jumping and
hopping with balance and accuracy.
• Improve awareness of the position of
the rope when skipping.
• Improve control of the rope.
• Develop running skip technique.

Year 3

• Explore running at a variety of speeds
and in a variety of styles.
• Demonstrate good use of arms when
running at different speeds.
• Work as a team in a running situation,
learning to hand over effectively.
• Understand reasons for warning up.
• Understand the purpose of circuits and
how they can improve fitness.
• Complete running circuits, showing
balance, co-ordination and agility.
• Improve fitness, raising the heart rate.

• Develop skipping techniques with
control and balance.
• Participate in large rope skipping and
adapt technique as needed.
• Skip with a partner and compose a
sequence of skipping moves.
• Perform skipping moves in a routine
and mirror a partner.
• Perform rope and non-rope skipping
with good technique, and to
songs/rhymes.

Year 1

Gymnastics and Core Strength
• Explore movement actions with
control and link them together,
• Travel in different directions at
different speeds and levels.
• Link moves together while travelling,
changing level, speed and direction.
• Link isolated moves and shapes when
travelling on foot.
• Explore rolling movements to travel.
• Explore travelling to move along, over,
around, on to and off a bench.
• Travel with focus on changing
direction and level using equipment.
• Repeat and link combinations of
gymnastic actions, movements and
shapes with control.
• Remember and repeat simple
gymnastic actions with control.
• Perform balances and movements,
combining these into a routine.
• Balance on isolated parts of the body
using floor and hold balance.
• Link balances with other travelling
moves, transitioning smoothly.
• Safely use equipment to develop
sequences and explore different levels.
• Link together a number of gymnastic
actions into a sequence.
• Work with partners to create sequence.
• Explore jumping techniques and link
these with other gymnastic actions.
• Jump in different ways with a stable,
safe landing, including from a bench.
• Select and adapt gymnastic actions to
meet a specific task.
• Work in groups to create sequences
that develop jumping skills.
• Work in groups to create complex
shapes at different levels.
• Use different musical stimulus to
create gym sequences.

Bootcamp
• Understand how to prepare the body
for exercise.
• Understand what happens to the heart
rate during exercise.
• Complete a range of circuit-based
activities and understand the reason
for completing them.
• Demonstrate the correct technique for
circuit activities.
• Perform simple patterns of movement.
• Evaluate activities to say which are
easier or more difficult and why.

• Understand how to prepare the body
for exercise.
• Understand what happens to the heart
rate during exercise.
• Complete a range of circuit-based
activities and understand the reason
for completing them.
• Demonstrate the correct technique for
circuit activities.
• Perform simple patterns of movement.
• Evaluate activities to say which are
easier or more difficult and why.
• Understand how to prepare the body
for exercise.
• Understand what happens to the heart
rate during exercise.
• Complete a range of circuit-based
activities and understand the reason
for completing them.
• Demonstrate the correct technique for
circuit activities.
• Perform simple patterns of movement.
• Evaluate activities to say which are
easier or more difficult and why.

Gym Fit Circuits

Mighty Movers (Boxercise)

Year 4

• Understand that a fitness circuit can be
sport-specific.
• Perform a simple ball-skill circuit with
understanding and accuracy.
• Perform a simple hockey-based circuit
with understanding and accuracy.
• Complete a netball/basketball circuit
with understanding and accuracy.
• Perform a simple football-based circuit
with understanding and accuracy.
• Perform an athletics-based circuit with
understanding and accuracy.
• Work with partners in a skill-based
situation.

• Learn footwork movement patterns
showing co-ordination.
• Demonstrate correct technique for a
jab / cross-jab.
• Learn to build an aerobic exercise
routine including skilled moves.
• Link skills with control and precision.
• Develop personal fitness levels,
particularly strength and stamina.
• Create and perform a boxercise
sequence with increased accuracy.

Year 5

• Perform fitness circuits that aim to
improve strength and stamina.
• Develop consistency in technique.
• Perform fitness circuits with increased
understanding and accuracy.
• Use correct techniques for different
activities involving equipment.
• Understand that circuits can take
different forms and work on different
fitness elements.
• Understand why fitness is good for
health and wellbeing.

• Perform boxercise routines
demonstrating good technique.
• Understand the principles of dynamic
stretching.,
• Perform moves in time with music in
order to improve fitness.
• Improve fitness by raising the heart
rate and strengthening legs and arms.
• Include linking moves into a sequence.
• Perform sequences with precision and
accuracy, maintaining balance
throughout all moves.

• Develop a personal programme using
knowledge and understanding from
previous fitness lessons.
• Measure the effect on heart rate.
• Evaluate and refine the programme to
increase fitness.

• Know and understand the principles of
a good warm-up.
• Compose an aerobic warm-up that
raises the heart rate over a sustained
time.
• Understand how moves can be linked
together to perform more complex and
challenging moves.
• Demonstrate increased fluency.
• Perform and devise a sequence of
movements to music.
• Demonstrate understanding of
boxercise moves and how they can be
linked together to make a routine.

Year 6

Gym Sequences

Bootcamp

• Identify and practise body shapes.
• Use and refine skills of flexibility;
strength; balance; power; mental focus
• Identify and practise symmetrical and
asymmetrical body shapes and
balances, placing these into sequences.
• Use links and balances to maintain
fluency of a sequence.
• Perform gymnastic moves using pieces
of equipment.
• Use counterbalances, incorporating
these into sequences of movements.
• Perform movement in canon & unison.
• Evaluate own and others’ sequences.
• Practise body shapes and balances.
• Perform gymnastic moves with
increased control and accuracy.
• Identify and practise symmetrical and
asymmetrical body shapes and
balances, placing these into sequences.
• Use and refine skills of flexibility;
strength; balance; power; mental focus
• Develop skills for movement, including
rolling, bridging and dynamic
movement.
• Use counterbalances, incorporating
these into sequences of movements.
• Perform movement in canon & unison.
• Evaluate own and others’ sequences.

• Understand how to prepare the body
for exercise, including warming up.
• Understand what happens to the heart
rate during exercise
• Complete a range of circuit-based
activities and understand the reason
for completing them.
• Demonstrate the correct technique for
circuit activities.
• Develop agility and co-ordination.
• Perform more complex patterns of
movement.
• Evaluate activities to say which are
easier or more difficult and why.
• Understand how to prepare the body
for exercise, including warming up.
• Understand what happens to the heart
rate during exercise
• Complete a range of circuit-based
activities and understand the reason
for completing them.
• Demonstrate the correct technique for
circuit activities.
• Develop agility and co-ordination.
• Perform more complex patterns of
movement.
• Evaluate activities to say which are
easier or more difficult and why.
• Understand how to prepare the body
for exercise, including warming up.
• Understand what happens to the heart
rate during exercise
• Complete a range of circuit-based
activities and understand the reason
for completing them.
• Demonstrate the correct technique for
circuit activities.
• Develop agility and co-ordination.
• Perform more complex patterns of
movement.
• Evaluate activities to say which are
easier or more difficult and why.

Sports and Fitness: Unit Overview
Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 1

Mighty Movers
(Running)

Bootcamp

Skip to the beat

Brilliant Ball Skills

Throwing and Catching

Gym Fit Circuits

Year 1
Multi-skills
Mighty Movers
(Running)

Groovy Gymnastics
Bootcamp

Skip to the beat

Brilliant Ball Skills

Active Athletics
Throwing and Catching

Gym Fit Circuits

Year 2
Multi-skills
Mighty Movers
(Running)

Groovy Gymnastics
Bootcamp

Skip to the beat

Brilliant Ball Skills

Active Athletics
Throwing and Catching

Groovy Gymnastics

Year 3
Multi-skills
Mighty Movers
(Boxercise)

Groovy Gymnastics
Bootcamp

Gym Sequences

Striking and Fielding

Swimming
Nimble Nets

Gym Fit Circuits

Year 4
Invaders
Invaders

Swimming
Bootcamp

Mighty Movers
(Boxercise)

Striking and Fielding

Young Olympians
Nimble Nets

Gym Fit Circuits

Year 5
Swimming
Invaders

Gym Sequences
Bootcamp

Mighty Movers
(Boxercise)

Striking and Fielding

Young Olympians
Gym Fit Circuits

Young Olympians

Year 6
Swimming

Swimming

Swimming

Reception Curriculum Overview
Subject

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

Value

Aspiration

Respect

Achievement

Community

Resilience

Kindness

Theme

Me, Myself and I

The World Around Us

Space

Once Upon a Time…

Under the Sea

Driving questions
(weekly focus)

Who am I?
Who are we?
Who helps us?

Is Earth the only planet?

Yearly focus / cycle

Could we live…?
Why does no-one live
there?

How do plants and
animals change?
Where does my food
come from?

Who are the main
characters?

Where is the seaside?

Where is the setting?

Changes in seasons (drawing upon senses), Weather patterns, Nature walks, Protecting our environment
Art & Design:
• Self-portraits
• Local area
Geography:
• Location in local area
• Local community

Key content /
Links to KS1 Curriculum

Where do we come
from?

Growth, Plants and
Animals
How does your garden
grow?

History:
• Personal history and
changes
• Timeline of growth

Art & Design:
• Patterns
• Global influences
Geography:
• Transport in the local
area and beyond
• Cultures (food, homes,
clothing, languages)
History:
• Transport in present
day (flights)
• Cultures, traditions
and heritage

PSHE:
• Families, relationships
• Diversity
• People who help us /
roles in community

PSHE:
• Families, relationships
• Diversity

RE (day):
• Hinduism

RE (day):
• Christianity

Science:
• Body, senses
• Similarities and
differences

Science:
• Body, senses
• Weather patterns
• Similarities and
differences

Art & Design:
• Textures
History:
• Space travel
• Key events: First man
on the moon
RE (day):
• Buddhism
Science:
• Light and dark
• Planets: grouping and
comparing
• Celestial bodies
• The Sun (Weather)

Art & Design:
• Prints
• Collage
• Observations
Geography:
• Where do our foods
come from?
• Transportation
PSHE:
• Protecting the
environment
RE (day):
• Judaism
Science:
• What plants need to
grow
• Investigating different
conditions
• Natural foods
• Lifecycles: animals
and humans

Art & Design:
• Prints
• Collage
• Observations
Art & Design:
• Fantasy vs reality

Geography:
• Locations

Geography:
• Journeys
• Maps

History:
• UK seasides (present
day)
• What people do at the
seaside (present day)

History:
• Kings and Queens
RE (day):
• Islam
Science:
• Changing states
(Gingerbread Man)

PSHE:
• Protecting the
environment
RE (day):
• Humanism
Science:
• Animals and habitats
• Materials (floating and
sinking)

Core Reading Texts

Communication and
Language

Physical Development

Personal, Social and
Emotional Development

Literacy

Mathematics

Starting School
Super Duper You
I Am Perfectly Designed
Hair Love
All Are Welcome
Alone!
Listens to others and
stories in small groups,
able to retell simple
stories.
Use vocabulary links to
'all about me topic', able
to repeat and use
speaking frames
modelled by adult.
Aware of safety and
manages risk.

Handa’s Surprise
Old Mikimba Had A
Farm
Lion Hunt

Listens to the opinion of
others when in a small
group, understands
'how' and 'why'
questions.

Cross lateral
movements.

Beegu
Man on the Moon
The Way Back Home
How to Catch a Star
The Smeds & the Smoos
Uses talk correctly to
organise, sequence, and
clarify thinking, ideas,
feelings and events.
Maintains attention and
concentration when
listening to others, is
able to respond to
stories asking questions
and making comments.
Moves with confidence
negotiating space.

Moving - wheeled
vehicles and through
tunnels.

Use one handed
equipment with control.

Can initiate an
interaction with other
children/circle time introducing ourselves,
class rules.

Is able to take turns,
accepts the needs of
others and is aware of
consequences of
their own actions.

Has a good relationship
with peers and familiar
adults. Selects and uses
own resources, asks for
help and is confident to
interact with others.

Talk about ourselves,
our family, senses,
learning set 1 sounds,
oral blending.

Parent presentations on
countries of significance,
making passports,
writing labels, CVC word
blending (oral and
reading/writing),
Sequencing a story.

Instructional writing how to do a job

Measure: comparing,
ordering, estimating

Addition and
subtraction: within 10

Clean and dry and
manages basic hygiene.

Early Mathematical
Experiences: matching,

Instructional writing,
using red words and
CVC words in reading
and writing.

Tiny Seed
Jack and the Beanstalk
The Enormous Turnip
Tadpole’s Promise

The Gingerbread Man
The Three Billy Goats
Gruff
The Little Red Hen

Snail and the Whale
Commotion in the
Ocean
The Lorax

Expresses themselves
using extended
language, for example
by utilising connectives
or added details.

After listening to stories
can express views about
events or characters in
the story and answer
questions about why
things happened.

Uses a range of
vocabulary in
imaginative ways to add
information, express
ideas or to explain or
justify actions or events.

Shows good control and
coordination in large
and small movements.

Manipulates paper and
pens when writing and
drawing.

Hops and skips when
playing games or in time
to music.
Plays group games with
rules. Understands
someone else’s point of
view can be different
from their own.

Graphics are legible
showing good control
and coordination.

Knows the importance
of good health and
physical exercise, and a
healthy diet.
Talks about ways to
keep healthy and safe.
Is able to negotiate with
peers, working as part of
a group - understanding
and following rules,
adapting their
behaviours to different
situations.

Writing for different
purposes.
Write simple sentences
which can be read by
themselves and others.

Number: within 20

Resolves minor
disagreements through
listening to others to
come up with a fair
solution.

Confident to speak in
front of their class, are
willing to take a risk,
and understands this is
part of learning.
Demonstrates resilience
looking for their own
way to move forward or
overcome an issue.
Writing simple
sentences
independently.

Traditional Tales.
Recognising rhyming
words / phrases.

Addition and
subtraction: within 20

Reviews their work and
suggests how this could
be approached
differently.
Uses key features of
narrative
Depth of number:
within 20

comparing, ordering

using everyday language

Pattern and early
number: number to 3

Shape: sorting, position,
3D shapes

Number: within 6

Calendar and time:
sequencing, ordinal
language, time
measures, everyday
language

Addition and
subtraction: within 6

Number: within 15
Grouping and sharing

Double and half
Shape and pattern

Number: within 20

Money: values and
combinations, giving
change

Number: beyond 20

Measure: comparing,
ordering, estimating
using everyday language

Number: within 10
Addition and
subtraction: within 10

Learning about our
similarities and
differences, our body
parts and senses.
Understanding the
World

Understands that
different people perform
different roles.
Talks about the lives of
the people around them
and their roles in
society.

Expressive Arts and
Design

Parental Engagement

Constructs with a
purpose in mind using a
variety of resources to
create a model, dance or
composition.
Singing familiar songs,
learning new songs,
exploring instruments,
self portraits.
Who am I? – boxes and
photos

Talks about similarities
and differences between
themselves and others
and among families,
communities and
traditions.
Exploring with globes
and atlas, Google Earth,
BeeBots.

Uses simple tools and
techniques competently
and appropriately to
create something new.
Making food/artefacts of
cultural significance to
children, make
Gingerbread Men.
Parent presentations
and hands on activities
International day(s)

Knows about similarities
and differences in
relation to places objects
materials and living
things.
Learning about different
planets, fact file for a
chosen planet
Know some similarities
and differences between
things in the past and
now, drawing on their
experiences and what
has been read in class
e.g older space missions
compared to more
recent space
Selects appropriate
resources and adapts
work where necessary to
create and change a
piece of music, art, a
picture or model.
Making planets, making
aliens, making rockets/
spacecrafts.
Space day workshop

Explore the natural
world around them,
making observations
and drawing pictures of
animals and plants.
Knows that living things
grow and identify their
lifecycles.
Growing plants
Looking after ducklings.

Sing songs, makes
music and dances,
experiments with ways
of changing them.
Making instruments/
shakers with seeds and
beans.

Understand the past
through settings,
characters and events
encountered in books
read in class and
storytelling
Recognises that a range
of technology is used in
school and selects and
uses them for a purpose.
Beebots, I-pads
Computers – Purple
Mash

Introduces a storyline or
narrative into their play.
Role playing stories,
creating own stories

Instruments and beat
Planting day
Environment clean

Knows that the
environment and living
things are influenced by
human activity.
Life under water, sea
creatures, compare
different localities, how
to look after the ocean/
beach
RE Day - Humanism

Uses what they have
learned about media and
materials in original
ways, thinking about
uses and purposes.
Creating models of a
seaside.
Sand pictures.

Fairytale storytelling

Beach clean
Environment clean

Christmas Nativity
Battersea Fire Station
[Me, Myself & I)]

Learning Excursions &
Enrichment

Battersea Ambulance
Station
[Me, Myself & I)]
Local Park –
Wandsworth Common:
Navigation & Mapping
[Me, Myself & I)]
York Gardens Library
[Reading]

York Gardens Library
[Reading]
Battersea Arts Centre
[Performance]

Deen City Farm
[Growth, Plants &
Animals]
Science Museum
York Gardens Library
[Reading]

Wandsworth Waste &
Recycling Centre
[Growth, Plants &
Animals]
York Gardens Library
[Reading]

Tower of London
[Once Upon a Time]

London Aquarium
[Under the Sea]

York Gardens Library
[Reading]

York Gardens Library
[Reading]

Year 1 Curriculum Overview
Subject

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

Value

Aspiration

Respect

Achievement

Community

Resilience

Kindness

Geography

My Local Area

History
Science
Core Reading Texts

Writing genres

Everyday materials
The Three Little Pigs /
The Three Little Wolves
and the Big Bad Pig
Fiction: Traditional tale,
using predictable
phrasing
Non-fiction: Recount
(personal experiences)
Poetry

Writing in the wider
curriculum

Non-fiction: Recount
(Local Area mapping)

Numbers to 10
Mathematics

Addition and
subtraction within 10

The United Kingdom
Toys in Time

Transport and Travel

Seasons: Autumn &
Winter

Amazing Animals

Traction Man is Here
Fiction: Story, heroic
adventure
Non-fiction:
Instructions
Poetry
Non-fiction:
Instructions
(Toys in Time)
Shapes and patterns:
2D and 3D properties,
position, sorting &
classifying
Numbers to 20
Addition and
subtraction within 20

Mr Gumpy’s Motor Car

The Last Stop on Market
Street

Fiction: Recount, diary
entry based on narrative

Non-fiction:
Information

Fiction: 3-part story,
adventure

Fiction: 3-part story,
discovery

Non-fiction: Information (Comparison)
(Transport and Travel)
Time: O’clock, half past,
sequencing
Calculation strategies
within 20
Numbers to 50

Add 1-digit and 2-digit numbers to 20

Arithmetic

Subtract 1-digit and 2-digit numbers to 20
Times Tables
Art and Design

Our Seaside: Now &
Then
Seasons: Spring &
Summer

Plants

The Queen’s Handbag

The Lighthouse Keeper’s
Lunch

Fiction: Diary

Non-fiction:
Instructions

Fiction: 3-part story

Non-fiction: Persuasion
Poetry

Fiction: Diary or 3-part
Adventure Story
(The United Kingdom)

Adding and subtracting
within 50

Numbers from 50 to 100
and beyond

Fractions: Halves and
quarters

Adding and subtracting
within 100

Measures: Length and
weight

Money: Coin value and
exchanging

Find half of a quantity

Count forwards across 100 from any given number

Find quarter of a
quantity

Count backwards across 100 from any given
number

Counts in multiples of 2, 5 and 10
Drawing:
Self portraits
Barbara Walker

Sculpture:
Clay Animals
Alberto Giacometti

Non-fiction: Persuasion
(Seaside)

Painting:
Colour Theory
Wassily Kandinsky

Multiplication and
division: Doubles,
halves, repeated
addition and sharing
Measures: Capacity and
volume

Construction:
Vehicles with moving
wheels

Pictures with Moving
Parts

Design and Technology

Food:
Fruit Kebabs

Computing:
Programming & Coding

We are painters
Illustrate an eBook

We are storytellers
Produce a talking book

We are treasure hunters
Use programmable toys

We are celebrating
Create a card digitally

We are collectors
Find images using the
web

Computing:
Online Safety

We are kind and
thoughtful

We are responsible
internet and device
users

We are responsible gamers

We are information
protectors

We are good digital
citizens

Throwing and Catching
Sports

Multi-skills

Brilliant Ball Skills

Active Athletics
Active Athletics

Fitness

RE
PSHCE / Relationships
Education

Bootcamp

Hinduism

Christianity

Local Area – What do
people do?
[Local Area]
[Recount]
York Gardens Library
[Reading]

Groovy Gymnastics

Gym Fit Circuits

Groovy Gymnastics

Relationships: Families and Friendships, Safe
Relationships, Respecting Ourselves and Others

Local Area – Mapping
the local area
[Local Area]
Learning Excursions &
Enrichment

Skip to the Beat

Mighty Movers
(Running)

V&A Museum of
Childhood OR Pollock’s
Toy Museum: in-school
Workshop
[Toys in Time]
Local Church OR
Westminster Abbey
[Christianity]
York Gardens Library
[Reading]
Battersea Arts Centre:
Pantomime / show
[Performance]

Buddhism

Judaism

Living in the Wider World: Belonging to a
Community, Media Literacy and Digital Resilience,
Money and Work

Local Area – Transport
[Transport and Travel]
[Local Area]
London Transport
Museum
[Transport and Travel]
[Vehicles: Wheels &
Axis]
York Gardens Library
[Reading]

London Zoo
[Amazing Animals]
[Sculpture: Clay
Animals]
ZooLab: We’re Going on
an Animal Hunt
Workshop
[Amazing Animals]
York Gardens Library
[Reading]
World Book Day
Shopping Trip
[Reading]

Islam

Sikhism

Health and Wellbeing: Physical Health and Mental
Wellbeing, Growing and Changing, Keeping Safe
Local Park - Bishops
Park: Navigation &
Mapping
[The United Kingdom]
[Seaside: Now & Then]
[Spring & Summer]
The Royal Mews,
Buckingham Palace
[The United Kingdom]
[The Queen’s Handbag]
The Royal Cavalry
[The United Kingdom]
[The Queen’s Handbag]
York Gardens Library
[Reading]

Brighton
[Seaside: Now & Then]
York Gardens Library
[Reading]

Year 2 Curriculum Overview
Subject

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Achievement

Community

Value

Aspiration

Respect

History

Kings and Queens

The Great Fire of London

Summer 2

Resilience

Kindness

They Made a Difference

Geography

Contrasting Location:
Kenya, Maasai

Planet Earth

Science

Animals: Needs for
Survival

Core Reading Texts

Illustrated Tales of King
Arthur
Fiction: Legend
Week 1: Character
description

Writing genres

Summer 1

Week 2: Setting
description

Uses of Materials
George’s Marvellous
Medicine
The Great Fire of
London, Emma Adams

Habitats
The Iron Man

Greta’s Story

Earth Poems

Here We Are

Non-fiction: Recipe
Non-fiction: Newspaper
Report

Fiction: 3-part story
Poetry

Poetry

Non-fiction:
Persuasion
Non-fiction:
Instructional leaflet /
website

Protecting Our
Environment

Plants: Bulbs & Growth

Malala: My Story of
Standing Up for Girls’
Rights

The Akimbo Adventures

Non-fiction: Biography

Fiction: 5-part story

Fiction: Magical object

Poetry

Non-fiction: Biography
(Malala)

Non-fiction: NonChronological Report
(Comparison –
Kenya/UK)

Weeks 3-5 Story Writing
Writing in the wider
curriculum

Non-fiction:
Information report
(Kings and Queens)

Fiction: Story
(Great Fire of London)

Non-fiction: Persuasive Letter
(Planet Earth)
Time: Quarter past/to,
5 minute intervals,
durations

Mathematics

Arithmetic

Number within 100

Measures: Length

Add and subtract 2-digit
numbers

Graphs: Representing
and interpreting data

Addition and subtraction
word problems

Multiplication and
division by 2, 5 and 10

Add/subtract a 2-digit and 1-digit number mentally
(up to 100)
Add three 1-digit numbers mentally

Fractions: Halves,
thirds and quarters,
unit/non-unit fractions,
equivalent

Money: Addition and
subtraction, combining,
equal values, problem
solving
Face, shapes and
patterns; lines and
turns: 2D and 3D
properties, position,
rotation, symmetry,
right angles

Add and subtract 2digit numbers:
Regrouping and
adjusting
Find one third of a quantity
Find two quarters of a quantity
Find three quarters of a quantity

Number within 1000
Exploring calculation
strategies: Add and
subtract 2- and 3-digit
numbers

Measure: Mass
Multiplication and
division by 3 and 4

Measures: Capacity and
volume

Revision and application of Year 2 objectives

Use multiplication/division facts for the 2, 5 and 10
multiplication tables

Add/subtract two 2-digit numbers mentally (up to
100)
Add/subtract a 2-digit and tens mentally

Count forwards/backwards in tens from any number
Times Tables

Counts in multiples of 2, 3, 4, 5 and 10
Collage and Painting:
Great Fire of London
Henri Matisse

Art and Design

Painting and Drawing:
Animals & Habitats
Henri Rousseau

Design and Technology

Design:
Making a Crown

Computing:
Programming & Coding

We are astronauts
Programme on screen

We are photographers
Take better photographs

We are researchers
Research a topic

Computing:
Online Safety

We are code masters

We are not online bullies

We are safe searchers

Sports

Textiles:
Puppets

Multi-skills

Brilliant Ball Skills

Fitness

Mighty Movers
(Running)

Bootcamp

RE

Hinduism

Christianity

PSHE / Relationships
Education

Relationships: Families and Friendships, Safe
Relationships, Respecting Ourselves and Others

Hampton Court Palace
[Kings & Queens]
[Designing a crown]
Learning Excursions &
Enrichment

Battersea Park Zoo:
Colour & Camouflage
workshop
[Animals: Needs for
Survival]
York Gardens Library
[Reading]

Museum of London
Pudding Lane and area
[Great Fire of London]
[Collage & Painting:
Great Fire]
Tower of London: Fire!
Fire! Workshop
[Great Fire of London]
[Kings & Queens]
Battersea Arts Centre
Pantomime/show
[Performance]
York Gardens Library
[Reading]

Skip to the Beat
Groovy Gymnastics
Buddhism

Design:
Making a Pot for a Plant
We are game testers
Explore how computer
games work
We are game raters
Throwing and Catching
Active Athletics

Groovy Gymnastics
Judaism

Living in the Wider World: Belonging to a
Community, Media Literacy and Digital
Resilience, Money and Work
London Wetlands
Centre
[Habitats]
Local Park - Battersea
[Planet Earth]
Park: Navigation &
Mapping
ZooLab: Habitats
[Planet Earth]
Workshop
[Habitats]
Little Angel Theatre
Local Synagogue
[Designing a Puppet]
[Judaism]
[Fiction: 3-Part Story]
York Gardens Library
[Reading]

Printing:
Pattern Making
Esther Mahlangu

York Gardens Library
[Reading]
World Book Day
Shopping Trip
[Reading]

We are detectives
Collect clues
We are online behaviour
experts
Active Athletics

Gym Fit Circuits
Islam

Sikhism

Health and Wellbeing: Physical Health and Mental
Wellbeing, Growing and Changing, Keeping Safe

Wandsworth Waste &
Recycling Centre
[Protecting Our
Environment]
York Gardens Library
[Reading]

South London Botanical
Institute / Chelsea
Physic Garden
[Plants: Bulbs &
Growth]
York Gardens Library
[Reading]

Year 3 Curriculum Overview
Subject

Autumn 1

Value

Aspiration

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

Respect

Achievement

Community

Resilience

Kindness

Stone, Bronze and Iron
Ages

History

Ancient Greeks

Geography

UK: Settlement and Land
Use

Science

Skeletons and Muscles

Rocks and Fossils

Core Reading Texts

The BFG

Cloud Busting

The Queen’s Nose

Fiction: Diary

Non-fiction: NonChronological Report

Writing genres

Writing in the wider
curriculum

Fiction: Story Opening
(Character’s point of
view)
Fiction: Story Opening
(Character and setting
descriptions)
Fiction: Setting
Description
(UK Settlements & Land)
Number sense and
exploring calculation
strategies, within 100

Mathematics

Place value: numbers up
to 1000
Graphs: read and
interpret data using
different scales

Arithmetic

Europe: Mountains
Contrasting Location study: Italy

Non-fiction: Informal
Letter
Poetry
Fiction: 5-Part Story
(Stone Age)

Addition and
subtraction with up to
three digits
Measures: Length and
perimeter

Add/subtract multiples of 10 or 100 from a number
within 1000
Add/subtract numbers up to 3-digits using the
formal column method

Light and Shadows

Non-fiction: Persuasive
Advert

Deriving multiplication
and division facts, using
10s and 100s to multiply
and divide
Use known
multiplication facts to
create associated
division facts
Multiply/divide a whole
number by 10
Multiply a 2-digit by a 1digit using mental and
formal written methods

Forces and Magnets

Brother Grimm Fairy
Tales

The Wild Robot

The Adventures of
Odysseus

Fiction: Fairy Tale

Fiction: Diary

Fiction: Myth (5-parts)

Poetry

Non-fiction: Biography

Poetry

Fiction: Diary
(Explorer - Biomes)

Non-fiction: NonChronological Report
(Ancient Greece)

Angles and shapes:
right angles, acute,
obtuse, perpendicular
and parallel lines

Securing multiplication
and division

Non-fiction: Persuasive Advert
(Italy / Europe)

Multiplication and
division word problems

Climate Zones and
Biomes
Plants: Needs for
Survival

Time: Analogue, digital
to the nearest minute,
measuring and
calculating intervals,
roman numerals from I
to XII
Fractions: Unit/nonunit fractions,
equivalent, comparing,
adding and subtracting
Add/subtract fractions
with the same
denominator within one
whole
Find fractions of
quantities (up to 100)

Measures: Length,
weight and volume

Exploring calculation
strategies

Revision and application of Year 3 objectives

Times Tables

Counts in multiples of 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 and 10
Drawing and Drawing:
Cave Paintings
Lascaux Caves

Art and Design
Design and Technology

Construction:
Bridge building

Computing:
Programming & Coding

We are presenters
Video performance

Computing:
Online Safety

We are digital friends

Drawing:
Still Life
Paul Cezanne

Sculpture and Painting:
Greek Pottery
Food:
Pizza making

We are vloggers
Make and share a short
screencast presentation
We are netiquette
experts

Design and
Construction:
Greenhouses

Scratch

Excel

We are aware of our digital footprint

We are avatar creators

We are communicators
Communicate safely
online using software
We are internet
detectives

Throwing and Catching
Sports

Multi-skills

Brilliant Ball Skills

Active Athletics
Active Athletics

Fitness

PSHE / Relationships
Education

Learning Excursions &
Enrichment

Bootcamp

Groovy Gymnastics

Gym Fit Circuits

Groovy Gymnastics
El colegio
(School)

MFL: Spanish
RE

Skip to the Beat

Mighty Movers
(Running)

Hinduism

El mundo animal
(Animal world)
Christianity

Relationships: Families and Friendships, Safe
Relationships, Respecting Ourselves and Others

Local Park – Clapham
Common: Navigation &
Mapping
[UK: Settlements and
Land Use]
Tower Bridge & Thames
Clipper
[Bridges]
York Gardens Library
[Reading]

Natural History
Museum
[Rocks & Fossils]
[Skeletons & Muscles]
Horniman Museum:
Prehistoric Britain
workshop
[Stone Age]
Fulham Palace: Stone
Age workshop
[Stone Age]
York Gardens Library
[Reading]

Buddhism

Vida Sana: deportes y comida
(Healthy lifestyle: sports & food)
Judaism

Living in the Wider World: Belonging to a
Community, Media Literacy and Digital Resilience,
Money and Work

Pizza Express
[Making Pizza]
Buddhapadipa Temple
[Buddhism]
York Gardens Library
[Reading]

York Gardens Library
[Reading]
World Book Day
Shopping Trip
[Reading]

Islam

Sikhism

Health and Wellbeing: Physical Health and Mental
Wellbeing, Growing and Changing, Keeping Safe

Kew Gardens
[Plants: Needs for
Survival]
[Greenhouse Design]
York Gardens Library
[Reading]

British Museum
[Ancient Greeks]
York Gardens Library
[Reading]

Year 4 Curriculum Overview
Subject

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

Value

Aspiration

Respect

Achievement

Community

Resilience

Kindness

History

Roman Invasions

Roman Britain

Geography

Contrasting
Civilizations: Mayans
Amazon: Rivers and Rainforests

Science

Teeth and Digestion

States of Matter

Core Reading Texts

Charlotte’s Web

Varjak Paw

The Explorer

Fiction: Informal Letter

Fiction: Story Build Up
and Problem
(Character’s viewpoint)

Fiction: Diary

Non-fiction: Formal
Persuasive Letter

Fiction: Story Build Up
and Problem

Non-fiction: NonChronological Report

Writing genres

Classification and Environments

The Last Wild

Fiction: Adventure Story

The USA

Sound

Electricity

The Boy at the Back of
the Class

Race to the Frozen
North

Fiction: Journalistic
writing
Non-fiction: Formal
Letter

Fiction: Adventure
Story

Poetry
Writing in the wider
curriculum

Fiction: Narrative
(Roman Invasion)

Reasoning with 4-digit
numbers
Mathematics

Arithmetic

Addition and
subtraction: mental and
formal strategies

Add/subtract multiples
of 10, 100 and 1000 to a
number

Fiction: Formal Letter
(Roman Britain)

Multiplication and
division: mental and
formal strategies,
fluency up to 12x12
Discrete and continuous
data

Multiply a whole
number by 100

Non-fiction: Non-Chronological Report
(Amazon – Rivers and Rainforests)
Multiplication facts:
fluency and application
(12x12)
Fractions: Equivalent,
improper fractions,
addition and subtraction
Time: Measuring and
calculating intervals,
roman numerals (I to
XII)
Divide multiples of 10
and 1000 by a single
digit number using

Decimals and place
value
Area and perimeter

Fiction: Journalistic
writing
(Mayans)

Solving measure and
money problems
Shape and symmetry:
angles, comparing and
classifying, triangles

Non-fiction: Big
Question – Balanced
Argument
(The USA)
Position and direction:
coordinates and
translations
Reasoning with
patterns and sequences:
Roman numerals up to
100
3D shapes

Add/subtract with
decimals (up to tenths
and hundredths)

Revision and application of Year 4 objectives

Add/subtract numbers
up to 4-digits using
formal column method

Multiply 2 and 3-digit
numbers by a 1-digit
number using a formal
written method
Multiply more than two
numbers
Use known
multiplication facts to
create associated
division facts

Times Tables

Art and Design

Computing:
Online Safety

Add/subtract fractions
where the answer may
be improper
Find fractions of
quantities using known
multiplication facts

Divide 1 or 2-digit
numbers by 100
Divide multiples of 10
and 1000 by a single
digit number using
associated division facts

Counts in multiples of 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12 (up to 12x12)
Printing:
Nature Patterns
William Morris

Collage:
Roman Mosaic
Mechanisms:
Levers and Linkages

Design and Technology

Computing:
Programming & Coding

associated division facts

We are software
developers
Develop simple
educational games
We are respectful of
digital rights and
responsibility

Painting and Drawing:
Self-Portraits
Frida Kahlo

We are musicians
Produce digital music

Scratch

We are toy designers
Prototype interactive
toys

We are HTML editors
Edit and write HTML

We are aware that
online content lasts
forever

We are standing up to peer pressure

We are careful when
talking to virtual friends

We are online risk
managers

Striking and Fielding
Sports

Invaders

MFL: Spanish

RE

Mighty Movers
(Boxercise)

Bootcamp

Donde vivo: El barrio y la ciudad (Neighbourhood,
town/city)
Hinduism

Nimble Nets

Swimming

Young Olympians
Swimming

Fitness

Construction and
Mechanisms:
Skyscrapers

Textiles and Design:
Pencil Cases

Christianity

Young Olympians

Gym Sequences

Gym Fit Circuits

El hogar y la casa animal
(House and home)
Buddhism

Judaism

Personas que queremos: familia, amigos ymaestros
y comida
(People we love: family, friends and teachers)
Islam

Sikhism

PSHE / Relationships
Education

Relationships: Families and Friendships, Safe
Relationships, Respecting Ourselves and Others

Science Museum – ‘It
Takes Guts’ Workshop
[Teeth and Digestion]
Learning Excursions &
Enrichment

Shri Swaminarayan
Mandir, Neasden OR
Shree Ghanapathy
Temple, Wimbledon
[Hinduism]
York Gardens Library
[Reading]

Roman Amphitheatre
[Roman Britain]
Lullingstone Villa
[Roman Britain]
York Gardens Library
[Reading]

Living in the Wider World: Belonging to a
Community, Media Literacy and Digital Resilience,
Money and Work
Thames Explorer Trust:
Rivers and
Local Park – Wimbledon
Environmental Issues
Common: Navigation &
[Amazon / Local Area]
Mapping
[Amazon] [Printing:
ZooLab: Rainforest
Nature Patterns]
Discovery Workshop
[Classification and
William Morris Gallery
Environments]
– ‘Inspired by Nature’
[Amazon]
[Printing: Nature
Patterns]
York Gardens Library
[Reading]
York Gardens Library
[Reading]
World Book Day
Shopping Trip
[Reading]

Health and Wellbeing: Physical Health and Mental
Wellbeing, Growing and Changing, Keeping Safe

British Museum: Lives
of the Ancient Maya
[Mayans]
York Gardens Library
[Reading]

Canary Wharf & Thames
Clipper
[Skyscrapers]
[The USA]
York Gardens Library
[Reading]

Year 5 Curriculum Overview
Subject

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

Value

Aspiration

Respect

Achievement

Community

Resilience

Kindness

History

Anglo Saxons and Scots

Vikings

Baghdad and the Middle
East

The Victorians and
Industrial Revolution

Lifecycles

Growing Old

The Gauntlet

Cogheart

Geography

Asia: Volcanoes and Earthquakes?

Science

Earth and Space

Forces

Core Reading Texts

Beowulf

Riddle of the Runes

Kensuke’s Kingdom

Fiction: Diary

Writing genres

Fiction: Quest Story
(Character and setting
description)

Fiction: Adventure
Story

Fiction: Quest Story
Writing in the wider
curriculum

Mathematics

Non-fiction: NonChronological Report
(Anglo Saxons and
Scots)
Place value and
rounding up to
1,000,000, counting in
powers of ten
Multiplication:
Multiples of 100, 1000,
10,000 and 100,000
more or less
Negative numbers /
roman numbers to
1,000
Addition and
subtraction: Formal
methods up to

Non-fiction: NonChronological Report
Non-fiction: Balanced
Argument
(Anglo Saxons vs.
Vikings)
Multiplication and
division: Multiples,
factor pairs, common
factors, prime numbers,
square and cube
numbers. Long
multiplication up to 4digit by 2-digit. Short
division up to 4-digit by
1-digit. Remainders.
Multiply and divide by
10, 100 and 1000
Area and perimeter:
Composite and irregular
shapes

Materials: Properties and Changes

Poetry

The Girl Who Stole an
Elephant

Non-fiction: Persuasive
Speech

Non-fiction: Persuasive Speech
(Asia – Volcanoes & Earthquakes)
Fractions: Multiply,
solve problems and
convert fractions to
decimals
Decimals: Compare and
order, multiply/divide
whole numbers by 10,
100 and 1,000, round,
add/subtract to 3dp
Percentages:
Relationship between
percentages, fractions
and decimals

Non-fiction:
Journalistic writing

Non-fiction: Biography

Percentages: 10%,
multiple of 10%, 5%, 1%,
any percentage of an
amount, convert
between percentages,
fractions and decimals
Units of measure:
Convert between units
of measure (including
time), solve problems
involving measure,
equivalence between
units of measure

Fiction: Adventure Story

Fiction: Diary
(Baghdad and the
Middle East)

Non-fiction: Big
Question / Balanced
Argument
Non-fiction:
Journalistic writing
(Victorians and
Industrial Revolution)

Measure: Calculate
volume, find fractions,
decimals and
percentages of
measurements
Shapes and angles:
Right/acute/obtuse/
reflex angles, estimate,
identify, compare and
order angles, find
missing lengths and
angles
Position and direction:
Coordinates and
translations, reflection

Revision and greater
depth of application of
Year 5 content

1,000,000
Statistics

Fractions: Equivalent,
comparison, order and
convert
Recognise and use
square and cube
numbers

Arithmetic

Apply knowledge of
partitioning with
numbers up to
1,000,000

Multiply whole numbers
by 10, 100 and 1,000
(up to 999,999)

Add/subtract multiples
of 10, 100, 1,000,
10,000 and 100,000

Multiply a 3-digit
number by a 2-digit
number using long
multiplication

Add/subtract numbers
with more than 4-digits
using column method
Multiply multiples of 10
by 10, 100 or 1,000

Divide numbers up to 4digits by a 1-digit
number using long
division, including
remainders

using axes

Add fractions with the
same denominators and
convert from improper
fractions to mixed
numbers
Add/subtract fractions
where there are different
denominators and one
fraction is a multiple of
the other
Multiply proper
fractions and mixed
numbers by whole
numbers

Find 10% / 5% /
multiples of 10% of a
number
Add/subtract decimals
(where numbers have
different decimal places)
Multiply decimal
numbers by 10, 100 and
1,000

Revision and application of Year 5 objectives

Divide whole numbers
by 10, 100 and 1,000
using decimals

Find fractions of
quantities using formal
calculation strategies
Times Tables

Art and Design

Counts in multiples of 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12 (up to 12x12). Pupils use related/known facts with fluency.
Drawing:
Landscapes
Van Gogh
Textiles and Design:
Viking Armour

Design and Technology

Printing:
Islamic geometric
patterns

Sculpture and Painting:
Yayoi Kusama
Food:
Baking Bread

Mechanisms:
Gears and Cams

Computing:
Programming & Coding

We are game
developers
Develop interactive
games

We are architects
Create a virtual space

We are cryptographers
Cracking codes

We are bloggers
Sharing experiences and
opinions

We are web designers
Create a website about
cyber safety

Computing:
Online Safety

We are game changers

We are content
evaluators

We are responsible for our online actions

We are protecting our
online reputation

We are respectful of
copyright

Sports

Invaders
Swimming

Swimming

Striking and Fielding

Nimble Nets
Young Olympians

Young Olympians

Fitness

Bootcamp

Mighty Movers
(Boxercise)

Gym Sequences

Gym Fit Circuits

Gym Sequences
MFL: Spanish

RE
PSHE / Relationships
Education

Trabajo y tiempo libre
(Work and leisure time)
Hinduism

Christianity

Relationships: Families and Friendships, Safe
Relationships, Respecting Ourselves and Others
Van Gogh Alive: The
Experience
[Landscapes]

Learning Excursions &
Enrichment

Royal Observatory –
Planetarium and
Workshop
[Earth and Space]

Fulham Palace: Vikings
& Anglo Saxons
workshop
[Vikings & Anglo
Saxons]

Astronights at Science
Museum
[Earth and Space]

York Gardens Library
[Reading]

York Gardens Library
[Reading]

Alrededor del mundo
(Around the world)
Buddhism

Judaism

Living in the Wider World: Belonging to a
Community, Media Literacy and Digital Resilience,
Money and Work
Natural History
Museum: Earthquakes
and Volcanoes
Local Park – Richmond
workshop
Park: Navigation &
[Asia]
Mapping
[Asia]
Tate Modern – Yayoi
Kusama: Infinity Mirror
York Gardens Library
Rooms
[Reading]
[Sculpture and Painting
Yayoi Kusama]
World Book Day
Shopping Trip
York Gardens Library
[Reading]
[Reading]

Vacaciones y celebraciones
(Holidays and festivities)
Islam

Sikhism

Health and Wellbeing: Physical Health and Mental
Wellbeing, Growing and Changing, Keeping Safe
Natural History
Museum’s ‘Urban Nature
Workshop in Hyde Park
[Lifecycles]
Regents Park Mosque
OR Local Mosque
[Islam]
[Printing: Geometric
Patterns]
York Gardens Library
[Reading]

Museum of London
Docklands
[Victorians and
Industrial Revolution]
Fulham Palace:
Victorians workshop
[Victorians and
Industrial Revolution]
York Gardens Library
[Reading]

Year 6 Curriculum Overview
Subject

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

Value

Aspiration

Respect

Achievement

Community

Resilience

Kindness

History

Ancient Egyptians

Geography

Conflict and Resolution

Global Challenges

Science

Light and Perception

Classification

Core Reading Texts

Wonder

Holes

Fiction:
Quest/Discovery (focus
on atmosphere)

Non-fiction: Persuasion

Writing genres

Mathematics

Non-fiction:
Chronological report
(timeline of events)
Place value: Rounding
up to 10 million,
negative numbers and
counting in powers of
ten
Addition and
subtraction: formal
methods and problem
solving
Multiplication and
division: Common
factors, multiples and
prime numbers. Square
and cube numbers. Long
multiplication up to 4digit by 2-digit. Short
and long division up to
4-digit by 2-digit.

Fiction: Flashback
(Character’s
perspective)

Making Our Mark

Mapping the World

Evolution and Inheritance

Electricity

Circulation and Lifestyle

Macbeth

Windrush Child

Boy in the Striped
Pyjamas

The Other Side of Truth

Fiction: Historical
fiction

Non-fiction: Newspaper

Fiction: Tragedy

Non-fiction: Biography

Poetry

Fiction: Playscript

Fiction: Futuristic

Revision and application

Year 7 readiness

Poetry

Poetry

Fractions, decimals and
percentages:
Relationship between
percentages, fractions
and decimals. Problem
solving and conversion.
Algebra
Measures: Convert
between units of
measure, solve problems
using conversion

Position and direction:
Coordinates and
translation
Properties of shape
Measures: Area and
perimeter

Roman numerals up to
1,0000
Time: Conversion and
problem solving
Ratio: Problem solving
Statistics

Measures: Calculating
volume
Revision and
application

Remainders. Multiply
and divide by 10, 100
and 1000
Add/subtract multiples
of 10, 100, 1,000,
10,000, 100,000 and
1,000,000

Multiply 1-digit
numbers with up to 2dp
by whole numbers

Add/subtract using
negative numbers
through zero
Arithmetic

Multiply a tenths
number that is less than
one by a multiple of 10
or 100

Multiply/divide
numbers up to 4-digits
by a 2-digit number
using formal methods
(dividend may include a
fraction)

Multiply a number with
decimals by a 2-digit
number using long
multiplication

Use BIDMAS to
determine the correct
order of operations
Times Tables

Art and Design

Find 1% of a number
Find a multiple of 1% of
a number

Multiply pairs of proper
fractions writing the
answer in its simplest
form

Revision and application

Year 7 readiness

Revision and
application

Counts in multiples of 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12 (up to 12x12). Pupils use related/known facts with fluency.
Drawing:
Landscapes
Stephen Wiltshire

Computing:
Programming & Coding

We are advertisers
Create a short TV advert

Computing:
Online Safety

We are respectful of
others

Fitness

Add/subtract a mixed
number to a fraction
where there are different
denominators

Find a multiple of 5% of
a number

Divide proper fractions
by whole numbers

DT and Technology

Sports

Add/subtract fractions
with different
denominators (2 or 3
fractions)

Invaders
Swimming

Painting:
Pop Art (Self-portraits)
Lichtenstein, Warhol &
Basquiat

Collage and Printing:
War and Peace
Hannah Hoch
Design and
Construction:
Bird Boxes
We are adventure
gamers
Make a text-based
adventure game
We are safe gaming
experts

Textiles:
Belts, following a brief

Design and Electricity:
Fairground Rides

Python

We are travel writers
Use media and mapping
to document a trip

We are publishers
Create a book or
magazine

We are online safety problem solvers

We are safe social
networkers

We will not share
inappropriate images

Swimming

Swimming

Bootcamp

Mighty Movers
(Boxercise)

Striking and Fielding
Swimming

Swimming

Gym Fit Circuits

Young Olympians
Swimming

MFL: Spanish

RE
PSHE / Relationships
Education

Learning Excursions &
Enrichment

El cuerpo y la ropa
(Body and clothes)
Hinduism

Christianity

Relationships: Families and Friendships, Safe
Relationships, Respecting Ourselves and Others
British Museum –
‘Excavation in Egypt’
Workshop
[Ancient Egyptians]

Local Park – Hampstead
Heath: Navigation &
Mapping
[Global Challenges]

Central London
[Landscapes – Stephen
Wiltshire]

Wandsworth Waste &
Recycling Centre
[Global Challenges]

York Gardens Library
[Reading]

York Gardens Library
[Reading]

La naturaleza y el aire libre
(The great outdoors: nature)
Buddhism

Judaism

Living in the Wider World: Belonging to a
Community, Media Literacy and Digital Resilience,
Money and Work
ZooLab: Classification
Workshop
Imperial War Museum
[Evolution and
[Conflict and
Inheritance]
Resolution]
[Collage & Painting:
York Gardens Library
War & Peace]
[Reading]
York Gardens Library
[Reading]

World Book Day
Shopping Trip
[Reading]

Historias: libros, peliculas y juegos
(Films, books and games)
Islam

Sikhism

Health and Wellbeing: Physical Health and Mental
Wellbeing, Growing and Changing, Keeping Safe
Battersea Power Station:
Electricity & Circuits
[Electricity]
Globe Theatre
[Macbeth]
York Gardens Library
[Reading]

UK Parliament
[Making Our Mark]
School Journey
York Gardens Library
[Reading]

